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Abstract 

SLDN f'· l'('>ulution is :t widr·ly an·•·pl('(l op"ra tional S(•ruantir> for logir progrannnmg 
with n<'gation [lì] . f'iuing; [:1] propoS<•d tllf• rui11i11111111 thn·<'-valu<'d n10dP.I of t h<' completiou 
or thc program [2] as a COI'I'I'SJIOntii' Jt l dl'clara tiH• Sl'lnanlirs. This rnod el roincidcs with 
tfr(' Jcas l fìxpoin l of a t ra nsfonnation UJlf'riiiOr. 

In this p:q>Pr \V(' )!,iV(' a s_vntarti cal clrararlf'l'ization of two clasSI'S or logic programs, 
(or whiclo tlo" COIT<'SJlOIHiiug lrausfonn:1Liun opNalor ronvt•rgf's lo tlof' l<'ast fixpoint in a 
conntahl<' nnrnhf'r of stf'ps. \ \'p 11sc ti1<'SP t o p l'OH' a nr•w conlpl<'l<'nf'ss rcsnlt for SLDN f'. 
rt!solutiou , roxteudiu~ tl ll a n alo~oH s r~sult of 1\un<'ll {r>). 

l Terminology 
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\VIu:rwvc·r possi l,lt·, t his p;qwr will n·f1·r 1.11 tlw >litrul;onl lo,!!,il· prugr<lllllllill~ terminology as in 
[G]. C<•liS"'I"''nlly, .;l 11'1'111 is il va r i;ol.lt·, il o·ou>l :orrl 11r a 1'11111plo·x Ll'l'lll of thl' form f(t 1, ... , i,.), 
whc:r<: t1, ... , l.,. ;,n· , l.e nns . /\ 11 ttltnu, dt'11111.1·d 1,_,. :\. lr:" t Ili' f11 rlll p( t) , wh1·rt> p is a pred icati' 
~)' llrl.ol of il liui tf' ;1i·ity (say 11} a11d t is il "''l'"''"''' of 11 1t·rr11s. !\ hlt mi, d•·not.ed by L, L1, . . . , 
is •·itl r"!' au itl<•ll l or <1 rwg<•L•·d itlflll t. ·c;;,.,." L=~A . ~ L is l''l"al 1.11 /\ . ;\ uo•·mllllogic JII'O!JI'IIIIl 
is a li11 it r• sd o f rl~tuscs of tlll' funn 

11 +-- 1,1 , ... , L,.(11 2 O) 
wiH:r<: 11 is i1 n ;ol.c,nl il llf l t•vt•ry /, , is ;1 lii.l'l'ill. :1 i, c;,JJ,·d t. llf' t'f/1/.dnsion ii!Jd e vr:ry l-; is çall•:d 
;, prr 111i.~r r,f tlw <'Iii liS I' . 

Ciw:11 il nornJ;,)Ju:.;i •·prugr;o nJ 1', t.lw IJ.·r lor;oii,J l ' "i"'""' 11,. is 1.1,.. " ''· uf ;,JI ,!!, r"llnd k ri11s whid r 
•·•ur l w f'll ll~Lnrclt •d 11sin:.; t'flll sl.ilnl.s illld fonlf'l iu11 '·"'"'"''' tiiTIIl'l'in.!!, iu /' . Tlw ll <•rhrand Ila" · 
IJ,. is I,)H: '"' ,,(;oli :.;r(llllr<l ;ol.urns whidr .. ,, . 1 ... ,-.,ll ~l.nll'tl·d •~>in ,!!, ;o pn·di<'i1l1· sy lltl.ol orc11rrin:.; 
Ìll / ' ill ll l il Sf:fJIH' IICC' of l,('fiiiS ÌIJ /J/' · :\ ,!!,r01111 d i u :-. l;IJII"f' or i l d;11 1:-oc • T Ìll j t j ~ il t' l aiiSC' ol,I.;&Ìtw'd 
J,y trp);t<·iu:.; f' \'1'1')' \'ill';;tl dt• X Ìll T J,y IJ( .\' ), \\' )JI'J<' fl j , il ~~JI ,~ t.il.lll ju11 . i.1•. il llliiJ'Jli llg frot n ;o iJ 
\';orial,J,·s i11 T lo I<Tnts in 1/1 •. Civ<'ll il pro!_!,l'illll /'. ym"'"/(1') d•·noiJ·, tlw sf'l. uf ;d) )!; l'01111d 
i ~t s l.;o11n :s .,r :d i "'" " " '' in /'. 

1\11 inlr· rJII·r·l~tlùw l is il s lll .sf'l. 11f 11,. U ~ 11,. (\\'111'11' ~ 11,. d•·uol1·> lllt' ~l'l 1 ~11111 E /11.) ) sudr 
tllid. f11r c·adr i\ , l 11 , ~11} Cl l. < :iv•·" " ,·,uj,,,.., i"" .. r lit•·r;ds S. :..: is t rn1· iu a n intnpn:t.iltion 
/ , if .<.; ç l: S is f;ol si-' in l· if l ~ l,: /,E .'·; J (l / l 0: :..: is 1111dc ·linf'd in l l."tl r• ·rw.iS<·. 
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2 Three-valued completion sen1antics 

SLDNF-resolu tion is an operational St·mantics fur logi•· programming. whirh usPs the negation
as-failure rule lo derive negati ve information [6]. In m·dpr Lo g ivt• a semantical counterpart 
lo this rule, C lark introdnced t lw complclìou of a program [:l]. Honghly, givt>n a program P, 
comJI(P) consists of an t>qnality throry plus ali clans<'s of P mmplPted with an oulv i/part. 

The completion approach prest>nls somP inconv•~ni~ence [8]: in particnlar, tlw complt>lion of a 
program may not be cons is te nt, e.g. the completion of p +- ~p is in ronsistent. 

To overcome this problmn, Fitting proposNI to ns•• 1\ h·erw's t hn••e-va luf'd logics [4] instead of 
dassic ones. He daimed that thn·••-vahwd logirs lwtl•·r reflect tlw hehavior of a logic program, 
because, given a qnf'r)', a program may ;ursw•·r y<•s or no, or may di verge. 

Fitting al so associa led with each prop;ram P a monotoni c. t ransformation operator q, p over tlw 
latt ice of interpretations, whosf' ddìnition is rt>portf'd lwlow. 

Let T p denote tlu~ set of ali int•·rprt>la t ions and i<·t ç d<-·nntl-' t lu· usna l snbsPt nel<ttion. (T p, ç) 
is a complete semi- latticP, and if 11 ç /-1 ç 1:1 ç ... is an infiniti' chain of intr·rpretations, 
Ul;>r h E lp , and lwnrP is tlw nnicprP if'ast <l J> J><'r honnd of thP set { h}k~ 1 in (lp , ç ). 

!fJ p : (T p, ç ) => (T p , ç) is defirwd as: 

<!>p( l) = {A 1311 +- Body E !Jrurwd(f' ) with /Jurlv tnw in l} U 

{~A IVA +- Borlq E .'fJ'"" '"/( P). Body is fals•· in l} 

Wt> will ust> the notation •1• /. , 11 = O. l .... . u: 1\- hen· •1•/. = Vl. <]J/'.+ 1 = <]>p (<]Jn for 11 2: O, and 
<IJp == Uu<w <l) p. 
Fitting proved that tlw thn•••-val<wd llllHh·ls uf r'o111J1( [' ) .-orn-·sporul lo t lw fìxpoints of <l> p. 

As <]>p is monoton i.- , ( in o tlwr wonb if 11 ç 11 for sonw 11.12 E lr• tlwn 4>p(/r) ç cl>p(/2 )) , 

il fo llows tlmt tlw set of fìxpoints fomrs a s.·mi-];11 t in· . ll'ili >SI' minimunr always exists and 
co rresponds lo tlw poss il,Jy tr;ursliuit•· ordinai .-losnn· uf •l•/'· 

As in gerwral q, P is not contillliOHs. it.s minirnnrn fixp oi nt rna_1· nnt lw rr·•·ursin•ly <'lllllll<"rahle [:l]. 
For this reason. Fittinp; f·)ainwd t ha t. tlw d··linil iorr of ;r lo,!!;i.- prugram is .,,·,·rly JWrmissive, ami 
only programs whnse cnrr•·sporHiin,!!; tran~ furnra t io n op<-ral <H' is conti1111011s shon Id be considl'rt>d 
nccqllnblr. In thP twxt s•·•· t.ion. W<' will gil'<' il ~.vnt . <t<'Licil l snfli•·i•·nl rondition for surh programs, 
thus provid ing a ~olution lo t lw pruhi<-m ldt op•·rr hy Fit l ill)!,. 

3 The continuity result 

In this sertion , Il'<' will provid•· a ~ nll i .-i•·nt snrtac ti.-al condition nn logi.- program P. which 
)/;llill'illtti'('S tJrat til!' C'OITI'SJ>OIIding OJ>I'riJIOI' <]> 1, is nllll illii<IIJS. 

D efìnition l A nomrnllo_qìc prnymm i., m//n/ lto l l'ilri;,J,J,. introdncing (n . li.Ì.}, ìf /or cur r y 

c/au~r nllvnrìnb/r., whìrh'n!J!JI 'lll' iu lhr pn liti-''-' ulso uppwr in !hl' t'Onclusìo n . O 

This tl.•fìnition is no't n•st.ri•·til'l', '" it. hil~ h,·,·n s lto11·n in [7] tlta t ei·Pry nonna] logic- program 
ran lw transfnmwd into il 11. 11.i. pro,e;ra nr wi t h <'< J'Ii v;rl,·nt ],.·hilvinnr. \V,· will show that 11. 11.i . 

prol(rams are ,,..-,·,·pl il l> i< · in 1111' " ' ""' of Fi tt ing. 
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Vve fì rst prove two short tf'rhn ical lf'mmas. Tlw first IPmma says t hat if the union of a chai n 
of sets has notH•mpty intf'rsection with sonw giwn sc•ls, tlwn there is one part icular set in 
the chain which has llOIH'lllJllY int .. rsc·rtion with t lw givf'n st•Ls. Tlw serond lemma says that 
given a ground ato m A and an n.u.i program P, the sc>t of grou nd instances of clauses in P 
having head A is fìnite. Thesc• twu h>nllnas wi ll he used in t lw snbsequent theorem to prove the 
continuity of the transformation operators associ<;t .. d Lo 11.1>. i. programs. 

Lemma l Let {hh> t be a clwi11 of inlrqn.-clnlio11s. Lei S = {.C.'1 , .... S,.} br a finite sci of 
finit e subsels of Bp u-~Bp. Thcn 
\I l ~ i ~ u, S; n (Uk~ t h) =l 0 <===> 3k 2 l 8uch lhnl \I l ~ i~ u. S; n h =l 0. 
Proof: (if): Tr·ivia/. 
(only if): Suppose lhat \1 1 ~ i ~ " • S; n (Uk>I h) =l 0. For cach l ~ i ~ Il. 3k(i) 2 l $l1Ch t/wl S;nh(i)#0. Thc r·cquircrl propr l'lyhold.• f~r· k = ma.r{ql) , .. . k(n)}. O 

Lemma 2 Lct P br 11 Jl.I>.i. logic progrnm. For mch alom A E Br , lhc llrtmbn· of clnuscs i11 
grouucl(P) wilh conclusio11 A is ji11ilc. 

Proof: As al/ var·iablrs iu n clrw.<r apprar· i11 il., cn11du.•inn. [Jit•cn an alom A Cl'rr·y clm1.<r in 
P ca11 be iuslanticrlcd lo al. mosl OIIC dnusc 111ilh condu.-ion .·1. As P is ji11ilc, lhr 1111111ber of 
clmrse.< in grotmd(P) wilh condusin11 A i.< ji11ilc. O 

In the next theorem, if }' ç lp , wt· writc- •l•,·(l '' ) as shmthand for {•l•r{l): l E )' }. 

T heorem l !j P is n n.11.i. logic JII'OfJI'IIIII. lhcn •l• r i., c·fJnlinuous. 
Proof: Lr.t Y br rwy eh a in of i p , i.c. n11y c·ounlablr ""bse l {h : k 2 l } of i p -'11Ch !hai 
h ç h +1 for al/ k 2 l. To ·'ho111 thnl <1>,. i.' cnnliuuou.,, mc hcii'C lo ,,ho111 lhnl <l> p( /rcb()" )) = 
l11b(q> p(Y)). Sincc '~ P is mn11olou c, 111r hnur /hai <l>p( } ') i., n chniu. Thc fras i uppcr botwd 
of cwy e/utili of i p is ju.<l lh r un io n of !h t ..!111i11. ·'" u•r Il< cd lo .</10111 /hai <l> p(Uk>I h) 
Uk~ I <l> p( h). No111 foi· mch alom Il. -

li/Id 

A E <l>r(Uk>t/d {=:=> 
3A ...... Badi/ E !J1'Uil1111( f') wilh Body l l'Ili //l u •. >l h {=:=> by lemma 
3A t- Body E gro11ud(f') 111ilh Flmly lnu 111 h Jor snu~r · 1.- 2 l {==> 

A E <l> p( h) fnr sQnlr /; 2 l {=:=> 
A E Uk~l <l>,.( h) 

~A E <~,.(U,.> , h ){=:=> 
\lA +- Body E [/1'0111/(l(f' ), riutly isfal.<t• in U k> l h {==> by ,,: 111111(1.' /. :.! 
\lA t- Body E !J1'UW111( / ') , Flotly i., fa/.,, in h Jor sou11 k 2 l <===> 
~Il E <l> p( h) jo 1· some /; 2 l {==> 

~A E Uk~ l •l•,.( Id O 

Conl.inuity of <l> p is usd'n l lw.-anst' il )!; llill'illlil't's l h il i li w l rilnsforlllillion oper i! l or rea rh es 
its leasl fixpoi nl il fll'r a ronntal•lt· nnmlwr 111' i11·rali11ns. 11r fonnally that <l>f. = <l>p(<l>f.) 
[:3]. Howc~VI'I', tlw next t•xam ph-· shows t h ili l ht• lixpuint li Iii .\' lw rearhed aftl'l' ro untahly 
many iterations ••vt•n wlwn tlw opt·ralor is n111 contilllltllls. The program helow rakulales 
the connectivity property fora fi Xt' d grilph wh11st' nodt•s ill't' nnmhered. 
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Exmn p le l 
comwdr.d(X, X) 
COIIIIC'<'I.I'II( X , V)+- t·dyt,(X,X ),m llll tTI.t·rl(/, , \") 

rdrtr( l , :l) 
r·rlrtr'( l , !i) 

o 

T lw opc•ralor <1• 1• asscwiat.c·cl wit. l1 l lw p rov,r;1111 is noi nml in'""''· In r;11·t , r·rn.sidr·r llH' chaiu 

{l;} ;>~o wlwrr · l; = { -wdftt'(11, l) , ... ,~ui!t'( •l. i) ,~rrl.'lr(l , fi) , ... ,--;r·rlyr·(i , (i)). Tlu• n mt iunily 

coudfliou is uol satisfic·rl , !JC'I'illlsr· ~r·olllllri rrl( • l.fi) l'O < I>,,(Uh~ l lk). IHJt ~t·tm llt:t'lt,r/(4 , 1i ) rf. 

uk~ ' ~~ ,.(h.). 

ll owc·vc•r , il is nol difficn ll. lo dw•·k lhat ;1•/· = •1• 1.(•1• /.), so 11,;11 11•,, n·ad u•s it.s lc•ast lixpoint 

artc·r a fì ni lP lllllll iH•r or skps. 

Wc• ar~ll c' l h al tlw int•·rr ·sling prop•·rty wl 1idJ n,;,kr·s pruv,ra111S , ... ,..:pl ;.1,1•· is tlw rar:t t.ha t t h c• 

associatc•d lraus ronnat.iou UJH'ralur rr·;,dws il s lc·as l fix -point aflr·r ;, r·cJIIIII.i! l,lc· nnrnlwr of slf!JIS. 

As long tts WP ,·n n prnvc t. h;el. Ll1is llitppc·us, c•vc·u 1 u·u~r ;nns wit lt ;, 11011 t·out i 11nuu s l rausforrnat.iou 

OJH'rillor should Ili' nmsidc•n·rl '"'~'~'PL;.I,I•·. · 

.(n l lw IWXl sc~c:lion , WP will I'!JarildJ•riZI' il r·l;"s of prov,rar ns la r)!,<'l' tlwn ll.ll.i. programs, w!Jr,sc• 

lrans ro rmalion o1wra to r is iu R'' ' " '~'" l ''"" n n• l irll rons. lo111. n •;fl'lws il , lc·ast. fixpc,iul. artc·r a 

c'OiliJtahlc• 1111111lll'r or itl"ra l.ions. 

4 The conver.gen ce r esult 

u.u. i programs ari" nPvc·r a llow!'rl Lo c·cmt;oi n a v;o,ri;.l,lc· in t. lw l,ody or a c:l;u rs", n n!Pss it a lso 

app<'ili'S in t (w Jwad o r l )ll' san11• da liSI' . \Vi Ili llw following rlc·fini tirm, , wc• d rarartc·r izr• a d ass 

or ,; rogr:a ms wlwn· sudr nc ·w vari;,I ,J,., i.n Il w loorl.v arr· pari i;d ly ;, llom·rl . In J>ilrtirlllar. t iii·'Y an· 

a llowed when lh"y app<"ill' iu a spc·cial kinrl of lil c•r;,)s Ll,ar w•· n.ll lauulat·. 

D efin it io n 2 A /ilcml L it< ca//ctltalnrl;11· if '.111 tlt}ill ilio" nf if., JiiTtlimlr .syt11 bol r.o11sisl., of 11 

sci o/ !JI'OIIU ti clauscs withou l Jll'f lll i."·s. O 

Definition 3 A uormallogic /II'O.'II'II iu is t·rdlcd pa rti;d ly va r iai,Je introdur.ing (p.v.i.), i/ ~vet·y 

rmriablc which appccll'-' iu lhr prcmist s of 11 r·lnnsr IIJIJifll l'.' r ilhcr iu il.• r·Quc/u.•ion or .111 n 

positive labula1· prcmi.•r. O 

· Notice l hat l he p rogram in c>Xamplc• l is 11.11.i .. lwca11 sc' t lw predicate• ulgc- is t;,bu lar. i\loreover , 

it is show n in [ l] tlr~tl II .V. i . pro)?;rams ari' S ll i t ll h l.~ lo rl c•snilw ··lc·rtronir r ircuits in r~ull 

diagnosis. 

T hf' nex l lemma providt's il lPchniral l'C 'SII l t . t lrat wil l lw IISf'd l/Iter lo prove tlre co nvergence or 

llr c> transfo rmalio n operalors assoria tPd witlr 11.n.i. progra ms. 

Thf' int uition l>Phind t lw rwx l lt'lll lllll is s imple. c·wn tlw11g h tlw lemlll<l itsPif may bf' d iffì cult 

lo read . <l> p conv<"rgPs if, aft<'r a fini LP 111111tlwr or skps. ti w assignmenl of t hf' lrutlr value to 

evf'r)' alom A-stili requ ires lht' lrn th.valui'S ur /C lin itP lllllltlwr or olher litera ls . T h is obviously 

implif's thal l ht> truth vahu~ or 1f wi ll lw di'lc•rrnirwd 11 fkr Hnnt lwr fìn ilf' nu mber of steps. 
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In partirnlar, tlw ahove rondition is always sa tislied, wlwn t lw \·alnP of A is 11"11 <" in the leasl 
fìxpoint. In facl , in this casP tlw \·ahw of Il only n•qnin's that tlw body of a rlause defìning A 
is Ll"llf' and a li rla usPs on ly rontain a fìnil•> nnmlwr uf lit1>ra ls. 

TlwrP are SOillf' prohlents wlu·n tlt•· va lnf' uf A is fa/;;c in thf' ((•asl fìxpoint. In this case, the 
valnP of A rPqllin·s that a li tlw hodil's of ali tlw clans••s d•·fining Il are false, therefore when 
t lwse clanses are ittfìnil<' the vahw uf Il may (kp<'tHI on in finite litPrals. We saw earlier that if 
a rlausf' is 11. v.i., it has al most onP p;ronml instanrP wit h a givPn head, therefore ifa program 
is 1/.tJ. i. the nnmlwr of clans<•s with a givl'll ltf'ad is lini tr. 

\•Vlwn a program is p.v.i. , t he nnmlwr of dau"'' dd ining an atom can be infin ite, but there is 
onP simpl<' rondition t h al ca n stili p;na rantcr that tlw sPl of gronnd clausf's relevant lo determine 
t ltf' valnf' of the gi\·•·n atom is fini t•·. This cnnditiun is t hat Pwry vari abiP which does not appear 
in Lire head of a r l;11rse appears in a literal L uf tlw hudy snrh that ali gronnd instances of L, 
hnt ·a fi nite nonni ... ,., beconw fai"· after a linill· nor mlwr of applirations of <l>p. 

Lemma 3 Lrl l ' /11 a llfJ1"111alloqic pro!Jmlll. Suppn.<• l/wl fnr rur1·y rlausr A<- L 1 , ••• L,. iu 
P n11 d for 1 vu·y l'flriab/1 .\ OI"C/IITill!f in il. 1 ilh1 r i) .\" OCC/11".< in ;l or ii) X occr1rs in some L; 
a111/lh11Y i.< ..rmtt 111 <w .•uch !hai 1111 pmjr..tin11 of lh< .<rl {LIL E 91"011111/(L;) Il ~L 1/; <l>p} 
011/n /111 1111/tu "·'·'i!lllfllln X i11 L i.< ji11il<. Th r11 l(>p(•l•/.) = <l>'j' •. 

Proof: Ltill lu 11 !fi"OIIIId aln111 in llr. ( .'on.<irhr 1111" .<rl of clausrs {T;}, wh e1·c rach T;= A<
L~ .... 1.:. i.• obtainul by inslanlialiii!J only lhr l'aria&/, ., in t/11 head of a clause i11 P. There are 
only ji11ilti!J 111an .'/ ·'111"h t•lauM ,,, l"fll"h nf u•hi,·h """' ""'!J jinilrlyma11y free llflriables iu th c body. 
lly 1111 II.'JJ"''''' ·'i·'· fo1· t 111·h T; 1111rl for rarh l'rtria h/1 X naiiiTin[J in T;, .\ occurs in some L~ aud 
!ltrn i.• .'tJ/ItC 111 < w sue/t /{I(J//Iu projf"cliou of l/11 s tl {l-I L E grouurl(L~) Il •L 1/; <l>p} oulo 
illf 1111/tu· 1/.•siguu//o X i11 L~ is jiuilc. 

1/1'1/1"( 3111' < w ·' '""" illfll 
(•) illf ·" ·/ S = {Il ,_ lludy E .'fi"IJIIIIti( !') I IJudy i., no/ faf., l in <l>j'!'} is fini/r. 

For IIII!J 11lfl111 Il . 1111 ha1w: 

Il E <J>,.( 11>'j'. ) ~ 
311 ':- U1J/I!f E .IJ I'U/11111( / ') sue h !hai llorly i., l nrt in <l>[. ~ by lemma l 
311 +- Hudy E gruuurl( P) .<11ch t !tal Nody is l l"Ili in <l> i~ for some 11 < w ~ 

Il E <1> /,+
1 

for "'""" 11 < ~· ~ 
Il E <I>J. 

a111l a/so: 

• A E <l>p(<l>f.) ~ 
V Il +- Butfy E .1f1'0111111( P), Burly is fui." in <1•/· ~ by (*) 
VA <- Burly ES, Body i.< fal.<r in •1•/ · ~ by/c 11111111 l 
VA<- Body ES, Body is false in <1>(. for so1111 11 <w~ 

• A E <I>j'.+' /or· ,,o1111 11 <w ~ 
•A E <l>f. D 

Theorem 2 Lrl !'br a p.11.i. pmgmm . Tlrru <1> ,.( •1•/· ) = <1>/ •. 
Proof: For evcry uariablr X flt"t"IIITin.IJ in 11 cl11 ust A <- L1 , ••• L,. in P, rit/11'1' i) X occu 1·s in A 
o1·ii) X oceu1·s i11 some positive labular L,. flln cr.llll pmjcclio11 of{LIL E !J1'uund(L;)I\•L 1/; 
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<(>~} onlo lhc l>nlnc nsSi[lllt'rilo X i., }ìnil<. 111111 ·'"t/,· hypnll11 si.' nf lemma ."/ is sa /i.~Jicrf wilh 
m= l. Thc rcs n/1 follows. O 

lt is worLh uoLiri ug Lhat p. 11.i. pro:.-; rams ili"<' onl.v ulll' •·:-;alltplt· u f prugr;~ms for which <l>p(<l>'j'. ) = 
<l>'j' •. tlbny non 11.11.i. progra11ts <"illt 1,.. show11 lo han· llw sa1111' pwp<·rly hy apply ing !Pmma :1. 

5 C01npleteness of SLDNF-resolution 

T his scrLion ronta i11s Lhe main n·s11lt uf 1l1is papt•r. 1111' n1111ph·l•·n•·ss uf SLDNF-rt·soluLion fur 
p.1•.i. prog rams . \V•· wiiiiiS<' llw fulluwin,t?; rt's ll l l fwn1 1\nill'll [!"']. stalt•d in a s nitahle fonnat. 
A dt·rivation .flonndcrs wlwn il n·; tt ·lws il ,t?;ual lllild<' uni\· uf lltJil ·,t?;rtlllll<l ll<',t?;ill.iv<· li tr-ra ls [u]. 

Lemma 4 ( 1\"un r 11) 

Lrl P 01 11 llfll'lllrd lo[tic Jll"flf/1"11111 urllllr l (; = ~ l. 1 ••.. / • ., u .'l""' s ad1 //1111 lhr SLJ)NF-rlcl'iaalioll 
from f' U (; d or., 11n/ jloallrl<T. '/"111 n is 11 ·'"'., .,·'·'fa/ SI./ !.\"1·'-rf, ri1•alion of fJ U (,' if lhnr i., 
80 111111 <w s ue!< illltillun <.risi.' u ym11ud iu.-luun of/. 1 .... 1 . ., lnu Ìn 11•!·· Th,,r is ajillilcly 
fnilul S I,DNF-dtri oal iou fmur l' U (,' if //, rr is ·'""Il " < ... ·. sar·/, illlll no !/I"Oiwrl i11slrwcc of 
L1, • • • L,. is lrnr in <]•/'·· 

Nnw W<' provP Llw tlll'urt'lll. 

Theorem 3 Lri l' !.c n Jl · 11.i. Jll"fi!J~"~~"'· 11111llr l(,'= +- 1.1 •. •. l.,. bt 11 _qrouud _1/0rd. lf L , , ... L,. 
is lnrr i11 ali !!tnt - 1•rducrl /l rrlmrurl ll!l!dr f., of <"tiiiiJI{I'). il11n lh r n i-' a -'III'Cf-'.<fal SLDNF
rft riaal io11 of P U (;. lf /, 1 •..• / • ., i., fnls< in ali !h n •- <•al n"/ 1ft rbmud modcls of com p( P), lh r r1 
lh rrr is 11 ji11 il çly fai/rt f SU)NF-drrilllrlion fmru l' U ( ,'. 

Proof: lfC: is lrnc {frdsr ) in allt!t n t -r•ulrud l!t rlmll,fnrodtf., ofr·onlp(f') lh e11 il is lrllc (false} 
in lh r mini11111111 illl·rt-llfllnul lltrlll·nnd nllulrl n{'"""'!' ( /' ). which by 1/r rorrm :! coiucidr.< wilh 
<(> 'j' •. ; l,(,' is rr fi ni/t 8 cl of _qrounrl/il rmk il follo/l'.' fmn< h 11111111 /. /!tut lhtrc cxisls 11 <w 
suclr lhul (,' is lra1 (fa/w ) in <1>/ .. "fi1 COIIIJilt lt //, pmof. il .'<u[/in s lo slr ow thal thc SLDNF
dn·illalion fmffl l' u r: docs noi Jlounrlf'l" S () liuti Lr 1111/111 1 1"(/fl bt llfifilicd. As p is p.u.i. 1111(/ 

C: is [JI"OIIIIrl , Cl'try lilflf' 11 ouriablr i.- inlmrlun tfllu l'"·'ili1•r labular li/ ( m/ in wlr ich il IIJIJII"Urs 
etili br appliu//o s u/,slilulr il willr t/ .f/f"()llflri <•arialdt. (28/J. O 

6 C01nparison with Kunen's result 

]( 111Wn sLaLf'S in [!i] that it fontnd;, F is il lop;i•·;tl CoiJS<'ljli<·'II<"P of eu m p( P) in t h rf'f'-valuf'd log i<" 
if anrl only if VF is Lnw in •l• /· fm so 1t l<' 11 < ..,;. Tl1is top,<· lll<'r with J.' mma. 4 implif's that , 
considering Llw r lass of rdliJwnl pro.!?;r;tms illtd ).!;tli tls [l'i], fur l\"hid1 SLDNr-df'rivation has bNell 

prown noL Lo noundPr. SLD NF-ri'Solnt.ioll is l"t1111pll'lt• wilh n··:<p< ·•-t tu Lhl'l'f'· Valnted logirs. Our 
,.,._, ,,]L is t haL in Llw casc• of ji . IJ . i . pmp;r<l nts and p;round <(IWri••s, we havf' PXtended l(unen's 
n·s tdt , by focnsing o n H•··rln·and nt<Hh ·ls. w,. •·:-; plain l his p oinl \•ia a s impl<• ••xamplf'. 

Exampl e 2 
q( ::rro) +-!'(X) 
p(.,ltt·c( X)) +- p( X) o 
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Let P he t lw program ahov<e. q(.:c r u) is falsi' in a li Lhr<•P-val owd 1-lt>rhrand models of t lw 
romplt>Lion of P. llowew r, tlwn· ilr<' sonu· nou- ll<·rlll-;llulmool<•ls of <'0111p(P) in which 3p(X) 
is true., hence. ~q( ::er ·o ) is not il cons•·quPIII'<' of cuiiiJI(/') in Lhn·•·-val<wd logir s. 

We argue that prop;ramnwrs wril•· t lwi r prup;nuns haviup; llc·rh rand modc·ls in mi n d, as in tlwsf' 
mod<' ls every lPrlll r<~pn•s ••nts au •·nt ity in t.lw world aud any n ·l<·va11l .-nt ity in t lw world c-a n 
bt> n~prc·st>nlcd hy a lPrm. l f.,,..-, . in t lw <'Xill llpl•· illw w a prup;r<llllllll'r would <"XJ>f'<:L q(ze1·o) to 
br· false. Our result is impurtaul , IH •causc• il proviol<•s a sufli,·i•·nt synLactical condition wh irh 
guaranl('f'S that IWPry g round formu la which is t n11· in ali th n·•·-vahwd llc•rhrand mod t>ls will he 
C0111JH1 lt>d by SLDNP-n•soluLiun. An alt<•m;<l.in• sLaL•·nH'IIL of our n·su lt is thilt p;ivfm a p.v.i. 
program P , t lue s.·t o f ll•·rhrilml nw•l<·ls is so dfi, ·i•·ut t.o .-l!ill'ilf' IPrizP t Ili' thn·•·-val11ed ground 
COIISf'CJUCnceS of f' . 
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Abstract 
We dcfine a new logic language with ncgation by introd ucing existential and uni versai 

quant ifiers in the queries. We cali r - genem/ programs and r -genem/ goals thc programs 
and the goals in this language. 

Negation is handled by using two rules: the NAF rule for univcrsally quantified neg
ative queries and the N Al rule for existentially quantified negative queries. We formalize 
t his amalga mation in terms of NAIF-resolution (SLD-resolution with Negation As In
stantiation and Failure) , and wc prove its correctness w.r.t. the cornpletion semantics. 

We also show how extended programs and goals, i.e. prograrns an d goals whose body 
is an a rbitrary first-order formula ([Il]), ca n be t ransformed into r -genero/ programs 
and goals and then evaluated using our system. 

l Introduction 
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SLD-resolut ion extended by the NAF rule for treati ng negative subgoals, (S LDNF-resolution) , 
represents the most widely used method to compute wit h genera i logic programs and goals. 
In the literature, a maj or limitation of the SLDNF-rcsolu t ion is that only ground negative 
literals can be treated by it; hence the computation cannot proceed \~hen the curren t goal 
contains on ly negative non-ground li terals (Aoundering), It is well-known t hat a sufficient 
condition for non-Aoundering is that queries are allowed, i.e. every variable in a n~gative 
literal occur also in a positive li teral in the query ([4]). 

On the other hand, this problem is avoided· if we use t he NAI rule ([6]), for solving 
negative (possibly non-ground) subgoals, thus obtaining SLDNI-resolution ([7]). W hen •A 
is selected, it succeeds if t here exists a fin itely instantiating SLDNI-tree for ~ A.; it fa ils if 
there exists a non- instanti ati ng SLDN I-refutation for ~ A. However, also SLDNI-resolution 
has a limitation , in that it can only deal with queries where no negative components share 
variables with the other components in the query. 

In th is sense, the two approaches are orthogonal to each ot.her, so it is obvious to t hink 
that they could be smoothly combined. 

In this paper we propose an amalgamation of SLDNF-resolut ion and SLDNI-resolution, 
which should provide the advantages of both of them and reduce their limitations. We cali 
it NAIF-resolut ion, for SLD-resolution with Negation As lnstantiation and Failure. In par
ticular, the result ing system would borrow from SLDNF-resolut ion the possibili ty to in fer 
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Theorem 3.5 (Correctness of NAIF- resolution) /,el P be a r - geneml progmm, +-Q a 

r- gcnem/ goal anil :i: ç frccvar(Q) . Thcn 

l. if P U {+-Q} has a NA IF-r-efulal ion wilh c.a.s. O, lh en Com pi-( P ) p QO, 

2. i/ P U {+-Q} has a NII IF-Ir·ec which fìnil ely inslrmliates x , lh r.n Compt.(l' ) p 3x.~Q. 

3. i/ P U {+-Q} has a fìrrilcly fai/cd NIIIF-Iree, lh en Compi.( l') p Vx.-.Q. 

P r oof Thc proof is in parl oblaincd by a slighl modifìcation of thc proof of T h core m 11.7 

in [8], which givcs the corrcctness of SLD NI-resolu l ion. 

Conccrning complclcncss, wc alrcacly notccl that N i\ Ir-rcsolulion suffcrs frcm1 lhc problcm 

of the dead end. Obviously, to the purposc of approxirnaling complctcncss as much as possiblc, 

it is bettcr to dclay the selcction of a negative conju nct unti! ali thc posi ti ve conjuncts havc 

been rcsolved, and generateci ali possi hlc binclings. 

Example 3.6 Considcr lhe program 

P= p(x ) +--.q(x, y ),r(y), 

q( x,a) +-, 

r(a) +-. 

We have Com pL.( P) p -:op(x), bul , due to thc local variablc y , Ni\ If'-rcsolulion would not 

d cri ve the success of P U { +- q( x )} (i t com es to a dca d end ), if wc se l cct -.q( x, y) h cf o re r( y ). 

In case of positive programs a nel queries the dead end problcm doesn 't occur, hcncc corn

plctcness holds. 

Theorem 3. 7 Le/ P be a positive 7n·ogram an d +- Q a positive goal. 

!f CompL.( P ) p 3x.-.Q , lhen lher·e exisls a NIIIF-trec f or· P U { +-Q} 

which insla nlia tes x. 

lf CompL.( P) p V x. -.Q, thcn !h ere exisls a fìnitely fa i/ed 

NIIIF-tree for· P U {+-Q}. 

Proof Far the proof, note that in this case the N AIF-trces fo r P U { +- Q} are j ust 

SLD-trees, then apply the completencss results far the NA I and NAF rules. 

3.2 Examples 

We give some examples showing how severa! problcms can be natu rally cxpressed in our 

language in a form very similar to their specifìcation. 

Example 3 .8 In logic programming sets are usually representcd .as lists, and the "member

ship" relation is defìned as 

m ember(x, [x ly]) +- , 

member·(x, [zly]) +- member(x, y) . . 



Consider now the subset relalion , formally expressed by 

Y ç Z *'? Vx .(x E Y =? x E Z) 
i.e. 

In our language this relation can be correctly defined as 

subset(y,z ) +- Vx . ..,(member·(x,y),..,member(x, z}). 
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This definition is "complete" w.r.t. the positive use, in the sense that, given two ground 
lis ts t, tt }vhich represent two sets T, U with T ç U, then t he query +- subset(t , u) has a 
NAIF-refutation. !t is also complete w.r.t. t he negati ve use, in the sense tha t if Tg; U , then 
the query +- ..,subset(t, u) succeeds, because +- subset(t, u) has a finitely fai led NAIF-tree. 

Note that if we eliminate "V x" from the defin ition , t hen i t is not complete in the negative 
use anymore. 

Example 3.9 The set-disjrmction relation, formally expressed by 

Y n Z *? Vx.(x E Y =?x(/ Z) 
l. C. 

Y n Z *'? Vx . ..,(x E Y A x E Z}, 

in our language cau be correctly defined as 

disjunct(y,z) +- Vx . ..,(member( x,y ), member(x,z }). 

One can easily verify that also th is defin ition is complete in both the negative and the 
positive use. · 

Example 3.10 Considera binary operation op, defìned in Logic Program ming by a ternary 
relation Pop (i.e. Pop(x, y,z) *'? op(x,y) = z}. T he neutra/ e/emenl, formally defined as 

neutral(x) # op(x,y) = y A op(y ,x) = y 

can be defined in our language by 

T he opposite can be defined as 

noLneutra/(x ) +- ..,neutral( x ) 

or, more simply 

noLneutral( x } +- 3y . ..,Pop(x, y, y), 

not_neutral(x) +- 3y . ..,p0 p(y, x, y). 

Observe the nested use of quantifiers in both Examples 3.8 and 3.10 of the form , respec
tively, \t'X . ..,( ... 3y . ..,( . . . )) with y = 0, and 3x . ..,( ... 3y . ..,( ... )) with x = 0. The nex t shows 
how more complicated relations as the Smyth preordering can be expressed by nesting the 
universal quantifiers. 
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Example 3 .11 The Smyth preordering relation is formally expressed by 

Y ~s Z ~ "'x E Z. 3w E Y. w $ x 

where "$" is a partial order on sets which suppose already defìned. In our language we can 

defìne it by 

Smyth(y , z) f- "'x. -,(member(x, z }, "'w.-,(membe,·(w, y) , leq(w, x))) . 

Example 3 .12 T his example shows the limits of NAIF-resolution derivi ng from its inability 

to compute bindings. 
T he implicalion predicate can be fo rmally defìned as 

x :::) y ~ y is t rue whenever x is true. 

A r -gen e m/ program defìning i t could be: 

P = { l mplies (x,y) f- -,(true(x ), false(y} ), 

lru e(T} f- , 

fa/ se( F) f- . 

If we use the program P to check whether l:::) u holds for l and u being one of the truth 

values T or F, then it is complete both in the positive and in the negative use. For instance, 

f- l m pl ies(T, T} succeeds, and f- l mp/ies(T, F) fails. However, if our aim is to fìnd values 

x and y for which lmplies(x, y) is true (or fa lse), then we don't obtain any a nswers because 

of the dead end. 

4 Correctness for extended program s 

From previous examples we can argue t hat f - gcn eral programs are more expressive than 

generai programs, in the sense t hat they allow to derive programs from their logica! spec

ifìcation quite easily. Extended programs, whose clauses can have as body any fìrst-order 

formula, are even more expressive. For these programs Lloyd and Topor have shown that 

SLDNF-resolut ion is correct, by translating them into generai programs ([11]}. In a similar 

way, we show that NAIF-resolut ion can be correctly applied to extended programs previously 

transformed into r - geneml programs. This transformation is very simple, so the correctness 

result derives immediately from Theorem 3. ' 

An extended pmgram is a fin ite set of fìrst-order formulas of the form A +-- W , where A is 

an atom and W is a fìrst-order formula. 
An extended goa l is a fì rst-order formula of t he form +-- W, where W is a {not necessarily 

closed} fì rst-order formula. 
Note tha t SLDNF and SLDNI-resolution only allow program clauses of t he form f- W , 

where W is respectively a conjunction of literals and a conjunction of 3-,genera/ queries ([8]}. 

We w ili see t hat every fìrst-order formula. is logically equivalent to a r -gencm l query. 

Next we give the defìnition of completion of an extended program P w.r.t. the language. 
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Definition 4.1 Let P be an extended program. lts completion w.r.t . t he language L is de
fined in the usual way, namely Com p L( P) = IFF( P) U CET L, w h ere IFF( P) is the co llection 
of completed definilions of predicates in P, i.e. the set of formulas 

p(x) H V E;, 
iE(I ,•) 

where x= x 1 , .•. , Xn are variables not appearing anywhere in the defìnition of p, an d, for ali 
i s, if the i-th clause in P with p in the head is of the form p(f;) f-- W;, lhcn E; is t hc formula 
3y;.( x = f; 1\ W;), where !f; denotes the variables in p(f;) and the free vari ables in W;. 

Definition 4.2 Given two formulas w. and w2 of a firsl arder languagc L WC say that w. is 
logically equiva lent to w2 if V( W. H W2) is val id, i.e. i t is true in cvery intcrpretat io n of L. 

Proposition 4.3 For each fil·sl.-or·der fonnula w, l h ere is a r - gen enzl fJII CI'Y Q s ue h lhat w 
and Q are logically equiualent. 

Proof (By. induction on the structure of W) 

(W = A) Obvious. 

(W= ~W') By inductive hypothesis thcre exists a r - general qucry Q' such that W' and Q' 
are logically equivalent, then also ~H'' and ~Q' are logically equiva[cnt. Finally observc 
that ~Q' is equivalent to the r - gen erai query 30. ~Q'. 

(W = W1 1\ W2 ) By inductive hypothesis l here exist r - gmeral qucrics Q = Q. , Q2 logically 
equivalent to W 1 an d W2 • Then Q = Q~> Q2 is a r - gene m/ query ami il is s ti li logically 
equivalent to W. 

(W = W1 V W2 ) Observe t hat W is logically equiva lent lo W'= ~(~w. 1\ ~W2 ). T he n apply 
t he previous cases and the transitivity of t he logica) equivalcncc rclation. 

(W = W1 -+ W2 ) Observe that W is logically equivalent lo W' = ~(W1 1\ ~W2). Thcn apply 
t he prev ious cases. 

(W = W1 H W2) Observe t hal W is logically equivalcnt lo W' = (W1 -+ W2) Il (IV2 -+ W.). 
Then apply the previous cases and the transitivily of thc logica) equi valcnce rc lation. 

(W = 3W') By inductive hypothesis t here exists a r - gen era/ query Q' log'i cally equivalcnt 
to W'. Now observe t hat the following is a sequence of logically eq uivalent formu las: 

W, ~(~(3W')) , ~(V~ W'), ~(V~Q'), 

an d t hat ~(V~Q') is a r -geneml query. 

(W = 'v'W') Observe t hat W : ~ logically equivalcnt to W" = ~(3~W'). Then apply lhe 
previous cases and the transitivily of lhe logica) equivalcncc rclation. 

o 

Definition 4.4 Let P be an extended program an d C an extended goal. The r - gen erai forms 
of P ancl Gare t he r - general program P' and t he r - genem/ goal G' obtai ned by substituting 
in P an d in G ali the first-order formulas by the corresponding logically cquivalent r - gen era/ 
query. 
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Lemma 4.5 Le t P be an extended pi'Ogram an d P' i fs r -genera/ form. Then P ami P' are 
logically equivalent and a/so CompL(P) and CompL(P') m·e /ogically equivalent. 

Proof Straightforward. o 

Lemma 4. 6 Le t P be an extended pi'Ogmm, P' its r - gen eml fonn an d F a fonmda contain
ing only predicates which appear in P . Then 

lf CompL( P') F F then CompL(P) F F. 

Proof Obvious by Lemma 4.5 o 

We now define the interpreter for extended programs. It isjust NAIF-resolu tion as defined 
in Section 3 , applied to the r -generai forms of the extended programs. 

Definition 4. 7 Le t P be an extended program, G an extended goal an d R a selection rule. 
The NAIF-resolution for PU {G} is the NAIF-resolut ion for P'U {G'}, where P' and G'' are 
the r -gene ra/ forms of P an d G. 

T heorem 4.8 (Correctness of NAIF-resolution for extended programs) Lei. P be af'! 
extended pr·ogram, f- W an extended goal and x ç freevar(W). Then 

l. if P U { f- W} has a NA !F-refutation wilh c.a.s . {), then CompL(P) F W{), 

2. if P U { f- W} has a NA!F-tree which fìn ite/y inslantiates x , then CompL(P) F 3x.~W . 

3. if P U { f- W} has a fìnitely fai/ed NAIF-tree, then CompL(P) F \lx.~W. 

Proof By Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 4.6. o 

5 Comparison with relate d works 

T he idea of usi ng extended programs lo solve generai programming problems is not new. 
Clark himself, wben introduced Negation As Failure, discussed about the t ransformation 
of extended programs into generai programs (see [4] p.299) , ami a vcrsion of il has bcen 
implemenled in micro-Prolog by Clark and McCabe, ([5]). 

On t be otber ha nd , in [9] Kowalski asserled that " any problcms can be convertcd from 
standard form to clausal fo rm", (w bere standard fo rm means tbc formalism using t he full fi rst 
ordcr logic), an d that "useful infcrence systcm for t hc standard form of logic may be obtaincd 
by combining inferencc rules for clausal form with ru les for converti ng from standard lo clausal 
form". 

T his is what Lloyrl and Topor havc clone in [Il], where a systcm of rules lransforming a n 
extended program P into a generai program P' is given, and SLDNF-rcsolut ion is applied 
lo the t ransformed programs. In this way, t hey prove correctness of SLDNF-rcsolution for 
extended programs and goals, justifying thc introd uction of thcm in logic programming by 
the fact that , for a given problem, an extended progra m is usually clcarcr ami simpler lhan 
the corresponding genera i program bccause il is in a form similar lo thc (logica)) specifìcation 
of tbe problem. 

T be same reasons motivate onr arrangement of N AIF-resolution lo compute with extended 
programs. Anyway, our lranslation is more simple and immediate than tbc t ransformat ion 
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used by Lloyd and Topor. We merely substit ute verbatim in every extended clause A t
W., ... , W,. ali the formulas W; in a logically equivalcnt f-genem/ qucry, thus obtaining a 
r -gene m/ program. No clauses are added to t he programs. O n the transformed program 
we use NAIF-resolution instead of SLDNF-resolution. This makes our system more powerful 
than t he system based on SLDNF-resolution as ex plained in Section l . 

Example 5.1 Consider the extended program 

p = { p( a) f- . } (l) 

with t he extended goal C =f- \fx.p(x). 
The f - genera/ form of C is C' =t- -dx.-.p(x ) =:t- Q. Wc havc t hat Pu {C'} fai ls in the 

NAIF system, ancl in fact CompL( P) f= -.Q, i.e. CompL(P) f= 3:r.-.p(x). On t he othcr hancl , 
the translation of C in a generai form , as clone by Lloyd ancl Topor is C" =f- answe1·(), with 

answer() f- -.q() , 

an d 

q() f- -.p( x) 

added to P to obtain P", an d SLDNF-resolution nounders with P" U {C"}. 

Example 5.2 lmagine a scene in which some blocks A, B, C and D are disposed in a way 
such that D is over B and C, which are over /'\. Consider the problem lo sh01~ t hat the block 
A s tands under ali the othcrs. The s ituation can be described by t he following extended 
program and goal: 

P = { Ouer(x, A) t-, 

Ouer(D, B) f-, 

Oue,·(D,C) t-, 

Coue1·ed(y) f- \f:r.Oue1·(x,y) 

C = f- Couered(A). 

The f-genem/ form of P is 

P'= (P\ {Coverecl(y) f- \fx.Ouer(:r,y)})U {Couc1·ed(y) f- -.3l·.-.Ouel·(x,y)}. 

We have that P' U {C } succeeds in thc NAIF system , and in fact CompL(P) l= C overed(A). 
On the other hand, thc translation of P in a genera i program P", as donc by Lloyd and Topor, 
is obtained by subs tituting in P the extended clausc Coue1·cd(y) f- \f.T.On(:r, y) by t he t wo 
generai clauses Couered(y) t- -.p(y) an d p(y) t- -.On(:r , y), an d SLDNF-resolut ion nounders 
with P" u {C}. 

Severa! cxamplcs of extended program clauscs can be found in 1\owalski's book (sce Chap
ter 10 in [9]) . We c~d this scction by t ranslat ing some of thcrn to show thc s implicity and 
immediacy o f doing il. 
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Example 5.3 ((9] p. 203) We want express that " Bob is happy if all his students like logic" . 
The standard form is 

Happy(Bob) ~ \lx.(Studentof(Bob,x) ~ Likes(x,logic)). 

The r-geneml form is 

H appy(Bob) ~\lx . ..,(Studentof(Bob, x), ..,Likes(x,logic)). 

Example 5.4 ((9], p. 203) A set is we/1-founded iff every non-empty subset has a least 
element. A set is non-empty iff it has at least one element. An element of a set is a least 
element iff it is less than or equa! to every element of the set. 

The standard form is 

W ellorderedset(x) H \lz.( H asleastelmt(z ) ~ subset(z, x) 1\ N onempty(z )) 

Nonempty( z ) H 3u.membe7·(u, z) 

Hasleastelemt(z) H 3u.(membe7·(u , z) 1\ \lu.(membe1·(v , z) ~ leq(u, v))]. 

The r-gen eral form is 

W ell01·de7·edset(x) ~ \lz ..... (subset(z, x), Nonempty( z ), ..,H asleastelmt( z )) 

Nonempty(z) ~ member(u, z) 

H asleastelemt(z) ~ membe1·(u, z ), \lv . ..,((membe1·(v, z), ..,feq(u, v ))). 

Note that the com.pleted defìnitions of P are exactly the standard form given above. 

Example 5.5 Finally, we give the steps needed in the system of Lloyd and Topor to transform 
the extended clause defìning the subset relation 

C= subset(y,z ) b \lx.(member(x,y) ~ member(x,z)). 

into a generai clause. 

step l. subset(y, z ) ~\lx . ..,(member(x, y) 1\ ..,member(x, z )). 

step 2. subset(y, z ) ~ ..,3x.(membe1·(x, y) 1\ ..,membe1·(x·, z )). 

step 3. subset(y, z ) ~ ..,p(y, z ) 

an d 

p(y, z ) ~ 3x.(member(x,y) 1\ ..,membe1·(x, z )). 

step 4. subset(y,z) ~ ..,p(y,z) 

an d 

p(y, z) ~ (membe1·(x,y), ..,member(x, z) ). 

Observe that in our system only step l is required to obtain t he r - general form of C (see 
Example 3.8), provided that "/\" is changed in",". 
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6 C onclusions 

Wc have inlroduccd NAir-resolulion which is an amalgamalion or S LD Nf-rcsolulion ami 
SLDN I-resolulion ab le to lrcat wilh quantified negative querics (r - gene m/ qurries). Wc 
have shown thal f-gen cml programs are as expressive as extended programs by cxhibiling a 
lranslation of t he latter into t he formcr. The n, Wf' havc proved correclness of NA IF- rcsolution 
for extended programs by fìrst transrorming t hem in lo r -gencrnl programs a n d thcn using 
the fact lhat NAir-resolutio n is correct in this case. 

Our lranslation is more immediate lhan the mcchanism inlroclnrf'cl hy Lloyd and Topor 
to translate extended programs into generai oncs. 

Moreover, we have shown that our system, which is hased on NA ir-resolulion , is more 
-4'complete" t han the one or Lloyd and Topor which is hased on SLDNf-rcsolntion , i .c. il can 
inrer more logica! consequences or lhe comple tion semantics. 
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Abstract 

This paper prcsents a generai approach to the Abstract Interpretation of Prolog pro
grams with cut. In most of previous approaches the cut primitive is merely ignored. 
Our method consists in trasforming an interpreter for Prolog into an interpreter that 
computes on abstract values and that performs loop-checks by storing ali encountered 
cali patterns into a table. In order to guarantee correctness, this tabled interpreter needs 
information about the sure success of the corresponding concrete computations. Such 
information, called contro/ information, is used to contro! the execution of the cuts by t he 
tabled interpreter: a cut is executed only if the contro! information guarantees that i t is 
also executed at the concrete leve!, otherwise, the cut is ignored. Contro! information can 
be easily added to any abstract domain. 

Introduction 

325 

Abstract lnterpretation has been successfully developed in recent years far the static analysis 
of programs. It has been applied to many types of languages. Originally, flow-chart languages 
were considered (5). Starting in the early 80's with the work of Mellish (22) many researchers 
studied its application to logic programmiog (15, 13, 20, 3, 12, 6, 17) aod more recently to 
concurrent and constraint logic languages (21, 9, 7). 

Abstract lnterpretation is especially useful for t he stati c analysis of Prolog programs because 
i t can infer information about the flow of contro! that isso little specified in these programs. We 
think, far instance, about determinism, or atom independence, or variable groundness. Because 
of this fact many researchers have worked in recent years on applying Abstract Interpretation 
techniques to Prolog. However, relatively little atlention has been devoted to the Abstract 
Interpretation of "full" Prolog with cut and built-ins, except for (2, 18). To the best of our 
knowledge, in ali the previous approaches the cut has simply been ignored. It is easy to see 
that ignoring the cut has a negative consequence on the quality of the information produced 
(not executing a cut means to consider computations that are pruned al the concrete leve!) 
and, for the same reason, it also can count negatively for the lime consumed by the analysis. 
The cut is a non-logica! operator whose meaning is specified only by means of an operational semantics. Moreover its denotational description is quite complicated (14). 

The intuition at the basis of the Abstract Interprelation method is that the data-flow 
analysis of a program consists of executing it on a special domain called abstract because it 
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abslracts ·some inleresling properlics of thc norma) concrete domai n. According lo this idea, 

the operational approach lo Abstracl lnlerprelalion thal wc have adopled is as follows. Lel L 

be a programming languagc. 

l. Using the ùsual approximation relalion lhat exisls belween an abslracl domain D and 

the concrete domai n C of t he prgrams of L, it is easy lo define for each concrete p rogram 

P of L a corresponding abslract program P' on D. 

2. Let l be an intepreter of L and use I to inlerprel P': such execution is a data-Aow analysis 

of the execution of P by /. 

3. Even if D is a finite sel lhe execulion of P' by I can be nol finile, whereas, clearly, one 

wanls data-ftow analysis to always terminate. In order to obtain l hal ali compulalions of 

I on finite domains D are finite, a loop-check mechanism is added lo /. 

This operational approach has been adopted in [4] for logic and constrainl programs and in 

[16] for logic programs. In these works the interpreler used was simply a program (N D-I) that 

nondeterministically traverses t he LD-lrees. N D-I was suffìcient because no contro) built-in 

like cut was considered, and lhus, il was not necessary lo mode) the depth-fi rst left -to-right 

traversai of a standard Prolog inlerpreler (called standard traversai in what follows). Al the 

contrary, this becomes necessary in this paper where we wanl lo l reat also the cut operator. 

Thus, in the same way as in [4] a loop-check, in the form of a tabulation mechanism (cf. 

[24, 16]), was added lo ND-1 obtaining a tabled inlerpreter N D-TI, here such a loop-check 

is added to the slandard Prolog inlerpreter St-1, obtaining the standard tabled intepreter 

St-T l . Jntuitively, a tabulation mechanism consists of collecting in a table ali the atoms A, 

called during an execution , together with t he solutions found for them. In this way, when an 

equi valent cali A.' is encountered later on, the solutions of A are used lo expand A'. In what 

follows A is called a solution cali , since il produces solulions, whereas A' is called a look-up cali 

because il jusl looks up lhe solulions of A. The addition of a tabulation mechanism lo St-1 

gives rise lo severa) problems thal are new wrl [4, 16]. The main one is as follows. Assume that, 

according wilh the operalional approach described above, the dala-Aow analysis of a Prolog 

program P, is obtained by execuling the corresponding program P' with the labled inlerpreter 

St-TJ. If P has cuts, so wi ll P' and they will be execuled by St-TJ jusl as by St-1. This 

can lead to incompleteness, in fact, the execution of P', being on the abstracl domain D (i.e., 

simpler t han the concrete one), can lead to more derivations than the execulion of P. Hence, a 

cut of P' may be executed whereas the corresponding derivation of P fails before such point. 

If t his happens the execution of the cut may prune computations thal, al the conlrary, are nol 

pruned for P and thus these concrete compulalions are nol analyzed: incompleteness! The 

solution to this problem is lo enhance the abstract domain D with some extra information, 

called contro) information, in such a way that St-Tl , when executing P' on this new abstract 

domain, knows whether the corresponding concrete computations are ali successful. Only in 

this case a cut is executed. Contro) information can be added to every abstract domain, but, 

clearly, the ability of computing good contro) information is domain dependent. 

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section l contains some preliminary definitions. In 

Section 2 the tabulation mechani'sm in [4] is described by means of an example. The necessity 

of modeling the standard traversai when treating the cut and the inappropriateness of the 

originai mechanism in this case are ali explained by means of examples. In Section 3 the 

extensions of the originai tabulation mechanism needed for modelling the standard traversai 

and handling the cul are described. Finally, in Section 4 some more examples show the need 

of contro) information for cnsuring completeness and explain its use. 
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l Preliminaries 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic concepts of Logic Programming, see [1 , 19]. 
Let V be an infinite set of variables and E be a ranked alphabet of function and predicate 
symbols. Let T(E, V ) be the set of ali terms constructed over E and V . 
A substitution is a mapping from V to T(E, V ) which acts as the identity almost everywhere. 
T he identity substitution is denoted by e. A renaming is a bijection on variables. W it h Subst 
we denote the set of ali idempotent substitutions and wit h Olv t he restriction of O to the set of 
variables V, i.e., the substitution O' such that dom(O') =V and xO = xO' forali x E V. 
Let S be a set of elements. As usual, a list L on S is defined by: L = nil l [s l L'] where nil 
represents the empty list, sE Sand L' is a list on S. 
T he list operation tail is as follows: tail(nil ) = nil and tail([s l L])= L. 
If o is a sintactical object, t hen V ar(o) denotes t he set of ali variables occurring in o and forali 
renaming u, ou is the syntactical object obtained by replacing in o any occurrence of a variable 
with t he corresponding variable assigned by u. 
The notions of computation system and of abstraction between two computation systems are 
slightly modified wrt [4]. 
A computation system V is a 5-tuple, 

(D, <P, n,~. =l. 

where each component is as follows: 

l. D is a complete.lattice, called computation domain, such that it has a bottom element, 
.Lv, and for ali d E D an d for ali renaming u, duE D; with C P v we denote t he set of ali 
cali patlerns on D, i.e., the set of ali pairs [A, dJ such that A is an atom an d d E D; 

2. <P is a function on D of the type: (D2 x Subst) -+ D; 

3. IT is a projection of the type: (D x p( V)) -+ D, such that, if d E D and V E p(V ), then 
IT (d, V) projects d onto the variables of V, cf. the 6 function of [23]; 

4. ~ is a partial order on D; 

5. = is an equivalence relation on C P v su eh that for ali [A, dj E C P v an d for ali renaming 
u, [A, dJ :: [A , d]u. 

V is called finite if its computation domain D is fini te modulo renaming. 
The function <P is intended to represent t he uni fication function on D when normalized pro
grams, as defined below, are conside~ed. 

A normalized atom is an atom of the form p( X) containing distinct variables only. 
A normalized program P over V is a fini te sequence of definite clauses of the form: 

where H, A1 , .•• , Ak are either normalized atoms or the contro l primitive cut, an d d E D. 
H is cali ed the head of the clause, and d, A1, ••• , Ak its body. A normalized goal over V is a 
normalized clause whose head is empty. :-d with d E D is called empty goal. 

In t he following only normalized programs and goals are considered. 
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Observe lhal considering normalized programs brings no loss of generali ly. In facl lhis is lhe 

lypical form of lhe clanscs of a conslrainl program on D and il is also casy lo scc that any 

Prolog program can be pul inlo lhis form where d is a subslilulion. 

In parlicu lar, l he usual concrete compulalion syslem of Prolog is 

C. = (Subst , 4>, , n., ç, :::. ) 

w h ere: 

l. <I>, is lhe unilìcalion funclion 011 Subst defì 11ed by: 4>,(011 02, a) = O where O E mgtt( Eq(Oi)U 

Eq(02) U Eq(a)); 

2. n , is defì11ed by: n ,( O, V) = 01v; 

3. ::, is lhe equivalence relalion 011 CPsub•t defìned by: [A 1 ,0.] =:, [A2,02] iff lhere ex isls a 

re11ami11g a such lhal (A 10.)a = A202. 

As an exam ple, a normalizcd program over C, defì ni ng lhe lisls concalenalion appcnd, is: 

append(X, Y, Z):- {X/[S l T], Z/ [S l U]}, append(T, Y,U) . 

append(X, Y, Z):-{X/[ ], Y/Z }. 

Lel P be a program wi lh goal Go. The LD-lree of PU {Go} is lhe SLD-tree [ 19] corresonding 

lo lhe P rolog seleclion m ie. 
Consider any LD-lree and a node G; in il conlaining a cul. The parenl node of lhis cul is t he 

anceslor of G whosc expans\on has produced this cul. 

The Standa1·d lnlerprcler, St-1, is a program t hal explores lhe LD-lrees by employing the slan

da,·d traversai ru le and by execu ting cuts according to lheir operational sema11tics. 

We recall below the notion of abstraction between computation syslems. 

Lel V= (D,<I>v ,nv, Sv ,=o) and C = (C, <I>e, ne, Se,=e) be two computation systems. V 

abstracls C iff the fo llowing properties hold: 

l. there exists a funct ion -y, called concretization funclion , from D to 2e su eh that -y is 

monotone; 

2. V6eSubst, Vc.,c2EC and w . ,d2ED, CJ Se -y(d.),c2 Se -y(d2) implies <I>e (c. ,c2, 6) Se 

-y(<l>o(d. , d2, 6)); 

3. VVE p (V ), VceC and 'ride D , c Se -y(d) implies n e (c, V) Se -y(n o(d, V)). 

Given a program P over C, a corresponding program P' over V is as fo llows: for each clause 

H:-c, A1, • •• , Ak of P, P' has a clause H :- d, A1 , ••• , Ak such that c Se -y(d) . 

2 Tabled Cmnputations for Pure Prolog Programs 

In this section we describe, by means of exam ples, the tabled interpreter N D-T I presented in [4] 

that , based on the notions of computation system and of abstraction between two computation 

systems, encompasses both the execut ion of pure P rolog programs and their static ana lyses. 

Moreover, we will show that N D-T I is unsuitable if one wants to perform the standard t raversai 

ru le to explore lhe lrees of derivations. 

Let us recall from (4] some defìnilions. 
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Definitions 

Let V be an a rbit rary computation system. In this section pure Prolog programs (i.e., wit hout 
cuts) over V are considercd. 
Given a goal G = :-d, A1 , ••• , Ak, the leftmost cali pattern of G, noted lf(G) , is t he pair 
[A., IT(d , Var(A.) )]. 

As an example, consider the goal over C,: 

G = :-{X/(a[U], T/(a[W]}append(X, Y, Z),append(T, Z, V). 

I ts leftmost cali pattern is 

lj(G) = (append(X, Y, Z) , {X/[ajU]}]. 

The idea of N D-T I is as foliows: coliect in a table ali t he leftmost cali pattcrns of the goals 
found so far in the computation with their computed solutions , and whenever a new goal C is 
produced, check whether t he table already contains a cali pattern lf(G') equivalent to lf(G). 
In t his case use the solutions of lf(G') coliected in t he tablc, for expanding G. 
N D-T I construct s a tree-table pair, (t, T ), as foliows. T is a table where each entry consists 
of a key, which is a cali pattern, and a solution list associateci to t hat key, which is a list of 
distinct elements of the computation domain D. t is simi lar to an LD-tree. It contains two 
types of nodes: nodes that generate an entry in the table, calied solution nodes and nodes t hat 
use these solut ions, calied look-up nodes. 
The keys of t he table are cali pat terns [A,d], where Vm·(d) ç Var·(A). Also in the t ree 
i t is convenient to keep values d projected. Every goal in the tree w ili be :-d, Al , . .. , Ak 
where Var(d) is included in the variables of the clause that has A1 in its body. In order to 
manage correctly t he switches of sets of variables during the computation, it is necessary to 
introduce special values called ca/1-exit marke1·s. A call-exit marker contains the information 
e= [cs.,cs1 ,A = H,d]. Suppose to have a goal G = :-d,A,R, where A is an atom of 
the body of cs1 such t hat A is unifìable with t he head of cs2. Then the new goal will be 
:-d", B. , . .. ' Bm, (es. , CS], A= H, d], R, where d"= IT(il>(d , d', 5), va,·(cs2) ), 5 = mgu(A = H) 
and cs1 = H:-d',B1, ... ,Bm· The call-exit marker e is said to correspond to l f(G) = [A,cq, 
where d= IT (d, Var(A)). 
When e becomes the leftmost element of a goal, i t means that a refutation for A under d has 
been computed and a solution for it has been reached. 
Call-exit markers are useful in order to know when new solutions for a left·most cali pattern 
must be added to the table. 

Example l Let P be the program: 

q(X ):-d, p( X). 
,·(X ):-d, p(X ). 
p(X): -d'. 
p(X):-d". 

and G0 be the goal :-d0 , q( X), r (Y), where d= d0 =e, d'= {X/a } and d"= {X/b} . 
By executing P with G0 by N D-TI, one obtains the t ree-table pair represented in Fig. l. At 
the beginning the table is empty. 
Since it does not contain a key equivalent to lf(Go ), a new entry with key lf(Go) = [q( X), d0] 
and empty solution list is added to i t . Go becomes a solution node and i t is expanded as follows. 
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Selecting the left most atom of G0 and using the renamed fìrst clausc, cs1, q(X1 ): - cl, p(X 1 ), in 

P, the resolvent G1 = :-cl1 ,p( X t), D1, r(Y) is computed, where cl1 = ll(ct>(c/0 , d, 6) , V m·( es t)) = 

{X./ X}, 6 = {X/ x l' Xl/ X } and DI is t he call-exit marker [cso, CSt, q( X) = q(Xt) , do] - Solving 

in the same way G1 , a new cntry with key lf(GI) = [p( X t), <Id a nel empty soiution list is acl d cd 

to the table. G1 is a solution nocle and i t is resolved by using a rcnaming of the third cla use, cs2. 

The resolvent G2 = :-d2, D2, D t, r·(}') with d2 = {X2/a } and D2 = [cs r, cs2, p(Xt) = p(X2 ), dd 
is computed. 
Consider now G2 . In generai, when a node G in the tree starting with a call-exit marker , 

has the form :-cl, [es t. cs2, A = H , d' j, A2, ... , Ak, then i t is resolved by compu ting G' = 

:- d",A2, · ·-,Ak, where d" = ll(ct>(cl',d,6),Var·(cst)) and 6 = mgu(A = H). Moreover, 

the solution ll(d", Var(A)) is added to the end of the solution list corresponding to the key 

[A, ll(d', Var(A) )] in the table. 

Go= :-d0 , q(X), r(Y) solution 

l 
[q(X) , do) [{X/a}l ni/] 

G/X, ), o-'::~~:,,•olutioo [{Xtfa}l ni/] 

G2 = :-c/2, D2, D t, r(Y) 

G3 = :-da , Dt. r(Y) 

l 
G4 = :-d4, r(}' ) solut ion 

l 
Gs = :-ds,p(Y!), Da look-up 

l 

Fig. l . 

Solving in this way t he two call-exit markers, D2 an d 0 1 , an d using the renamed second 

clause cs3, r(Y1): - cl, p(Yt), to solve r(Y ), one obtains the resolvents Ga, G.1 and G5 represented 

in Fig. l , where da= {X./ a}, d4 = {Xja}, ds = {YtfY}, and D3 = [cso, cs3, r·(Y) = r(Yt),d.i] . 

Consider now G5 . Observe t hat there exists in the table an entry with key lf( G t) = [p( X t) , d t] 

equivalent to /f(G5 ) = [p(Yt), d5]. In this case the solut ions ofi/(Gt) are used to expand /f(G5 ) . 

Thus, Gs becomes a look-up node and a pointer to the solution list L = [{Xt/a}lni/] of l f( Gt) 

is added to G5 • The solution {X 1/a} is usecl to expand G5 by computing G6 = :-d6 , Da where 
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d6 = ll(~(d5 , {X 1/a},c5111
), Va1·(cs3 )) = {Yt/a} and c5"' = mgu(p(Xl) = p(Yi)). Then the pointer of lf(G5 ) is moved to tail(L). 

Since t his pointer is now to an empty list in the table, when the computation backtracks lo G5 , the expansion of C5 is suspended. H can be continued only ifa new solution for lf(Gl) is added in the table. 
O 

It is easy to see that using N D-T I , i t is not possible to follow the standard traversai rule to expand the t ree of derivations. However in order to treat the contro! operator eu t the standard traversai must be followed. 

Example 2 Let P be the program: 

q(X):-p, p( X). 
r(X):-d, p( X). 
p(X):-d'. 
p(X):-d". 
s(X) :-d". 

and Go be the goal :- d0 ,q(X),r(Y),s(Y), !, where d= do =t: , d' = {X/a} and d" = {X/b}. By executing P with Go by ND-TI, Ct = :- {Xl/X}p(X.),ohr(Y), s(Y),! , G2 = :-{X2/a}, o 2,o! ,I'(Y),s(Y), !, c3 = :-{Xda}, Dt ,r(Y),s(Y),!, c4 = :-{X/a},I·(Y),s(Y), 1 and G5 = :- {Yi/Y},p(Yi),DJ,s(Y),! are computed. C5 is a look-up node to Lhe solutions of l f(Gt) in the table. The solution {XI/a} of lf(Cl) is used to expand /f(Gs) and G6 = :- {Yl/a}, D3,s(Y), ! and C1 = :-{Yfa}, s(Y),! are computed. Then a failure is reached and the computation ·backtracks to G5 • Since t here are no more solut ions of lf(Gl) in the table, the computation cannot continue the expansion of G5 and thus it backt racks to expand another node. However, branches of t he tree that are in fact not expanded by the effect of the cut obtained using the fou rt h clause of P to expand C5 are in t his way computed. 

3 Tabled Computations for Prolog Programs with Cut 
In this section we describe the tabled interpreter St-T I obtained by modifying N D-T I in su eh a way that i t follows the standard traversai rule to explore the trees of derivations and i t treats the contro! primitive cut. 
From now on, clauses can contain cuts in their bodies. 
T he presence of cuts complicates the "use" of the table. In fact a solution list in the table associated to a key lf(C') such that G' contains cuts could have been shortened because of a cut in C'. 
When a new generalized goal C is produced and there exists, in t he table, an entry with key lf(C') equivalent to lf(C) , then three di fferent kinds of relations between Gand G' can occur: 

l. lf(G') has been completely solved , i.e., it is to the left of lf(C) in t he tree of.derivations; 
2. Gand G' are in t he same derivation and l f(G) is not part of the proof of l f(C' ), i.e., G does not contain a call-exit marker corresponding to l f(C'); 

3. l f (G) is part of the proof of 1/ (G'), i.e., C contains a cali- exit marker corresponding to lf(C') (this is the case of a recursion cali). 
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In order to treats culs correctly, lhe tabu lalion mcchanism of St-T l is defì ned in s uch a way 

that, if lhere is no recursion, a solulion Iist in the table is used lo expand a node in t he trce 

only when il is sure thal t his list has not been (or will not be) shorlened because of a cut. 

Otherwise, in the case of a recursive cali , as dcfìned in point 3, the solulions of lj(G') are used 

lo expand G independently of whelher G' contains culs or nol. T his is based on the following 

argumenl: the parl of the search space of lf(G') explored so fa r led lo lhe recursivc call/f(G). 

Hence, lf(G) either needs less search than lj(G') (ifa cut prunes part of il), or il needs the 

same search in which case the computation falls in lo a loop. According lo these ideas, the lhree 

cases dislinguished above are deall with in lhe following ways: 

l. If C' does not conlain cuts, then the solutions of lj(G') that have been collected in the 

lable are used to expand G. Thus, C becomes a look-up node and a poinler lo t he solution 

list in the table associateci to the key lf(G') is added to il. Otherwise, if G' contains culs, 

then the computation of lf(G} is executed independently of t hat of lj(G'). 

2. In this case, according lo the slandard traversai rule, lj(G) wi ll be completely solved 

before /f(G'). Thcrefore, if C does nol contain culs, then the solutions of lf(G) can be 

used lo cxpand G' . G becomcs a solu t ion node and G' is lurned into a look-up node 

(nolice lhal il was solulion node). Moreover, lhe key /f(G') in Ti is replaccd by /f(G), 

the corresponding solulion lisl is accordingly renamed and a pointer lo the end of lhat list 

is added to G'. Otherwise , if G conlains cuts, then the compulation of l f(G) is executed 

independently of that of lf(G'). 

3. C becomes a look-up node independently of whether G or G' contain cuts or not. A 

pointer to the solution list in the lable associateci to t he key /f(G') is added to G. In 

this situalion, when there are no more solulions of lj(G') lo consider for expanding C, a 

loop is discovered and the whole compulation is stopped. 

The following examples illustrate the points described above. 

Example 3 Let P be the program 

q(X):-r: , p( X). 

r(X):-r:, p( X). 

,·(X): - r:,,·(X). 
p(X):-{Xfa}. 

and Go be the goal :-r:, q( X), 1·(Y) . Starting from G0, the tree-table pair represented in Fig. 2 

is reached. 
Observe that, when Gs is considered , the case 2 described above occurs. In fact, lhere exists 

in the table a key, lf(GI) = (p(Xt), {X1/X}), equivalent to lf(G5 ) = (p(Y.), {Y./Y}). G 1 and 

Gs are in the same derivation and lj(Gs) is not part of the proof of lf(GI). Since G5 does not 

contain culs, G5 becomes a solution node and G1 is t urned into a look-up node. The entry in 

t he table with key lf(GI) is modifìed as described in point 2 above and a pointer lo the end of 

the corresponding solut ion list is added to G 1• 

When G9 is reached, the case 3 is applied. G4 and G9 are in the same derivation and IJ(G9) is 

parl of the proof of lj(G4 ) (because G9 contains Ds lhal corresponds lo lf(G4 )). In lhis case 

Go becomes a look-up node and a pointer to lhe solution list associateci to the key lf(G4 ) in 

the lable is added to Go. T he solution {Y/a} is used lo expand G9 and when lhe compulal ion 

backtracks to G9 a loop is discovered. o 



(q( X), cl 

(p(YI),{YtfY I({Ytfa}J nilj 

G4 = :-{X/a},r(Y) solution 

l \ 
(r(Y),cj 

Ga = :-{Xfa,Yfa} 

Fig. 2. 

The next ex~mple illustrales the loop-check mechanism when cuts occur. 

Example 4 Lel P be the program 

q(X):-c, p(X). 
p(X):-c,p(X),!. 
p(X):-{Xfa}. 
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and Go be lhe goal :-e, q( X). Computing Go with P by St-T I, one obtains t he tree-table pair 
represented in Fig. 3. 
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Go= :-E,q(X) solution 

l 
[q(X),E] n il 

G1 = :-{X1/X},p(X1),D1 solution 

/ 
Ili l 

Fig. 3. 

Observe that when G2 is considered, t here exists in the table an entry with key lf(Gd = 
[p(X!), {X1/X}] equi valent to lj(G2) = [p(X2) , {X2/XJ}] . Since lf(G2) is part of the proof of 
lf(G!) (because G2 contains 0 2 ), then G2 becomes a look-up node and a pointer to the solution 
list of lf(G1) is added to G2 independently of whether G1 or G2 contain cuts or not. 
Following the standard traversai rule, G2 is the next node to consider in the tree of derivations. 
However, G2 is a look-up node to an empty solu tion list. In t hi s situation a loop is reached and 
the whole computati011 is stopped. D 

Given a tree-table pair (t, T), the table T could contain several entries with equiva lent keys. 
This is because, when a new goal G is produced and there exists in the table an entry with 
key lf(G') equivalent to lf(G) such that G' contains cuts , t hen a new entry with key lf(G) 
could be added to the table. However, this happens only when there is no recursion between G 
and G' (see poiRt 3 above). This guarantees that, ifa finite computation system V is adopted, 
then only a finite number of different entries will be added to the table during the computation. 
When a new goal G is considered, there may exist in the table several entries with key equi valent 
to /f(G). However, it is possible to show that at most one of them is usable by G, accoi-ding 
to the above description of S t-T/. 

4 Tabled Computations -for Prolog Programs with -Cut 
and The ir Static Analysis 

Using St-T l as an interpreter for the Abstract Interpretation of Prolog programs, one may 
obtain incomplete analysis because of the way St-T I handles cuts and loops. 

Example 5 In thi s example P is a program which contains a cut and P' is a corresponding 
abstract program abstracting its groundness and freeness information. The cut in P is not 

. executed by S t-T l , whereas that in P' is executed. Because of this, the stati c analysis results 
incorrect. 
A computation system for representing this information is 

(i:F = (GF, ~GF, 5:aF, llaF, '=GF) 

where GF = (p(V) x p (V)) U {l.}. 
The cogcretization function, ì : 9:F --+ p(Subst), is su eh that V( G, F) E p( V) x p( V) 
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-y((G, F)) = { u E Subst : X E G implies X q is ground and Y E F implies Y q is free} an d 
-y(.L) = 0. 
The abstract unification function , 4>cn : (GF2 x Subst)-+ GF, is such that for ali (G., F .), 
{G2,F2) E p(V) x p(V), 4>cF((G1,F1),(G2,F2),o) =(C, F) where Gand Fare the sets of 
variables that are ground and free respectively, after the unification (for t heir formai definition 
the reder is refered to [8, 10)). 
The partial order, ~cF, is defined by: V(G, F), (G., F1 ) , (G2, F2) E p (V) x p(V), 

.l ~GF (C, F) and (Gt,Ft) ~cF (G2,F2) iff G. 2 G2 & F1 2 F2. 

T he reader should be a w are t hat there are other computation systems for computing the ground
ness and/or freeness analysis much more sophisticated than 9:F, cf. [8, 10, 12). 
Let P be the concrete Prolog program: 

q( X):..:_ {Y/ f(Z)}, p(Y),!. 
q(X):- {X/a}. 
p(X):-{X/g(a)}. 

and Go be t he goal :-t:, q( X). T he computation of P with Go by St-T I is finite and produces 
one answer substitution {X/a}. 

Consider the abstract program P' over 9:F corresponding to P: 

q(X):-(0, {X}), p(Y),!. 
q(X):-( {X}, 0). 
p( X ):-( {X}, 0). 

with goal G~ = :-(0, {X}) ,q(X). Using a renaming of the first clause in P' to resolve /f(G~) , 
one obtains the resolvent G~ = :-(0, {X.} ),p(Yt), !, 0 1. T hen lf(Gt) is unified with the head 
of the third clause. The unification succeds and G~ = :-( {Y2}, 0), 0 2, !, 0 1 is computed. T he 
computation proceeds by executing 0 2, the primitive! and 0 1 • G3 = :-({Yi},{X .}),!,Ol , 
G~ = :- ( {Y.}, {X.}), o. and G~ = :- (0, {X}) are successively computed. 
Because of the execution of the cut, the second clause of P' is not considered and thus an 
abstraction of the concrete answer substitution {X/a} is not produced. Therefore the anal
ysis concludcs incorrectly that variable X oC t he initial goal is always free at the end of t he 
computation. 

O 

A similar phenomenon ca n occur when St-T I detects a loop during an abstrad computation: 
it is possible that the concrete one does not fall into the same loop (for instance, because of a 
previous failure). 
In order to treat cuts and check loops correctly when executing an abstract program, informa
t ion about t he sure success of the goals in the concrete computations must be available . We cali 
t his knowledge contro/ information from now on. Contro! information can be represented by a 
complete lattice, CI , consisting in two elements, {s,u}, where s is for sur·e and u for unsure 
with ordering s ~ u . Adding contro! information to a domain D (that is another complete 
lattice) consists in performing the product D x CI , cf. [6) . This amouts to having two copies of 
each value d E D: one (d, s) and one (d, u). The obtained extended domain will be denoted by Dci. 'Dci is t he corresponding augmented computation system. T he originai abstract unification 
4> on D is transformed to obtain a function 4>ci on 'Dci that produces also contro! information. 
4>ci, must be correct, i.e., if i t produces s, as contro! information, t hen ali the corresponding 
concrete computations are successful. This is always possible (in the worst case u is always 
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produced) . However, the quality of lhe contro! informalion computed depends on D. 

One may wonder whether il is realistic lo assume that contro! information, like the one jusl 

described, aboul the sure success of goals in the concrete compulalions, can be in ferred during 

a slalic analysis. In [li] il is shown thal, wilh the abstracl domain EX P t hat represenl~ 

vari able groundness, covering, sharing, compoundness and freeness (but nol real sophisti cated 

type informalion), il is possible lo infer contro! information. In particular, the t reatmenl of 

some Prolog built-ins, can help considerably the inference process. 

The computation of S t-TI on 'Dcò is illuslraled by the following example. 

G~ = :-((0, {X} ,s),q(X) solution 

~ 
G\ = :-((0, {X.}),s),p(YJ), !,D1 solution G~ = :-(({X2},0),s),DJ 

l l 
G2 = :-(({Y2},0), tt), D2, !, D1 

l 
c;= :-(({X},0),s) 

G3 = :-(({YJ}, {Xt}), s), !,D1 

l (q(X),(0, {X}),s)] [((0, {X}),u), (({X},0),s) l ni] 

G~1 = :-(({Yt},{XJ} ),s),DI 

l 
{p(YI ), ((0, 0), s)j [(({Yt},0) , u)lnil] 

G5 = :- ((0, {X}),s) 

Fig. 4. 

Example 6 Let P' an d a~ be as in the previuos example except that each ( G, F) E GF is 

replaced with ((a, F) , s) E GFc; and !et f):F ci be the abstracl computation system obtained 

from f):F by adding to it contro! information . Executing P' with a~ by using the contro! 

information to contro! the execut ion of the cut, the lree-table pair in Fig. 4 is reached. 

Unifying a~ with a renaming of the first clause in P' one obtains a; = :-((0, {X!} ), s ),p(Y!) , 

!, DJ. lt contains sure information since X and X 1 are both free and thus i t is su re that the 

unification succeeds. Consider now a;. Unifying with the head of a renaming of the third clause, 

unsure information is reached. This is because in a; no information about Y1 is represented. 

Then D2 is computed and a; is reached. The leftmost element of a3 is a cut. In this case we 

considerali the path from t he parent node of this cut (G~) to a;, looking at the corresponding 

contro! information. lf the contro! information in ali the goals in this path is sure then we are 

sure that t he cut is executed in ali the corresponding concrete computations and thus it can 

be executed; otherwise the cut is ignored. In this case, the second alternative occurs and thus 

the cut operator is not executed. An abstraction of the concrete answer substitution {X fa } is 

computed. D 

In t he following example a cut is reached at the abstract leve! wit h sure information. !t is 

executed producing a more efficent and precise analysis. 
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Example 7 Consider the program obtained by replacing the first clause of P' in the previous 
example with q(X):-(0, {X}), p( X),!. The tree-table pair represented in Fig. 5 is obtained . 
Observe that, considering the path from G~ to a; a sure information is computed at each step. 
We are sure that the cut i t is executed in ali the corresponding concrete computations and thus 
we can safely execute it also at the abstract level. 

G0 = :-((0, {X}),s),q(X) solution 

/ 
G; = :-((0, {Xl}),s),p(Xl), !,DI solution 

l 
G2 = :-~(({X2},0),s),D2, !,DI.--------.----------, 

[q(X),((0,{X}),3)] [(({X},0), s) l ni/] 

c;= r (X,), 0}, •), !, 
0

' [p( X,), {{0, (X,)), •IJ [{{(X,), 0}, •} l oU[ 

G~ = :-(({XI} ,0),s),DI 

l G5 = :-(({X},0), s) 

Fig. 5. 

o 
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Sommario 

Un sistema Prolog standard esegue programmi lenendo conto dell 'ordine in cui sono scri tte le clau

sole e uti lizzando una strategia di ricerca depth-first. L'a lgori tmo di unificazione e il meccanismo di 

backtracking permellono di ricavare in sequenza le derivazioni finite a partire da sinistra nell 'albero 

di deduzione. Una precisa caratterizzazione semantica di un programma Prolog deve quindi tener 

conto della t erminazione delle procedure d i ricerca. In questo lavoro viene presentato un linguaggio 

con vincoli , insieme alla sua scmantica operazionale e dichiarativa, per descrivere esattamente i 

passi delle derivazion i fi nite per un goal Prolog iniziale. Gli oggetti semant ici che descrivono la 

t erminazione sono strutturalmente simili agli alberi SLD finiti ; le informazioni nella struttura sono 

quelle necessarie ad identificare il tipo di t erminazione (con successo o fallimento) e sufficienti a 

catturare tulle le informazioni utili per una a nalisi della terminazione. La questione della termi

nazione di programmi Pro log è centrale nelle analisi di tulle le forme d i controllo: ad esempio nella 

caratterizzazione d i. programmi generali (con negazione) si può ut ilizzare il falli mento finito. 

l Introduzione 

341 

Lo studio e lo sviluppo dei metodi di definizione della semantica dei linguaggi di programmazione ha 

il preciso scopo d i fornire un contesto utile a verificare proprietà e correttezza di progra mmi , e di inte

grare in un 'nn ira teoria i vari aspetti della sema ntica, delle prove di proprietà e dell 'implementazione . 

Un a lgoritmo convenzionale può essere considera to composto di due parti distinte: una componente 

logica che specifi ca cosa viene fat to e una componen te controllo che determina come quella cosa 1•iene 

fatta. L'effi ci(•n?.a di un algoritmo si può migliorare agendo soltanto sulla componente controllo senza 

a lterare la parte logica e quindi senza cambiarne il significato. I<owalski in [13] distingue le conoscenze 

che possono e~sere usate nel risolvere un problema, dalle strategie di soluzione, individuando le sottili 

relazioni t ra le due parti. Una semant.ica stanclard mette in corrispondenza i programmi con entità che 

catturano l'essenza di cosa !'ssi fanno, trascurando, insieme ai dettagli rela tivi al testo del programma 

il controllo che ne regola l'<'secuzione; una a nalisi di programma basata sulla semantica necessita però 

di una semantica estesa al controllo. 
Un contesto particolarmente adatto pl'r sviluppare queste premesse è offerto da i programm i logici: la 

Programmazione Logica , grazie al suo stile non algoritmico (l'intreprcte del linguaggio si preoccupa di 

come ricavare le soluzioni del problema) e alla sua chiara semantica di punto fisso, pone le basi per una 

programmazione ad alto livello consentendo l ' uso di tecniche basate sulla semantica , come le interpre

tazioni astratte. Purtuttavia i linguaggi logici reali come il Prolog, per questioni di efficienza, perdono 

la purezza della logica pura . Ne deriva una semantica piu complicata: una analisi di programma 

significativa deve essere in grado di individuare sia le sostit uzioni di risposta per una domanda , sia 

come sono utilizzate le clausol<' del program ma nella refutazionc. Le condizioni di a pplicabilità di 

una clausola Prolog dipendono appunto dalla. strategia di ricerca delle soluzioni : con una strategia di 

rirPrca depth-firs t si applica la clausola se non ci ~ono diramazioni infinite a sinist ra nell 'albero SLD 
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conispondentc. 
Codish et Al. in [6], in vece di estendere la scmanti ca per catturare il controllo, a umenta no il con
ten uto informativo del progra mma stesso in modo che la sua semantica standa rd rifletta il controllo 
rich iesto: l'idea base è estend ere un programma P con una trasform azione M in modo .che il s ignificato 
standard d i M ( P) contenga le informazioni di controllo utili per l 'analisi di P . Modella re il controllo 
in questo modo offre due considerevoli vantaggi: non è necessario estendere la scmantica s t andard c 
ogni definizione senlilnt ica alternativa può essere scelta come base per analisi di programmi. Per i 
progra mmi Prolog sono state proposte defini zioni semantiche che trattano il problema del controllo 
all ' interno di a ltre struttu re, come algebre dinam iche [.'i] , sistemi di transizione determinis ti ci [7] c 
scma ntichc dcnotazionali [ 12,2,8]. 
Barbuti et Al. in [3] trasforma no il programma specificando in maniera dichiarativa le condizioni 
sotto le quali una. clausola Prolog può essere scelta nel corso di una de-rivazione. Il linguaggio oggetto 
della trasformazione risulta sufficien temente ristretto da avere una semplice semant ica dichia r a tiva. Si 
tratta di una ista nza dPIIa classe cc dci ling uaggi concorrenti con vi ncoli in cui il dualismo: "chiedere la 
terminazione" ed "effettuare l' unificazione" presente nelle condizioni di controllo, viene caratterizzato 
dall ' ut ili zzo del paradigma ask/ tell. I vincoli ask e tell sono in terpretati su diverse stru t tu re a lge
briche: i vincoli tell sono interpretati sull ' usuale sistema di l!erbrand , li ; i vincoli ask corrispondono 
a test semidecidibili che specificano le condizioni di terminazione e sono interpretati su una teoria di 
terminazione, T. La scmantica di un programma Prolog è cosi ottenuta componendo la sema ntica 
del progra mma t radotto (la com pone nte "logica") con una opportuna teoria della terminazione (la 
componente"controllo" ). In generale non esiste per qucst 'ul t ima una tecnica di costruzione finita ; si 
possono calcolare solo approssimazioni e in tal caso è conveniente utilizzare tecn iche di interpretazione 
astratta. 
Lo scopo del presente lavoro è qu ello di fornire una precisa caratterizzazione dichiarati va della ter
minazione intesa di Prolog;·' pi1i precisamente si modella la terminazione di un programma Prolog 
P come rispost e (successi) di un programm a modificato P 1

• Si utilizzano op portune struttu re con 
vincoli (''alberi di terminazione" ) identiche alle ra ppresentazioni classiche della successione dei passi 
di deduzione eseguiti da un sistema di derivazione Prolog (alberi SLD); si descrivono i casi di ter
minazione per un programma Prolog a partire da un goal iniziale, u t ilizzando oggetti sema ntici che 
riproducono le valutazioni eseguite nel corso delle deriva zioni finite. A tal fine devono essere presi in 
considerazione domini semantici che tengano t raccia dell 'insieme dei vincoli d i terminazione coinvolti 
nella valutazione di un dato goal. I domini semantici vengono ad essere molto si mili a quelli sviluppati 
per le carat terizzazioni denotazionali . È possib ile con le sequenze catturare l'ordine delle cla usole di 
un programma Prolog. Le risposte ottenute usando la prima clausola sono sequenzializzate prima di 
quelle ottenu te con le rim a nenti cla usole. La nozione di sequenza, ereditata dalla teoria dei ling uaggi 
logici concorrenti [10,16], è caratterizzata per forni re un'opportuna denotazione a l comporta mento di 
programmi di termin azione. La perfe tta corrispondenza con gli alberi SLD consente di utilizzare il 
modello ottenuto per la terminazione nelle a nalisi di programma in cui è fondamentale dis porre di 
struttu re chiare e ma neggevoli: la verifica di proprietà a livello dichiarativo può essere eseg uita av
valendosi di operazioni note su a lberi. Inoltre si ereditano i vantaggi presentati da l lavoro [3]: si può 
ut ilizzare una definizione semantica sta nd ard per il linguaggio t radotto (servendosi di un sis t ema con 
vincoli per definire il comportamento operazionale dei programmi , si riesce a descriverne il s ignificato 
per la parte logica con una sema ntica di punto fi sso e un operatore di conseguenze immediate) . Ne 
consegue una caratterizzazione dichiarativa delle condizioni di terminazione per un programma Prolog: 
essa corrisponde all 'insieme di successo del prog ra mma trasforma to. Per questo motivo le strutture se
m antiche definite si prestano bene a d una analisi di terminazione media nte tecniche di interpretazione 
astra t ta: l'applicazione di ta li tecniche alla semantica presentata è ·il naturale completame nto della 
soluzione proposta in questo lavoro. Una ulteriore considerazione riguarda la possibilità di ottenere piu 
velocemente informazioni sulla terminazione valutando in parallelo le cond izioni di controllo relative 
all ' applicazione di clausole diverse per un predicato Prolog: in questo modo il tempo di veri fica per la 
terminazione di un prog ramma è inferiore a quello richiesto da un interprete Prolog. 
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Dellugi e Gaspari in [9]ut ilizzano il forma lismo q ui esposto per modellare insieme al cont rollo di Pro

log a nche la com ponente logica : le informa zio ni contenute nel modello consentono a llora di analizzare 

lutti g li aspPl l i ci <'l linguaggio in un unico cont esto. 

2 Concetti preliminari 

Riport ia mo qualche nota zione ut ile della logica del primo ordine [14 ,1] c le caratteris tiche a lgeb riche 

della s trut t ura di in terpretazione per un sem plice sistema con vincoli [11]. 

Indicando con ~ e V ar rispet t ivamente, insiemi numera bili di s imboli di funzione e d i varia bile, le 

corrispondenti a lgebre d i termini ground e non g round sono denotate da T(~) e T(E, Var). Inoltre 

se 11 è un insieme nume ra bile di simboli di predica to A( E, 11 , Var) è l'insieme degli atomi (TI-atomi) 

della for ma p (/ 1, •• • , 1.,) , dove p E 11 e l; E T(E, Var) (l ::; i ::; n ). L'insieme di tutte le 

sequenze di Il-atomi è denotato da Aloms· . La sequenza di atomi con primo elemento fl 1 seguito 

dalla sot tosequenza ;i è indicata ron AdA; la conca tenazione di due sequenze A e k si indica con 

;i :: ,i' . A è la sequenza vuota. Con ]ri ] ind ichi ;~ mo li! lunghezza della sequenza A. L'in sieme di 

va riabili che occorrono in 1111 oggetto sin tattico l è denotato da var(l). Inoltre x, y, ... i, ... denotano 

n_uple di va riabili e termini . 
Il particolare sistema ron vincoli a cui f;~cciamo riferimento è caratterizzato in maniera a lgebrici! come 

segue: 

Definizione 2.1 (s is t e ma con vincoli) 

Un .semplice sisiPma con vincoli cleiJwimo orYiine è u11a quach·upla T = (V, A , Var, <I>} dove 

V è un vocabolario del p1·imo o1·dine lipalo (tmmile un insieme S eli sorte e una fun : ione ran/.· 

di mngo) che consi.•le di 1111a collezione n11membile F di simboli di fun :ione e una colleziOIIC 

numembile ll v di simboli di predicato. 

A e un'algebm definila SII v che COIISisle di 

l . una col/c:ionr di domini non tlflol i V,. sE S ; 

1. 1111 asseg1wmenlo V,, x ... x V ,, - V, per ogni simbolo eli funzione ILario f E F con 

tipo (s 1 • •••• s,..s ); 

.J. un asseg1111111enlo di una j11n:io11e definila su V ,, x ... x V ,, - {true, false} ad ogni 
simbolo di predicnlo ILnr·io p E llv (eccello JiCI' "=n che è inlerprelalo in modo 1wlumlc 

come llf}llaglirlll :ll sin /attica) COli tipo ( S 1, ••• , Sn, S ) . 

V ar è 1111 insieme liJmlo (/m m ile S) di variabili. 

<l> e un insieme di vincoli ammissibili. cioè 1111 so/l insieme non vuoto di fomwle su V e l' ar chiuso 
sol/o congiun:ionl'. fl 1>incolo 1•11olo P dPnolnlo da t rue. 

Per eseguire prog rammi in un linguaggio logico con vincoli basato su T l'implement azione dovrà 

guant ire. rl'lativa m<> nl<' ai ,-incoli, solt anto la corr<'tta esecuzione di operazioni (t<'st ) di imposizione 

e con~ istenza su vincoli <~mmissibili . 

3 Linguaggio di vincoli e goal locali 

In riferiment o a l lavoro [9], definiamo una v;~ria ntc del l i ngu<~ggio T della classe dci li nguaggi logici 

con vincoli. Nel seguito un programma Prolog sarà indicato con P, lo s tesso p rogra mm a in Prolog 

con vincoli con P e la sua t rasformazione in linguaggio di terminazione con P 1
• Dia mo la sintassi 

motivando le scelte a ttraverso l'ana lisi del comportamento in teso per la tcrmin;~zionc. 
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3.1 Sintassi 

La st ruttura di interpretazione T per tale linguaggio è caratterizzata come segue: l ' unico dominio è 
l'U ni verso di Herbra nd , n v = {=,,.q, i vincoli sono equazioni (s = t) o disequazioni (s =/- t) con 
s, t E T( E, llar), la funzione di interpretazione per il predicato"=" corrisponde al test di unificazione 
e quell a per il predicato"=/-" alla non unifìcabilità. L'insieme n dei simboli di predicato per le clausole 
di terminazione in pt risulta cosi defini to: n = np•U{ =, =/-}. Indichiamo con tA , tB ,tlf, ... (IA , ttJ , ... ) 
atomi (sequenze di atomi) di n p•; inoltre se A è un atomo del programma Prolog P, t A denota in pt il 
n p.-atomo rhe definisce la terminazione di A. Un insieme di equazioni q è consistente (T l= 3 q) sse 
esiste un assegnamento{) da Var in T(E, llar) (detto soluzione) tale che V (t = s ) E q: (tlJ) =(sO), 
dove = denota l'equivalenza sintattica e t{) è il termine ottenuto rimpiazzando ogni variabile x in t 
con t?(:r). LC' soluzioni si applicano nello stesso modo ad ogni oggetto s i,ntattico. Un programma di 
terminazione pt esegue le operazioni di base in relazione ad uno stor·e iniziale, cioè un 'informazione 
parziale sui valori delle va riabili di pa rtenza (rappresentata da un ins ieme di vincoli). Tali operazioni 
consistono per i vincoli di tipo equazione (tell) nell 'aggiunta di questi allo stare corrente qua lora 
l'insieme risultan te rimanga consistente, e per i vincoli di tipo disequazione (ask) nella veri fi ca della 
deducibilità di questi dn parte dello stare corrente. 
La valutazione di un vi ncolo ask equivale ad un test decidibile di terminazione. La verifica delle 
condizioni di terminazione viene completata introducendo un nuovo tipo di vincolo con predicati non 
interpretat i detto goal/oca/e. Come i vincoli ask , anche i goal locali sono soddisfatti se imposti dallo 
stare corrente. La prova di soddisfacibili tà di tllt goal locale equivale ad un test semidecidibile di 
termina zione. Pertanto l'ins ieme dei vincoli ammissibili è costituito da tre t ipi di vincolo: goal/oca/i, 
11ir1co/i ask e 11inco/i te/l. 

Definizione 3.1 (vincolo di terminazione) 
Un vincolo di terminazione c è una tr·ipla (ct9 : ca ,k : Ctett) dove c19 è un insieme finito di goal locali, 
ca,k è un ir1sieme finilo di vincoli asl.: e Ctell è un insieme finilo di vincoli lei/. Ogni insieme vuoto di 
vincoli è denotalo dn lnte. Pe r· brevità in ogni tripla vengono r·ipor·tati solo gli insiemi di vincoli non 

vuoti, mentre denotin mo con (true) il vincolo ( tru e : true: true). 

Definizione 3.2 (vincolo Ask) 
Un vincoloaskèdellafor·ma: '\fy1, ••• , yn. s:f- t cor1 {y1, ... , yn} = var(l) e var(s)nvar(t)=0. 

Sia T la struttura di interpretazione e q Io s tore globale. Un ins ieme di vincoli ask c0 ,k è soddisfatto 
sse T l= q :} c0 ,k, cioè c0 ,k è imposto da (è un a conseguenza logica di) q , fallito sse T~ q:} Cask · 
La valutazione non cambia lo stato dello store globa le. Un esempio di vincolo ask è la ( E, llar)
formula '\fy. x =/- f(y). È importa nte notare che se il vincolo ask non è imposto dallo stare corrente ma 
è consis tente con esso, il vincolo ask fallisce. Nella struttura con vincoli concorrente , invece, ques ta 
condizione produce una sospensione (e il vincolo ask può in seguito aver successo o fallire [ 16}). 

Definizione 3.3 (vincolo Tell) 

Un vincolo le/l è un'equazione della for·ma s = t dove var(s) n var(t) = 0. 

Sia T la s truttura e q Io stare globale. Un insieme di vincoli tell Ctell è soddisfatto sse T l= (3)(q Il Ctell) , 

cioè la congiunzione di stare e c1.u è consistente, fallito sse T l= q :} -,c1ell· 

Quando il vi ncolo tell è soddisfatto, lo s tare viene aumentato con Cte ll e diventa q' = q Il Ctell· Se la 
valutazione fa llisce, lo s tore non cambia. 

D efinizione 3.4 ( Goal Locale) 

Un goal/oca/e è un oggello della forma l c D t f3 J oppure true, dove c è un vincolo di terminazione 
con goal/oca/i e vincoli ask vuoti e t tJ una sequenza finila di np. -atomi. 
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La valu tazione di un goal locale viene effettuata rispetto ad una sequenza p di n po-atomi, detta. con

tinua:ione e in uno s tare CT . Un goal locale l c O 1 fJ J in uno store CT , r ispetto ad una con t inuazione 

p, è soddisfatto sse la coppia ( :- c O 1 fJ . ; p) ha una refutazione a partire da CT ( vedi Def. 4.3) , 

fallito sse la valutazione della coppia ( : - c O 1 fJ . ; p) fallisce (vedi Def. 4 .2). La valutazione 

di un goal locale è un ' azione che non modifica lo stare 'globale. In caso di successo, i vincoli finali 

Ca n• (i legami per le variabili nel goal) non vengono aggi unti a llo store CT (cioè i legami per le variabili 

che sono nel goal non vengono trasferiti dall 'ambiente locale a quello esterno); un goal locale vuoto è 

denotato' da true. 

La valu tazione di c = (c,9 : Cask : c1. ,) in uno stare u rispetto ad una continuazione p , ha suc

cesso sse hanno snccesso le valutazioni di tutti i vincoU di c, fallisce sse falli sce la valu tazione 

di almeno u,no di tali ' 'incoli. Quando la valutazione di c ha successo, lo store u viene aggiornato e 

diventa u' = ul\ c,. , . 

D e finizione 3.5 (programma di terminazione ) 
Un pmgmmma eli terminazione P 1 consiste di un insieme finito eli clausole della fomw 1 H :- c O 1 jj . 

che definiscono predicati di len nina:ione . 1l! è detto "testa" della clausola e 1.iJ "cor·po". Un goal è 
una clausola senza lesta e con COI'fiO non vuoto denotala da :- c O 1 fJ. 

Una deri vazione nel prog ramma P 1 corrisponde a una prova di terminazio ne per un goal Prolog e può 

richiedere che vengano eseguite con snccesso tu tte le derivazioni rela tive alle riscritture del goal; infatti 

ad ogni passo l'applicazio ne di una clauso la è possibile solta nto se sono soddisfatt e tutte le condizioni 

che rendono finita la valutazione con le clausole del programma Prolog. 

3.2 Trasformazione. di un programma Prolog 

Un programma P rolog P può sempre essere espresso in una particolare forma (Prolog con vincoli 

[11]) in cui ogni clausola è del t ipo p (x ) :- x = t O .iJ. Il legame x = l è detto vincolo della 

clausola. Most ria mo come un programma Prolog P (in forma vincolata) può essere t rasformato nel 

cor rispo ndente progra mma di terminazione P 1• Ogni clausola di P è tradotta in un insieme di clau

sole di terminazione. P' contiene per ciascuna clausola C in P un insieme di clausole che individ ua, 

mediante o pportuni insiE'mi di vincoli ask , tell e goal lo~aU, le derivazioni finite (di successo o di 

fa lli me nto) in P a partire da C. Assumiamo che una com putazione Prolog cont inui fino a qua ndo 

non siano state generate t utte le risposte, e che queste siano sempre corrette. Qua ndo un programma 

Prolog è trasformato nel progra mma di terminazione, og ni lupia di termini deve essere conside rata e 

utilizza ta come un singolo termine. A tal fine si introduce nel s istema con vincoli T un nuovo simbolo 

di funzione ( J interpretato come fu ntore associativo. di coppie ( J : T( E, Var)2 - T(E , Var). Una 

11-upla ( 11, ... , In) viene trasformata in un unico termine t ramite applicazioni successive di ( J sui 

termini l; (ti , ... , In) ..... (l ~o ... , (In- l, In]) ..... · · ·...,. (l, , ( .. . ( tn- 11 In) ... ]). 
La n.upla trasformata può essere per brevit à denotat a con '[t1, ... , In]· 

Sia P un programma Prolog. Per ottenere il corrispondente programma 'con vincoli P composto 

soltanto da predicati mon adici operiamo i seguenti passi: 

l. s i rim piazza ogni predicato n.a rio p ( 11 , ... , t n) , n > l in P con il predicato monadiço p (t ) con 

l = (t , , ... , l,.); 

2. s i rimpiazza ogni clan sola p (l) : - fJ in P con la clausola 

p(x) :- x= t O lJ. dove x ~ vm·(t)U var(B ). 

In appendice è mostrata una semplice applicazione di questa trasformazione; ad esempio la definizione 

del predicato Prolog d che sta bilisce la re lazione di "doppio" tra due numeri: 

d (Q, @) :- . 
d( sx , ssy) :- d(x,y). 
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(i riferimenti CJ c c" Rono ()Uclli utilizzati in appendice) viene trasformata in: 

d( x) :- x= (0, O) D . 

d(x) :- x= [sy,ss=J D d ((y,z)). 

Per illustrare ora l 'idea baRe della trasformazione utilizziamo ancora l'esempio in Appendice: date le 
clausole 

p(~G) : -
p(x) : - d (y,x), p(y). 

che definiscono una potenza di 2, l 'esecuzione del goal TJ(ssG) evolve nei seguenti passi: il 
tentativo di applicare a :- p(ssG) la prima clausola fallisce per la non unificahili tà degli argomenti; 
l'applicazione della seconda clausola è possibile poiché ss(i) unifica con x , e termina se termina il goal 
:- d (y, ss@), p(y) ; la valutazione del goal iniziale termina se termina no entrambe le attivazioni delle 

due clausole. Qu<>sto com portamento è catturato dalle seguenti clausole di terminazione (la defi nizione 
del pr<>dicato 1p; descrive la terminazione di l'a partire dalla i-esi ma clausola nel programma P rolog): 

tpdx) 
tlll(.t) 
tP2(x) 
tp(.l:) 

(x= sO) D. 

(x f. sO) D. 

(lnte) D 1d ([y, x)), 1p(y). 
({l(lrue) D 1p1(x)J, l(lrue) D 1JJ2(:r)J}) D. 

1C n 
~c . 2 
1CIJ 
~c .~ 

l vincoli che devono ess<>re soddisfatti per applicare una clausola di terminazione esprimono le con
dizioni richieste: si termi na con C5 cont rollando l 'unificabilità ( 1C 11 e 1C12 ); con C6 verificando la 
terminazione del goa l in cui si transisce ( 1C'13 ); inoltre la terminazione con una qualunCJUC clausola 
è tale solo se terminano anche tulte le al tre clausole che definiscono il predicato (la congiunzione dei 
goal loca li è il vincolo rhe chiede t utte le terminazioni) . La richiesta :- 1p(ssG) al programma 'P1 

ottiene esito positivo Re p11Ò essere applica to il fatto 1C' H ; questo avviene se sono verifica ti i due goal 
locali presenti come vincoli nella clausola: la verifi ca del primo è immediata con la clausola 1C 12 (il 
vincolo che esprime la non unifìcabilità conclude il primo test), mentre per sodd isfare il secondo si 
può utilizzare 1C'13 riportando la valutazione al controllo della termi nazione per d (y. ss@) , se
guito da p(y) (l' insieme di vincoli che dovranno essere soddisfatti r.ostituiscono la risposta a l test). 
Quando una clausola produce un goal formato da piu predicati, la verifica della terminazione viene 
falla su ogni singolo atomo lenendo in considerazione il contesto in cui esso viene valutato: la prova 
di terminazione riguarda l' inte ra sequenza degli atomi nel goal. A questo proposito osserviamo come 
applica ndo 1C'13 si controlla la terminazione di : - li(y, ss@), p (y) : l'analisi delle derivazioni fi nite 
per d(y ,ssO) prosegue con la valutazione delle derivazioni per p(y) in t utti gli ambienti in cui il 
primo predicato è soddisfatto; solo se si riesce a verificare l 'insieme di vincoli che controlla u na prova 
di termi nazione, si può applicare la clausola che ha attivato il test ; le strutture annidate dei vi ncoli che 
vengono soddisfatti per applicare le da n sole in una derivazione di 'P1

, costituisce la risposta calcolata 
dalla deri1•azione (alb<>ro di risposta)<' alfNma la terminazione della valutazion(' Prolog per l 'atomo 
corrispondente. Gli st('ssi vincoli vengono ntilizzat.i in strutture semantiche (alberi di terminazione) 
nella caratterizzazione clichiarativa d<>l programma. Si può quindi stabilire una corrispondenza tra gli 
alberi SLD finiti per P e gli alberi di tE' rminazione calcolati come vincoli di risposta in 'P1• 

Teore ma 3.1 (corrispondenza tra alberi) 
Dalo un progmmmn Prolog P , ad ogni albero SLD finilo per 1111 goalalomico, corrisponde un vincolo 
di 1·isposto (n lber·o di termimr=ione) calcolalo in 'P1, e viceversa. 

In seguito daremo uno schema di dimostrazione di questo risu ltato. Riportiamo dall 'Appendice uno 
degli atomi costruiti nel modello per mostrare con nn esempio la corrispondenza appena en unciata. 
L'albero di terminazione dell 'atomo " 24 (calcolato come risposta per :- 1JJ( ss@ ) ) viene confrontato 
in figura con l 'a lbero SLD relativo a lla val utazione del goal Prolog p(ss@). 
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I vincoli nell ' albero di terminazione relati\'i ai tes t annidati per la derivazio ne in P 1 sono stat i por tati 
fuori dal vincolo di tcrmina ziOIH' pi1l esterno c collegati ad esso come sottoalberi .. 

( true ) · p( ssO) 

l\ l\ 
(x f- sG) ( trtte ) fa i/ :- d (y , ss@ ).p(y) 

l\ l\ 
((y,:r.) f- (0, O]) ((y, :r.) = (.<h,ssk)) fai/ : - d(:r, @), p( sx) 

l\ l\ 
((h,k) = (0. O)) (Vrt. v.(h,k) f- (su, ssv)) p(sO) fai/ 

l\ l\ 
(y =sO) ( tl'rte ) D : - d(y . s @), p (y) 

l\ l\ 
( (z , y) f- (0, O)) (Vrt , v.(z , y) f- (su, ssv)) fai/ fai/ 

Albero,di terminazione Al bero SLD 

Si possono fare le segue nti osservazioni: (l ) i vincoli nel primo albero sono le condizioni valutate 
nel corso della deriva zione Prolog per decidere l'applicabilità o meno delle clausole; (2) la congi un
zione dei vincoli tell di 1111 cam mino che non contiene disuguaglianze, corrisponde alla sostit uzione 
di risposta pe r un a refutazione Prolog; (3) un cammino che termina con un vincolo ask corrisponde 
ad una derivazione con falli mento; ('l) se un soltogoal viene valutato con successo, il sottoalbero di 
terminazione collegato all'ultima condizione soddisfatta descrive la terminazione dei restanti sottogoal 
( la porzione e videnzia ta è la s tessa s tru t tura di vin coli presente nell 'atomo " 23 del modello e descrive 
un caso di terminazione per il predicato Prolog p. 

Diamo ora la regola generale d i trasformazione. Tale trasform azione può sempre essere a pplicata 
ad ogni programma Prolog positivo senza cut e built-ins. 

D efinizione 3.6 (regola di trasformazione da P a P') 
S ia P un programma Prolog in forma vincolntn con predicati monadici. S ia pred (P) l'insieme dei 
simboli eli predicato eli P . P et· ogni predicato p E preci (P) sia { c~. ... , Cdv l 'insieme onlina to e/elle 
clausole cile definiscono p in P , con C; = p (x) : - x= t; D fl. Il progmmma eli term inazione 
P' è ottenuto applicando la seguen te t·egola eli trasformazione: 

o \fp E pred (P) genera il seguente insieme di clausole in P 1: 

l. k = l 
• 'p(x ) : -
• 'p(x) :-
• ' p (x) : -

2. k > l 
• 'p(x) :-

(x = t) D . 

( l(x = t.) D 'flJ) D. 

( \fy. :c f- t ) D . 

se lEI = O 
se lEI > O 
se {x = 1} f- true 

({l(tnte) D 1p;( x )J l i = i , .. . ,k }) D . 

(con y = var(l)) 
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VC; E {Ct. ... ,Ck}p in P 
o 'p,-(x) :- (x= l;) D. 
o 'p,-(x): - (x=I;)D'D. 

se IDI = o 
se IBI > o 

o 'p;(x) :- (Vfl;. x f t;) D. se {x= t;} .f l rue (con fj; = var(t;)) 

o Se C = :- x = l D lJ è un goal Prolog, allora genera il goal di terminazione (x = t) D 'lJ 

4 Semantica Operazionale 

Definiamo un modello operazionale per un programma di terminazione. La semantica operazionale è 
data in termini di una relazion(' di transizione sui goal. Un a coppia nella relazione corrisponde alla 
riduzione di un goal con una clausola 'C di programma ridenominata. Le condizioni che rendono pos
sibile una t ra nsizione riguardano la soddisfacibilità dei vincoli d i 'C: i vincoli tell soddisfatti vengono 
aggiunti ai tell del goal , le condizioni ask verificate non vengono conservate poiché sara nno sicuramente 
deducibili a nche dagli s tore successivi (lo store cresce in ma niera monotona); anche la valuta zione dei 
goal locali non influenza lo s tore globale (i vinwli di risposta. restituiti non vengono conservati poiché 
sono i legami di altre derivazioni: quelle piu a sinistra nell ' albero SLD corrispondente). Nella va
lutazione dei vincoli di 'C si tiene conto sia dei vincoli tell del goal aumentati con q uelli introdotti 
nell ' unificazione con la testa di 'C, sia degli atomi del goal non coinvolt i nella riduzione (che rimangono 
inalterati dopo la transizione e interessano diret tamente le prove di terminazione). Assumendo che 
la regola di selezione sia left-to-right , la riduzione del goal riguarda l 'atomo del corpo piu a sinistra; 
la sequenza destra di atomi diventa allora la "continu azione" d i cui dovranno tener conto i test di 
terminazione relativi all 'applicazione della clausola 1C che riduce. Per la necessità di "ricordare le 
continuazioni" nelle prove d i successo .dei goal locali , la relazione di transizione è definita per oggetti a 
due componenti: un goal di terminazione e una sequenza di atomi di terminazione. Questo pe rmette 
di ripercorrere ogni volta l 'intero albero SLD relativo a l goal Prolog originale; si ha non-terminazione 
quando sono presenti nell ' albero cammini in finit i (come già detto la \'alutazione di un goal locale è 
infatti un test semidecidibile) . 
Denotiamo con -+" ogni applicazionl' indefi ni ta dell'operazione (passo di derivazione) defini ta sotto. 

Definizione 4.1 (sistema di trans iz ione) 
Sia P' un programma di lennirw zione e la regola di sele:ione sia left-l.o-righl.. Un passo di der·iuazione 
per un goal 'G = (cicli) o l n. e una COtllimwzione p E Aloms; ... a Jla rlire da uno si ore u è 
definilo come segue: 

a. ( :- (ctell) D 'B.; p ) --+' C ('G'; p') dove 

l. ('G'; p') = ( : - {i'tell ) D.; A) 
sse esiste una variante di una clausola 1C in P 1 1 H 

comune con il goai 1G, tale c!1e: 

i'f = u U Ctdl è consistente (i' t cii = C t eli U {'H = 1 B}) 
c1~ f t.r·ue 

V [1 Kt9J E c1~ ( : -
1 Ktg ; p) -+ cD.; A) 

a partire dallo stare i'J. 

2. (1G' ; p') = ( :- (i'tc~l) D. ; A) 
sse esiste mw vm·ianle di una clausola 1C in P 1 1 H :- (<.k} D . 

comune con il goal 'G, tale che: 

U U Ctell 

c~$k -:J true 

- Ctell ~ c~,k 

è consistente 

sen:a var·iabili in 

senza 11ariabili in 
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3. (1G''; p') = ( :- (c1, 11) o 'il' ::p. ; A) 

~se esiste r11w un rirmle rli r11w e/n uso/n 1C in P1 1 Il : - (c;,11) D 1 D'. senza var·iabili 
in conwnP ron il goni 1G , la/r. che: 

è consistente (ct -.11 = Cte/1 U { 1 Il = 1 /J} U c,',11 ) 

b. ( :- (c1,u) D 1 llrl 1 ti. ; p) --+'C {'C' ; p') 
sse 
( :- (c1,u) D 1ll1 . ; tfj : : p) -+'C ('C'; p') 

La seman t ica op<>razional~ i· cor retta poiché si ripcrrorrc il sottoalbcro valutando gli stessi vi ncoli 
del programma Prolog originale (non vengono alterati dalla regola di t rasformazione) c ne llo s tesso 
ordine; questo avvien~ grnie ag li ask che distinguono le terminazioni con successo per il predicato 
da quelle con fallimento (punti (a2J c (a:J)) e grazie alla congiunzione di goal locali che attivano tutti 
i ca mmini poss ibi li (punto (a l)). Inoltre la definizione di -+ è rcs<t pi rl lineare dal fatto di poter 
considerare ad ogni passo soltanto l'atomo di terminazione piu a sinist ra cd inglobare il resto del corpo 
del goal nella continua zione a questo associa ta: ad ogni istante la terminazione dell' intero goal dipende 
dalla terminaz ione del suo primo sot togoal; solo se questo terminerà con successo verrà considerato il 
so t togoal surr('ssivo" rosi via. Cornpl<'t i a mo la semautica opcrazionale con la defini zione d i derivazione 
e di refutazione. Siano 1

(,' un goal di t~rminazion~ c p una continu azione. 

Definizione 4 .2 (7-'1-derivazione) 
Una P 1-rler·iva:ione ppr· (1G ; p) in P 1con r·r.gola rli selezione lr:ft-lo-rig!tt è urw sequenza finita o 
infinita rli coppie (IC' ; p') lr(li eire "!JIIIIIW, a par·te la prima, è ottenuta dalla pruerlenle per· mezzo 
rli rm singolo pns.<o di rleriua: ione. 

Definizione 4.3 (P1-refutazione) 
Una P 1-derivn zione di s urcesso (P1-refutnzione) pr:•· ('G ; p) in P 1con r·egola di selezione left-to-right 
è urw sequenza finila rli coppie ('C' ; p') il cui ultimo elem ento è ( (c.,., ) D. ; AJ con c,,., vincolo 
lli risposta della rleril•a:io1re. 

5 Semantica Dichiarativa 

Viene data una caratterizzazione di punto fi sso per la ser, antica operazionale di progra m m i di ter
minazione, con l 'utilizzo eli un operatore eli conseguenza immediata. La struttu ra della semantica 
dichiarativa che ne deriva è simile a quella ben nota. per i program mi logici puri. Il modello minimo 

contiene tutte le informazioni su lla term inazione del program ma origina le. Modellare la terminazione 
di P rolog in modo dichia rativo consente di avere una base consis tente per qualunque tipo di ana
lisi semantica. La descrizione ciel comportamento del program ma con un determinato goal ini ziale 
la cui valutazione termina , è espressa dalla struttura che cont iene tutte le sequenze ricavabili con il 
cor rispondente goal di terminazione. 

D efinizione 5.1 (albero d i t e rminazione) 
Un albero di t.ermina:ione è una tripla della forma (<;>r9 : c.,k : c1.u) dove 'i'lg è un insiem e di albe1·i 
rli terminazione (de notato dn "l•·ue" se vuoto), c. ,k è un i11sieme di vincoli ask e Cte/1 è un i nsiem e di 
vincoli te//. La pmfonrlitri rlell 'albero roincide con il massimo n umero di annidame nti. 

Una sequenza d i nodi di te rminazione annidati tra loro denota una der ivazione per un dato goal: le 
parti atomiche di essa sono costituite dai vincoli di terminazione valutati in un passo d i derivazione. 
La successio ne di vincoli in una sequenza fornisce le informazioni relative s ia all'ordine di applicazione 
delle clausole coinvolte nella derivazione, sia ai moti vi (la giustificazione operaziona le ) per cui una 
certa clausola è s tata attivata. Ad esempio è possibile con i ' ' incoli te ll conoscere i legami dello s tore 
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corrente in ogni monwnto della derivazione. L'albero ('Pig : Cask : c1,u} denota il s ignificato di 'Pig dopo 
aver valutato i vincoli Cnsk e Ctcll· La congiunzione dei Ctell appartenenti ad un cammino nell'albero, 
coincide con la sostituzione di risposta calcolata dalla derivazione corrispondente qualora questa risulti 
una refutazione per il goal di partenza. l vincoli tell appartenenti ad altri cammini non devono essere 
considerati in quanto sono relativi a prove locali di terminazione che non influenzano lo store globale. 
Questo risultato verrà successivamente dimostrato in un teorema di corrispondenza. 
La nozione centrale per la costruzione di un modello che catturi la terminazione di Prolog è quella 
di "composizione" di due alberi: le prove di terminazione eifettuate per refutare un sottogoal vanno 
estese con prove rei a t i ve alla terminazione dei sottogoal successivi. Abbiamo visto che nella seman
tica operazionale i test di terminazione si interrompono in corrispondenza di terminazione per non 
unificabilità, trascurando la continuazione restante (la non applicabilità di una clausola per il primo 
atomo permette di s tabilire che l' intero goal termina indipendentemente dalla valutazione degli altri 
atomi). La non applicabilità di una clausola costituisce una con"dizione di terminazione facilmente ri
conoscibile: è infatti sufficiente osservare la presenza o meno di vincoli ask nella clausola. Con lo stesso 
meccanismo di riconoscimento faremo in modo che anche per l 'albero che denota la terminazione del 
primo atomo vengano trascurate le informazioni relative al resto del goal laddove si verifica quel tipo 
di terminazione (non unificabilità). Per cost rui re l' intero albero di terminazione per un goal non ato· 
mico, l'albero per il primo sottogoal deve essere esteso con quelli relativi ai rimanenti sottogoal (dove 
la prova di terminazione deve proseguire): è sufficiente mantenere per i sottoalberi di terminazione la 
corrispondenza nell 'ordinamento con le clausole del programma per ottenere un albero identico nella 
forma all'albero SLD. L'operazione di composizione di alberi si presenta allora come una congiunzione 
di alberi e può quindi agevolmente essere definita in maniera ricorsiva. 

Definizione 5.2 (composizione) 
Siano 1) ed ~ due albcr·i di termirw:ione, con 'l= ('Pig : c.,k : Ctell)· La composizione 7J[~] è definita 
com~ sr-yu~: 

•l[~] = { 
(tru e : Cask : Ctcll) 
(~: /rue : Ctell) 
(r1t[~], · · . , 'ln[rj]: Cask: Ct.tl) 

se 
se 
se 

'f'lg = tnte e Cask "l true 
'f'lg = trtte e Cask = true 
'Pig = { 1]1 ' ... ' 7],.} 

La \"eriflca dellP condizioni di applicabilità per tutt e le clausole coinvolte in una valutazione finita 
viene t radotta nella nozione di consistenza: se i vi ncoli sono soddisfatti, l' albero di terminazione 
corrisponden.te risulterà "consistente". 

Definizione 5.3 (albero di terminazione consistente) 
Un alber·o di ter·minazione finito 'l = ('Pig : Cask :c,.,,) è consistente rispetto ad uno stor-e u sse 

/. ogni 1)1g E '-?lg è rm nlbem con,<istente r·ispello n u' = a U Ctcll 

2. T F (3)( Cask 1\ C t eli) 

3. T F (3)( al\ Cask Il C te/l) 
T F (3)( U 1\ C t eli =? Cask) 

Gli oggetti semantici che costituiscono il modello minimo consistono di classi di equivalenza di "atomi 
di terminazione" consistenti. 

Definizione 5.4 (atomo di terminazione) 
Un atomo lfi tenninnzione è un oggetto della for·ma ') O 1 A , dove 1) è un n l be m di termina: ione finito 
e 1 A è un atomo. Un atomo di terminazione 1) O 1 A è consistente sse esiste un insieme di vincoli 
u sulle variabili di 1 A tale che TJ è un albero di terminazione consistente rispetto a a. 

L'albero associato all'atomo costituisce l 'informazione necessaria per individuare una istanza di suc
cesso per qu ell'atomo in P'. 
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Definizione 5.5 (atomi di terminazione equivalenti) 
Siano rr 1 e 1r2 due atomi di l ermina: iort e rorrs islertli pe r· lo sle$SO predica/n: rr1 è equ it>alen lc a 

rr1 (rr1 ~ r.2) .<H' pr r ogni s /orr a r albero 'Ì esistono dur ridcnomina:iovi rrl = 'lt D 1
, \ 1 

rr; = 112 D 1A2 diTi1 er.2 • tali che va r(a) nvar(r.;)ç: tmr(A 1 ) • var(a)n,ar(r.; ) ç: var( A 2) c 

(rJd•i] è consistente rispello a a) ç:. ( rJ2[ri] è rnnsisl rn/r rispFIIo a a). 

In pratica. due atomi di termina zione sono ~quivalenti se i sist emi di ~qun zioni c dis~quazioni corrisp on
denti ai legami fatti ll(•lle sl~ss~ derivazioni nPll ' albero , hanno le medesime soluzioni: le sos tituzioni di 

risposta , relativanu•nl<' alle variabili del prE>dirato, forniscono gli s tessi va lo ri. 

Definizione 5.6 (Base di interpretazione per P 1
) 

Sin P 1 un ]Jmgmmma di /ermina:ione. La base di interprc/a:ione per· P' , denotala con Dr• è l ' ins iem e 
delle classi di equitralfrr:a degli atomi di ter-mirra: ionr ,< ul/'alfabrto di P 1

• 

Definizione 5.7 (Interpretazione ) 
Unn irrler·pr·eta:ion e l È '"' qunh11rquc sollin.<inne di llr•. 

Le defini zioni che seguono permettono di individuare una int<'rpretazione che sia modello per P' c 
in dicare quindi una ternira di r osi ruzione per essa . 
Definiamo ridu:ione di un goal 'G in 1111 modPllo pC'r un programma P' l' albero di l('rminazione per 
quel goal. Ved remo come "ridurre'' un goal in una particolare in terpret azione che s ia modello p er il 
programma s ig nifichi cos i ruire l' ins ieme delle srquen ze corrispondenti a derivazioni di successo per quel 
goal nel programma. È possibile costruire l'albero di terminazione per tllt goal a partire dag li a lberi 
per i singoli sottogoal; potrebbero essere indi spensabili solo alcuni di essi: le informazioni relative 
ad un sottoillbero di INminazionc possono non comparire a causa delle op erazioni di composizione 
effettuale. P er gli st ('.~ s i moti vi illustrati n~ l passo di deri vazione, la riduzione deve tener conto di 
una continuazione. associat a al goal. La dcfinizion~ di riduzione per un goal di terminilzione è resa 
piti semplice dal fatto di pot er considerare soltan to il sottogoal piti a s inis tra ed ingloba re il resto 
del corpo del goal tl('lla cont inuazione a questo associat a: il tes t di terminazio ne relat ivo a l goal 
di partenza equivale ad 1111 t est di terminazione per il p ri mo sottogoal; solo se questo avrà esito 
positivo e rig uarderà una term inazione con successo, verrà considera to il sott.ogoa l successivo c cosi 
via. Per i sottogoal non coinvolti non sono neanche necessari i corrispondenti alberi di terminazione. 
Le condizioni di applicabilità di una clausola date dai goal locali sono esprimi bili dichiarativamente 

con la riduzione s tessa : è l'insieme delle riduzioni dci singoli goal locali. 

Definizione 5.8 (riduzione) 
Siano I una inler'JH'e /a zion e. a uno slorc, 'G trrt goal di le nnina;ione e p 18 1 , • • • ,

18.., ww 
conlintta: ione. La r·idtt:ione della COp]ria ec: ; p) ad l/Il ins ieme di alberi di /erm ina;ione {IJ;}; in/ 
e rispetto a a R.1 .• (

1C: ; p)= {rt;}; è definila com e segue: 

o se ' G' lrue allora n J,o(' C: j p) = {tr·ue } 

o se 'G (cc9 : c.,sk: Ctcit) D. a/Iom 'l E RJ.o('G' ; p) sse 

3 <pc9 = { l)lg , l cc9 = {ll\c9 ,J}; 1\ 1719 , E RJ ,o( : - l\c9, ; A)} 
tale clt e, posto 'l = (<pc9 : Cask: c1.u) , 'l risulta consist ente rispetto a a. 

o se 'G = 

3 

(c1,.u) D 1 Do. a/Iom 'l E RJ,aflG' : p) sse 

{ c.pl~o : c~sko : c,'ell0 } 0 1 B~ . 
{c.p,~~ : c~ ., k~ : c,'elll) D l n; ' 

E l U {(false} D 1 ;l l 1 A E pred(P')} 
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/ali che, ponendo 

l , ... , m- l) 

•·isulla 'l (cp1~0 : <.ko: C:.u. U Ctell U {'B~ = 1Bo})[•7P] consistente r·ispetto a a. 

o se 1G :- (c1 c~t) o 1È1 1 , ... ,'ÌJ". alloro n,,u('G ; p) = n,,u('G'; p') sse 

Gli alberi di terminazione necessari sono ricavati da alberi di terminazione nell 'interpretazione aumen

tati con gli'opportuni legami; quelli non necessari possono anche non essere presenti nell 'interpretazione: 

vengono utilizzati in tal caso alberi di terminazione fittizi che in altri casi renderebbero l'intero albero 

di terminazione inconsistente. Per individuare un modello tra le interpretazioni di un programma 

occorre introdurre la nozione di verità di una clausola: un modello è infatti una in terpretazione che 

rende vere tutt e le clausole del programma. 

Definizione 5.9 (verità) 

Sia I una interpretazione: un atomo t/i lermina:ione h è vero in I sse 3 h' E I tale che h ~ rr'; 

1ma clausola 1C = 1 Il :- c O 1 B. E P' è vera in l sse V a insieme di 1•incoli su var(1 H), 

Vr7E'R1.u(:- c0 1B. ;A)} =? '70 1/1 èvemin l . 

La semantica dichiarativa eli un programma è data in genere in termini di minimo punto fisso di una 

t rasformazione continua ·associata ad esso. Nel caso di program mi logici questa t rasformazione può 

essere vista come un operatore di conseguenze immediate, e la caratterizzazione del suo minimo punto 

fi sso costitnisce una proced ura per la costruzione del modello minimo; lo stesso operatore fornisce il 

legame tra la semantica operazionale e quella dichiarativa del programma. A partire da una data 

interpret a zione per un programma di terminazione, l'operatore T.,, permette di costruire una nuova 

interprct azione aggiungendo agli a tomi di terminazione di partenza le loro conseguenze immediate. 

Queste sono ricavate per mezzo delle clausole del programma ut ilizzando (quando necessarie) le in

formazioni associate ai predicati del corpo c ai predicati dei goal locali : si costruiscono alberi la cui 

radice contiene i vincoli della clausola (i sottoalberi sono ottenuti riducendo i goa l locali) . 

Defi nizione 5.1 0 (operatore delle conseguenze immediate) 

Sia P 1 un 11rogmmma di lermirw:ione. Il nwpping Tr• sull 'insieme delle inlerprela: ioni Bp• è definito 

come .•egue: 

3 1C 111 :- c0
1B. E P 1 

) 

3 a ins ieme di vincoli su var(1 Il ) . 
l. c. 'l E n,,,( :- c O 1 B. ; A) risulta consistente rispello a a 

L'operatore delle conseguenze imm<'diate Tr• è continuo sul reticolo completo delle interpretazioni 

(con la relazione d 'ordine ç). 

Teorema 5.1 ( [9]) 
Tr• è ben definilo e continuo. 

L'esistenza del modello minimo per un programma P' è garant ita dal seguente risultato: 

Teorema 5.2 ((9]) 
Una ir1te rprela: ione è 1111 modello sse Tp•(l) ç I . 
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Esist e il minimo pun to fisso di 'l'r. , Mr• = lfp('l'r·) = u'""' '1';:.(0) = 'f'r· l w, COli risultato 
analogo a <Juello r h<' si ha pN il rorrispondl'rlll' opNa tor<' sui linguaggi logici puri (si è ut ilizzata la 
st!'ssa notaziorw [ 1-1] ). 

Definizione 5.11 (Semantica di punto fisso) 
La scmantica di pun_to fi sso JIPI' 1111 proym111111t1 di terminazione P', c il 111i11imo 1111nlo fì.•-•o dd/a 
lmsfonna:ionP Tr• a.•soriolo ti P1. 

Siamo ora in grado di dimostrare il T<'orCillit <li corrispond<'nza enunciato ucl tNzo ritpitolo. Per hre· 
vità indichiamo soltanto nna traccia della dimostrazio ne. 

Schema di dim. del Teorema 3.1 
Si dimostra che un passo di derivazione Prolog corrisponde ad uu li vello di a uu id amcnto uclla st rut
tura vi ncolata; per come è stata <!<•finita le r<'gola di trasformazione, valgono le segue nti p ropriclit: 
ogn i clausola prodotta dalla tras formazion<' rlre conli<'ne al pirl un goal locale drsrrivc un passo di 
derivazione Prolog che J>rodur<' uu successo. un fallim<'nlo o una transizione in un go;•l che ha un 
al be ro di dNivazionc finit o: ogni cla usola di terminitzion<' contenen te una congiunzione d i goal locali 
definisce la scelta dcii<' divNSC clausol<' per nn predicato l'rolog a cui corrisponde una diramazione 
multipla \'Crso il basso; la riduzion<' di un a clausola surccssiva ad u11 passo multi plo che no11 termina 
con un successo od un falliml'nto (sono <J1H~IIr• con corpo 11 011 vuoto), non produr!' un ulteriore au
nidamento (è g ià sta to <'spliri tato dalla co11giu nzionc dci goal locali al passo prcc.cdcll te ) ; i vincoli che 
il processo <li riduziou<' associa agli itlh<'ri (c ai sottoalhcri) souo gli stessi che vengono valu tati nella 
costruzione dei risp<'ttivi alht' ri SLD Prolog; l'o pe ratore di composizio11c i11scrisc<' in un ulteriore livello 
d i annidamento la stru ttura vinco lai<~ corrispondeutt' <~Ila derivazione dcii<~ continuazione; la verifica 
della consistenza dell'albero di tt>rm in <~zionc gara n t iscc la corrisponde nza con i passi di derivazione 
(applical>ilità delle clausole Prolog). 

o 

6 Conclusioni 

In questo lavoro al>biamo presentato nn semplice linguaggio log ico con vincoli adatto per mo dellare 
la termi11 azione di programmi Prolog positivi. Introd ucendo nella struttura dei vincoli le condizioni 
di a pplicabilità delle clausole, si riesce a cattu ra re all ' int erno del ling uaggio s tesso la dinamica delle 
deriva zioni. Nel modello del programma trasformato (si è preferi to usare l'approccio traduttivo per 
disporre di tecniche note di definizione semantica) sono presenti st rutture del tutto s imili agli alberi 
SLD finiti. L'appartenenza al modello di un atomo per un determinato goal Prolog iniziale è la 
condizione semidccidibile eli terminazione per quel goal nel programma. Ques ta solu zione p uò essere 
estesa per dare una caratterizzazione di punto fi sso relativa ad altri aspetti di Prolog, come la negazione 
ed altri costrutti extra-logici. Ogni estcnsion<' è favorita dalla struttura ad albero degli oggetti presenti 
nel modello c dalle o pNazioni di composizione c valutazione che abbiamo int rodot to. La struttura 
linguistica definit a è util<' per ana lis i di programmi Prolog basa te sulla semantica: con la tecnica di 
in terpretazione astratta presentata in [-l] (basata su una caratterizzazione d i punto fisso) si possono 
derivare staticamente informazioni su l comportamento computazionale di Prolog senza bisogno di una 
definizione semantica pitl complessa ([1.5]). 

Appendice 

Mostriamo come le tecniche descritte si applicano ad un programma Prolog P. Supponiamo di voler 
risolvere un semplice problema numerico: controllare se esiste una cifra binaria che s ia anche una 
potenza di 2. A tale scopo defi niamo con clausole Prolog i concetti matematici di cifra binaria, doppio 
di un numero e jlOtenza di 2. Per fa re una a11alisi significat iva della termin azione di Prolog il quesito 
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posto verrà formulato in modo che la derivazione non term ini. 

l predicati ut ilizzati da P sono i segu<'nti : 

c(x) definisce x come cifra binaria (:r =O oppure x= l) 

d (x , y) stabilisce che il doppio di x è y (y = 2x) 

P ·· 

p(x) definisce x come potenza di 2 (3 n tale che x = 2"). Abbiamo fatto in modo che 

questa definizione causi non terminazione se at tivata con x= @ 

q formula il quesito proposto: vedere se esiste una cirra binaria che sia a nche un a 

pot!'nza <l i 2. 

c{ O):- . 
c(sO) :- . 
c/(0, O): -
cl ( sx.ssy) :- ci(J·,y). 
p (s0) : - . 
p (.r ) :- d(y,.r),p(y). 

q :- c(.r ), /J(.r). 

Il goal :- 'l non ha successo in P a causa della non terminazione del goal p ( @) , mentre ne 

lo" uno nel programmll olt('nuto da P eliminando la prima clausola. 
Il progra mma corrispo ndl'nt e a P in forma vincolata e con predicat i monadici è il seguente: 

P·· 

c ( x) :r=OD. 
c(x) :r=.<0D. 
rl(x) x= (0. O) D. 

c/(x) x= (.<y.ssz) D rl((y,z)). 
p(x) x= sO D. 

p(x) lrue D rl ((y,x)),p(y). 
q lruc D c(x),p(:r). 

Applichiamo 'l P In trasfor mazione descrittll nel pa ragrafo 3.3: 

P'· · 

'cd.r) 
'cd x) 
1c2(:r) 
1c2 (x) 
1c(x) 
1clr(x) 
'dr( x) 

'd2( x) 
1d2(x) 
1d(x) 
1P1(x) 
'pr(x) 
1p2(x) 
'p(x) 
'q 

(x= 0} D. 

(:r f. O} D. 

(x = s @) D. 

(x f. s O) D. 

({l(lrue) D 1c r( x)j, l(lrue) D 1c2(x)J}) D. 
(x= (0, 0)) D. 

{x f. (0, O)) D. 

(x= (sy,ssz]) D 1c/((y. z)). 
(Vy, z. x f. (sy, ssz)) D. 

({l{l r ue) D 1d 1(x)J, l{lrue) D 1c/2 (x)J}) D. 
(:r =sO) D. 
{x f. sO} D. 

(lrue) D 1d( (y , x)) , 1p(y). 
({l(lrue) D 1p1(x)J, l{l rue) D ' 112(x)J}) D. 
(l(lrue} D 1c(x), 1p(x)j) D. 
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Possiamo ricavare con alr11ne applicazioni di T,., SHII ' interprrtazionc v11ota i primi atom i del mode llo 
minimo M,.,: 

"I (r =O} IT 1ct(r ) 
rr2 (x :f. O} O 1ct(x ) 
rr3 (x= s O} O 1c2(.r) 
rr4 (x·:f. sO } O 1c2(r) 
rr5 ((x= O}(r = sO}} O 1c(:r ) 
rro ((:r :f. O}(:r =sO)} O 1c(:r ) 
"7 ((:r = O}(r :f. .<0}} O 1r(:r ) 
rrs ((:r i- O}(:r i- .•0 }} o 1c(:r) 
"9 (x= [0. O]} O 1dt( .r) 
1i"1Q (.T i- [0, O}) o 'd,( J') 
rrn ('</y, z. :r :f. [.<y . .<.<:}) O 1r/2(:r) 
" 12 (([y.:] = [0. 0]}('</11. "· [y.:] :f. [.<11 .. <su}} : :r = [sy.ss:]} O 1r/2(.1:) 
"13 ( ([y. :] :f. [O. 0]}('</11. 1·. [y. z} :f. [ .< Il. m•]} : :r = [.<y, ss:}} O 1r/2( .1:) 
"'14 ((:r = [0. 0}}('</y. : . . r :f. [sy . ss:l}} O 1r/( :r) 
:r15 ((.r :f. [0. O}}('v'y. : . . 1· :f. [s y.ss:l}} O 1d( r ) 
" IG ((.t· :f. [0, O}}(([y.:J = [0. 0 })('<111.<'. [y,:J :f. [s11 .. <s<•]}: .t·= [s y,s.<:l)) O ' rl( l: ) 
"17 ((x :f. [0 , O]}(([y. :J :f. [0. 0 })('</11,1'. [y. z} :f. [s11 ,ssu]}: x = [s y .. •szl)) O 1d(x) 
"IB (.r = sO} O 

1 fld·rl 
" 19 (x i- s O} O 'pd.r) 
"'20 (([y.l·) :f. [0, 0)}('</11. 11. [y.x] :f. [s11. ss t•l}} O 1p2(x) 
"'21 ( ([y. :r) :f. [O. O)}((( (y = sO)(([:, y) :f. [O. 0]}('</u, u. [ z, y) :f. [s u. ssv)})} : [h, k] = (.0, 0]} 

('<111. t•. (h,k] :f. [s11, ssv]): [y,x) = (sh ,ssk) )) O 1p2(x) 
:r22 ( ([y, x] :f..[ O. O)}( ([h, k] :f. [O, 0]}('</u, v. (h. k] :f. [su , ssu) ) : [y, .1:) = (sh , ssk] )) O 1 p2( .1:) 
"'23 ((x= s 0}(([y. :r) :f. [0. 0])('</u. u. [y.x] :f. [s11.ssv]})} O '11 (x) 
"24 ((:r i- s O}(([y,.r) :f. [0. O}} 

((((y = sO)(([:.y) :f. [0. 0}}('</u, t•. [:,y] :f. [su,ssu]}}): [h, k] = [0, O}} 
('</u , t'. [/d] :f. [s11.sst•}}: [y,.<] = [sh ,ss/;1})) O 1p(x) 

"'25 ((:t :f. sO) 
· (([y. :r.] :f. [0, O)}(([h,k] :f. [0. 0}}('</u, 11. (h,k) :f. [s u, m]}: (y,.1:] = [sh ,ssk]}}} O 1p (.t) 

etc. 

Si può vedere come falliscono i vari tentativi di cosl r11zione di alberi per 1q. Infatti s i riescono a 
costrui re soltanto seqHeliZP inconsis tenti oppu re con ask che sarebbero sodd isfatti solo da stare non 
vuoti , m!'ntre il predicato 1f non ha va riabil i. 
Se invece s i elimina la prima cla usola che defini sce c nel program ma, il modello per il programma 
t rasformato contiene a nche l'atomo per q: 

((((x= sO)(([y,x] :f. [0. 0]}('</u, v. [y,x] :f. [s u,ssv]})} : x = s0}) O 1q 
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Abstract 

In Lhis paper we define a new compilative version of constructive negation (intensional 
negation) in CLP and we prove its (non-ground) correctness and completeness wrt the 
3-valued completion. We show that intensional negation is essentia lly equivalent to con
structive negation and that it is indeed more efficient, as one would expect from the fact 
that it is a compilative technique, with the transformation and the associated normaliza
tion proccss being performed once and for ali on the source program. 

We define severa! formai non·grou nd semantics, based either on the derivation rule or 
on Lhe least fìxpoint ofan im mediate consequence operator. Ali these semantics are proved 
to correctly mode! the observable behavior, from the viewpoint of answer constrain ts. We 
give some equ ivalence theorems and we show that ali our denotations are the non-ground 
representation of a si ngle partial in terpretation, wh ich is <l> p t w, where <l> p is the Fitting's 
operator [12). 

l Introd uction 

T he mosl popular semanti cs fa r norma! logic programs is based on S LDNF-resolution (SLD
resoluti_on wit h Negalion As Fai lure) as operalional semanlics and on Lhe program completion 
as declarative semantics 19, 22]. The reference fìxpoint semantics is usually based on Fitting's 

operator 11 2] . Unfortunalely, Lhe nice equivalence and completeness resu lts proved for the se
mantics of positive logic programs 130, 2, 22, l] are nol valid in t he case of norma! programs. 
In particular, we need to im pose strong conclitions on programs and goals, in arder to dea! with 
various incompleleness problems (e.g. flounder ing, inconsistency of t he completion , the com
b ination of tertium non dalur and non-termination). T he completeness of SLDNF-resolution 
holds for a larger class of programs, if wc consider Lhe logica! consequences of Lhe completion 
p• in a 3-valued logic. 

Theorem 1.1 {l 9} Le t P be a nonna/ progmm, G = L 1 , ••• , L,. be a norma/ goal, s11ch that 
PU{G} is a llowed , if(L1 11 . . . Il L,.)O is a 3-ua/ued logica/ consequence of P", lhen there exists 
an SLDNF-refutation of PU{G} which computes an answer T mo1·e genera/ than O. 

The 3-valued complelion is a lso strongly related to the F itting's operator <l>p 112]. which 
acls upon 3·valued interprelalions. T he minima! 3-valued mode! M p of p• is its least fixpoint 
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<l> p t o. Kunen 's semantics [18] is also defìned in terms of <l> p , namely 
{L l <l>p t n F3 L fora finite n} = {L l p · 1=3 L}. 

lf we choose the 3-valued completion, the only source of incompleteness has to d o with 
the Hound ering problem, i.e. with non-ground negative literals. Another serious drawback of 
SLDNF is also re lated to t he non-ground litera l problem, namely the fact t hat Negation As 
Failure can only be used as a test and never computes answers. 

The problem of hand ling "non-ground" li terals was tackled by various extensions of Negation 
As Failure, called conslrucliue negalion. Examples are inlPnsional negalion [3 , 4], Chan 's 
consil·ucl i ve negalion [7 , 8], the fai/ substitutions [23] an d the fai / answers [Il , l O] techniques. 

T he idea of inten sional negation, originally formalized for positive logic programs [3, 4] , is 
the following . Given a norma) program P, we derive a new program P', which contains clauses 
wh ich a llow us to compute thc answers to negative queries. 

Example 1. 2 Lti P bt the program 
even(O) euen( s ( s(.\'))) ;- euen(X). 

The new clauses in P' genernied by inlensional negation are the following 
even-(s(O)) euen-(s(s( X))) ;- even-(X) . 

A {possibly non-grounrl) lil.cral of t/w fo1·m ~even (t) (in a goal or in the body of a nonna/ 
clause) is fran sformcrl lo euen-(1) anrl eualuated in P' . 

The new clauses are huilt in such a way t hat the answers to negative queries are "the 
complem ent" of the set of answcrs to the corresponding posit ive query. T he complement is 
computed by assuming the Domain Closure Axiom (DCA). The negative literals (not only in 
the goal, hut also in c lause hodies) can be replaced by (positive) calls to the new predicates. 
Note that if the rcsult of intcnsiona l negation were really a positive program , we could simply 
apply S LD-resol u tion . 1vlorcover, the standard least Herbrand mode) and least fìxpoint of T p 

seman tics would be applicable. Finally, the resulting denotation could be viewed as a 3-valued 
interprctation. Unfort unatcly, thc re cxist logic programs for which t he intens ional negation 
transformation intro duccs u ni versa i quantifìcation in clause b od ies, coming from local variables 
in the originai program. 

The standard semant ics of positive logic programs is then applicable lo the result of t he 
intensional negaLion LransformaLion for restricted classes of norma) programs only [25] . T he 

range of applicability of inLcnsional negation was increased by defìning an extended derivation 
rule for positive logic programs with uni versai quantifìcation parametri c w.r. t. t he DC A [20, 21]. 

C han 's consLr ucLive negation, wh ich is a r efìnement of previous proposals [17, 31] in its 
originai formula tion [7] can be described as follows. 

D efìnition 1.3 Lei ~A be a (possibly non-ground) lit.eml in the nonna/ program P. Let T 
be the complete SLD-tree rooted al A an d /et e, , . . . , e" be the sets of equations in solved form 
corresponding lo thc answe1· substitutions compulefl by the success paths in T. The answer lo 
~A is the (nonnalizal.ion of the) constrainl. ~(e1 V ... V en)· 

T he normali zation is a disj unction of constraints, i.e . equalities and inequalities. Note that 
C han 's constructi ve negation does no t requ ire t he DCA. T he application of the above inference 
rule is undefìned when the S LD- tree is infinite. The m echanism of negative li terals eva luation, 

inherited from Negat ion As Failure, is not "incrementa i", since i t requires the construction of 
a full SLD-tree. This problem was solved in [8], by considering a finit e part of the SLD
tree, defìned by a frontier, instead of the complete S LD- tree. Using the Con straint Logic 
P rogramming (CLP ) notation [16, 15], each no de of t he frontier is a goal e ;DB; containing 
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both constraints (equalities) and li terals. T hc li teral ~A is now rcwrittcn as the resu lt of 
the normalization of t hc formu la ~(e1 D ll 1 V ... V e .. DB,) . The rcsult of the computation is 
independent from t he choice of t h c frontie r. T hc above tcchnique was thcn éxtcnde d to C LP 
[28, 29] ami a completeness rcsu lt was proved . 

In this paper wc. delìne intcnsional negat.io n in C LP and wc prove'its (non-ground) cor
rectness and completeness w.r.t. thc 3-valucd cornplction. T herc are severa) motivations fo r 
choosing the C LP setti11g ins tead of thc logic prograrnming o ne. First, eve11 if wc start from 
norma) logic programs, construct i ve negat ion forces the int roduction of (possibly univcrsally 
qua11tilìed ) i11equalities. One ca11 stay wi thin thc logic programmi ng setling bascd o n substi
tutiol1 o11 ly by assuming the Domain Closurc Axiom. T his is, fo r example, the solution chosen 
in [23]. T he most natu ra) solntion is thcn choosi11g the i11sta11ce of C LP, where constraints are 
equalities a11d i11equali t ies 011 t h e Herbra11d domai n. 1\tloving to t hc C LP( X) framcwork allows 
us to gel more generality a11d to use the only existing formalization of co11struct ive negation 
[28] fo r which t here exists a complcteness t heorem. 

Wc consider the relation among the various constructive techniques. Intensio na l negation 
is clearly a "compile-time" tcchnique. The transformatio11 and the associateci normalization 
process are performed once an d for ali on t h e source program. Ali t he vcrsions o f construc
tive negation are instead i11terpretative. lntc11siona l negation is t herefore much more efficient. 
But is indeed intensional negat ion t he compilati ve version of co11struct ive negation? In order 
to get an answer to th is question wc nccd a common fouuda.tio n , to be used as a basis for a 
fòr)'na l framework to compare t he compi lative and interpretative versions. \Ve show t hat both 
intensional and constructive ncgation can simply be viewed as mechan isms to efficie ntly imple
ment "computing in t he completion". T he optimization is concerned with t he management of 
disjunctions, which are handled by using essentially t he SLD-trec structure of posit ive Horn 
clauses. The resu lt ing theory a llows us to identify commonali ties and di fferenccs betwecn t hc 
various constructive negation tech11 iques. lt is worth noting t hat there exists o ne example 
[Il , IO] of constructive ncgation technique, wh ich is not based 011 the program cornpletio11 a11d 
is not therefore easily comparable to our technique. 

Another prob lem is related to the form a! semant ics. In fact t he existi 11g semantics does 
not correctly mode) a11swer cons traints and are t herefore useless fo r semantics-based program 
analysis and transformat ion. We propose severa) formai non-ground semantics which are based 
either on the top-down deri vation rules or on the bottom-up application of immediate con
sequences operators. Ali t hese semantics are proved to be correct (and fully abs tract) with 
respect to the answer constraints observable. We give some equi valence theorems and we show 
that ali our denotations are the non-ground representation of a single partial interpretation, 
which is <l> p t w. Ali the proofs of t he results reported in t he paper can be found in [6]. 

2 The language and its semantic domains 

We will lìrs t recall t he basic C LP concepts as defined in [16]. A first order language is defined 
on a function symbol set denoted by E, a predicate symbol set denoted by fi and a collect ion of 
variables denoted by V. r(EU V) an d r(E) denote the set of te rms an d g round terms ( i.e. terms 
withou t vari ables) built on E and V. A (fl ,E)-atom is an element p(t1, ••• ,t .. ) where p E fi 
is n-ary and t; E r(EU V) , i= l , ... , n. A ( fl ,E)-Iiteral is a ( fl ,E)-atom or its negation. A 
( fl , E)- constraint is a well fo rmed formula over the alphabets fi and E . T he empty constraint 
is denoted by t1·u e. In the following thc symbol - will denote a finite sequence of objects 
(variables, Lerms, aloms etc. ) . [f l is a syntactic object, F\l(t) is the set of variables which are 
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not explicitly quantified in t . A sentence is a well formed formula with no free variables. 

Definition 2.1 (C LP norma! programs) {16} Let n= ne U nB and ne n nB = 0. A (n , E)

norma/ program is a finite set of clauses of the forrn 
H: -cD. or H: - cDB1, ... , Bn. 

wher·e c is a finite (ne, E)-constraint, H (the head) is" a (nB, E) -atom and 81, ... , Bn (the body) 
are (n8 , E)-literals. A norma) goal is a progmm clause with no head an d with a non-empty 

body. 

Definition 2.2 Let n = ne U llB and ne n nB = 0. A (n B, E) -constrained atom is an object 

of the form cDp(X), wher·e c is a (ne, E) cpnstraint and p( X) is a (nB, E) -atom. 

A stru11tur·e !R(lle, E) over the alphabets n e and E, where lle contains the equality symbol 

consists of a non empty set ( D!R) an d any interpretation of each function an d predicate symbol 

according to its arity. We do no make any assumption on E. Rather we require that t he struc

ture !R(ne, E) be a mode) of the standard theory C ET, given in [9] to axiomatize unification . 

Moreover if the set of function symbols E is finite we assume the (weak) domain closure axiom 

(DCA) be added to CET, thus achieving the completeness of the t heory CET in the case of 

a language with fini te set of function symbols. lnformally the axiom DC A [24) ensures that in 

the interpretation domai n of any mode) of the theory every object is a value of a non-variable 

term (under some variable valuation). Therefore, by using DCA, we require D!R to contain 

exactly the elements which are the interpretation of the ground terms. 
A !R(n, E)-valuation for a (n, E)-expression is a mapping O : \1 -f D!R. The notion of 

!R-valuation is extended in the obvious way to terms and constraints. 
A constraint c is !R~sol vable iff there exists a !R-valuation O such that !R f= cO. O is called an 

!R-solution of c. A constrained atom cDp(X) is !R-solvable iff c is !R-solvable. 

3 

The structures considered in CLP are the "solution compact" ones as defined in (16, 15]. 
The CLP completion of P, wrt the constraint structure !R, is denoted by p •. 

Partial 1r-interpretations 

We extend the notion of rr-interpretation as introduced in [14] in order to provide three-valued 

models of t he completion of a CLP program. First of ali , a par·tial interpretation , as d efined in 

[18] is any total function P from t he set of ali ground atoms into {t, f , u}, where {t, f, u } are 

interpreted as true, false and undefined. 
According to our notation, we will represent such a function F as a pair < F+, p- >, where 

p+ = {p( l) l P(p( i)) = t} an d p - = {p( l) l P(p( l)) = f} . The extension of a parti al 

interpretation to ground constraints and to ground formu las is defined in (28], by the following 

rules. · 

• Let c be a ground constraint. cis t rue in F iff !R f= c and c is false in P iff !R l= -.c. 

• W e assume the usual strong three-valued interpretation of t he symbols /\,'v, -., V, 3, -f, 

and following [( unen, we use Lukas iewicz's truth table for the connective H. Moreover 

the symbols D and , will be interpreted as /\. 

Ali the following definitions are related to a given !R (and therefore to a given (n, E)) . 
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Definition 3.1 {16} The se/ of "domain instances" [cDp(X)J of a constrained atom cDp(X) is 
defin ed as [cDp(X)J = {p(X)O l O is an 'R-solution of c}. 
Let S be a set of constrained atoms. Then [S) = UAes[A). 

Definition 3. 2 Let A be the set of the constmined aloms jo1· progmm P. Wc defìne a preo1·der 
ç on A as c1Dp{X) ç c2 Dp(X) i.ff[c1Dp(X)) ç [c2 Dp(X)) . The equiualence induced by ç on 
lhe set of aloms is denoted by :=. 
The relation on constminls c1Dp(X) = c2Dp(X) wi/1 be denoted by c1 :::1x c2. 

Definition 3.3 (1r-base) Let P be a (n , E)-program and A be the set of alllhe 'R(n , E)-soluable 
constrained atoms Jo1· P . The 1r-base of inte1·pretations 8 is lhe quotient set of A w.r.t . the 
equiualence relation ::: . The ordering induced by ç on 8 wi/1 stili be denoted by ç. For lh e sake 
of simplicity A wi/1 represent l h e equiualence class of the constrained atom A. 

Definition 3.4 (parti a l 1r-interprctation) A Jmrlial 1r-inle1·prelalion is a pair· l p =< 1:, I ; > 
such that 

i) 1: and !; a1·e subsels of 8 c~nd _ _ 
ii) 'v'c1Dp(X) E 1: cmd 'v'c2Dp(X) E 1; [c1Dp(X)) n [c2Dp(X)) = 0. 

The set of ali the partia/7r-inl e1·prelalions is denoted by I. 

Given a partial 1r-interpretation l p we denote by 1: (!;) its fìrsl (second) component. lnfor
mally 1: and I;; are sets of solvable constrained atoms, which are true or false in lp, respective ly. 
Condition ii) ensures lhe consislency of l p. Given a parlial 1r- interprelation l p, we will denote 
by [/p] the partial interpretàtion < [1:), [l;J >. Note that, given S =< S1, S2 >, where Si is 
a set of constrained atoms, [S) is not a partial interpretation . In fac t , if lhere ex ists a ground 
atom p( i) such that p( l) E [S.] n [S2) , lhen [S] cannot be viewed as a function from lhe set 
of ali ground atoms into {t, f , u} (i.e. as a parlial interpretation) . Su eh a problem does no t 
arise if we consider a partial 1r-interpretation. In fact the consistency condition of a partial 
1r-interpretation ensures that , given a 1r-intepretation l p, [l:J n [l;J = 0. 

We can now defìne the notion of 1r-trut h in a partial 1r-inte rpretation. 

Definition 3 .5 ( 1r-truth) Let P be a norma/ C LP progmm, l p be a parti al 1r-interpretation 
and /et S be a formula of p · . S lws 1r-l1·uth ualue v in l p iff S lws trulh ualue v in [lp]· 

4 Intensional negation in CLP 
In t his section we show how the program transformation technique of intensional negation is 
syntactically related to a specific decomposition of the program complet ion. T his feature was 
originally proposed in [20) for norma! programs parametri c with respect to the assumption of 
the Oomain Closure Axiom. By abstracting l he DCA, equal ity and inequal ity constraints are 
explicitely introduced in the clause bodies. These constraints are more adequately treated by 
considering the CLP paradigm, which a llows us to handle more generai constraint systems. 
Moreover the CLP scheme prov ides a common framework in which to compare the intensional 
negation and constructive negation as defined by Stuckey. 
Let P be a norma! program, p be a predicate symbol and 

C1 = p(X) ~ c,DB1,, , B1,2 
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be the clauses defìning p in P, where 'Vi= l , . .. , n , Y; = FV(C;) \{X} (loca l variables of C;), 

B;,1 = L;,1, ... , L;,k, , 8;,2 = Li.1 , ... . , Li.h,, such t hat the L;,/s an d t he Li.i 's are literals an d 

FV(8;,t} n Y; = 0 (there a re no local variable occurrences in the 8;,1 's ). 

lntensiona l negation ca n be understood in terms of P". The formula defìning p in P" is: 

p( X) H (3Y!-{c1 1\ 81,1 1\ B1,2)) V .. . V (3Yn.(Cn 1\ 8n,1 1\ Bn,2)). 

Then we can derive 

~p(X) H (T/Yl-(~c1 V ~81 , 1 V ~fl1,2)) 1\ ... 1\ (TIYn. (~Cn V ~fln, 1 V .....,.fln,2)). 

In order to obtai n a set of clauses defìn ing ~p we perform the following steps. 

• Transformation of the right hand side of the equivalence in a disjunction (F1 V . . . V Fk)· 

W e_ h ave the f~llowing_ sequence of logically equivalent form~las: TI! = l, ... , n, 

TIY; .( ~c; V ~8,, 1 V ~8;,2) - since FV(B;,1) n Y; = 0 
T/Y;.( ~c; v ~fli,2) v ~fli, 1 - since vY;.( ~c; v ~fli,2) = 

vY;.(~c;) v_'VY; . ( ~c; v ~fli,2) 

TIY,.( ~c,) v v'V;.( ~c; v ~8;,2 ) v ~fl;, 1 by defìnition of 8;,1 

T/Y,.( ~c;) v TIY;.( ~c; v ~Li, 1 V ... v ~Li,h,) 

v~ L,. 1 v ... v ~L;,k, 

Finally, if L;,1 or Li.
1 

has the form ~A , where A is an atom, then ~~A is s implifìed to A. 

The disjunct ion (F1 V ... V Fk) is the disjunctive norma! form of the conjunction of the 

simplifìcalion of those of the above formulas whose constraints are satisfia ble. 

• Renaming of the negative literals. For each predicate symbol q we introduce a new 

predicate symbol q~ . (F; V .. . V F{) is obtained by replacing each occurrence of a literal 

~q( t) by q~{f) in (F1 v ... v Fk)· 

• Generation of the " posit ive clauses" for t he new predicate symbols p~. 

p~(X) f-- F; 

Given a program P, we obtain a transjom1ed program P' = p+ U p-, corresponding to P, 

where p+ is gbtained from P by replacing each occurrence of a literal ~q( l) by q~(l) and p- is 

obtained from the completed defìnitions as described above. For each predicate symbol q not 

defìned in P , q~ is defìned in p- by the uniq ue clause q~(X) f- . Note that we do not use the 

DCA. 

Example 4.1 Let P be the fol/owing norma/ program 

1 
p(X ) f-- ll·u eo ~q(X, Y) l 

. p _ q(X, Y) f-- X = ao~r(X, Y, Y) 
- q( X , Y) f-- ~(X = a)Dr(X, Y, Z) 

r(X, Y , Z) f-- Y = b 
Then, the tmnsjo1·med p1·ogram P' is 

p( X) f-- trueDq~(x, Y) 
q( X, Y) f-- X = aD1·~(X, Y, Y) 

P' = q( X, Y) f-- ~(X = a)D1·(X, Y, Z) 

r(X, Y, Z) f-- Y = b 

p~(X ) f-- trueDTIY.q(X, Y) 
q~(X, Y) f-- ~(X = a)DTIZ.(X = aV 

r~(X, Y, Z)) 
q~(X, Y ) f-- (X = a)D1·(X, Y, Y) 
q~( x, Y ) f-- trueDTIZ. (x = a v r~(x, Y, Z)), 

r(X, Y, Y) 
~-~(x, Y, Z) f-- ~(Y = b) 
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The clauses of P' can conlai n universally quanlifìed disjunctions of lilerals in the body. 
Therefore we need a nolion of complex goal, similar lo lhe one inlroduced for constructive 
negation [28], and lhe derivation rule musl be defìned for complex goals. In addition to univer
sally quanlifìed disj unctions, since ali thc qua nl ilìcrs need lo be made explicit, complex goals 
contain a lso ex islentially quantilìed conjunctions. 

Defìnition 4.2 A complex goal is: 

• p( l), for every p1·edicale symbol p occu1Ting in lh e lransfonned progmm, 

• 3Z.(cDB1 , ••. ,B,) wlw·e Z is a (possibly emply} sei of vaJ·iables, cis a constraint and 
lhe B; 's are compier goals. 

• VZ.(c V 8 1 V ... V 8,), wlw·e Z is a (possibly emply) set of va,·iables, c is a constraint 
and the 8, 's are COIII/Ile:r goals. 

A goal G can be viewed as the (operalionally equivalent) goal of lhe form (tru eOG). The 
following definitions give l he synlax of lmnsfonned progmms, generateci by intensional negation, 
and the corresponding deri vation rule. 

Defìnition 4 .3 A trans/o1·med program clause has lhe Jo1·m H f- cDB1 , ... , B,, whe1·e H is 
an atom of the fonn p( .X) or p-(.\') , c is a constminl and each B; is a complex goal, /o1· 
i = l , ... , n. A lransfomJed program P' is a sei of transformed program clauses. 

Defìnition 4.4 (SLDv-resolulion slep). Lei P' be a transfonn ed progmm, Gk be a complex 
goal anc/ R be a seleclion rule. Gk+ 1 is derived /rom Gk in P' by R i.f! the following conditions 
ho/d. 

l. if Gk = p( i) lhen i/ lhere exisls a 1·enamed apart clause C = p(X) f- cDB E P', such 
that Y = FV(C) and d= 3Y.(c i\ X =l) is satisfiable lhen 

Gk+1 =(c'D) i/ B is empty, (i) 
Gk+ 1 = (c'D3Y.(c/\ X= [DB)) olhe1·wise. (ii) 

2. if Gk = 3Z.(cqD 8 1, •• • , 81 , ••• , 8,) lhen /et Bi be l h e goal selected by R in G~; an d (c'DE) 
be the goal de,·iued in one S LDv_,·esolution step /rom Bj. 1/ Cq i\ c' is satisfiable then 

G~o+ 1 = 3Z.(cq A c'D81, . .. , Bi-l • B, Bi+ l • ... , B,). 

3. if G~; = VZ.(cq V 8 1 V .. . V Bi V ... V B,) then /et Bi be the goal selected by R in Gk 
an d F = { ( c1 DE.), ... , (Cm D Bm)} be the se t of al/ the subgoals obtained /rom Bi in o ne 
S L Dv -resolution step. !f F is empty th en 

Gk+1 = VZ.(cq v 8 1 v ... v Bi- l v Bi+ l v ... v 8,) . (i) 
Othe1·wise /et I ç {l , . .. , m} su eh l ha t y,. = l , . .. , m, ,. E I i.f! B, is not empty, 
J = {l , ... , m}\ I and /et c'= VZ.(cq V VjeJ Cj). Then, 1! c' is satisfiable, 

Gk+1 = (c'D), (ii) 
if --.f! is satisfiable, 

Gk+1 = VZ.((cq V VjeJ ci) V 81 V ... V Bi-l V Vie/ (c;DB;) V Bi+ l V ... VB,). 

Some remarks about t he above defìn ition are in order. The Gk+ 1 computed in l. ii contains the 
constraint c'= 3Y.(c i\ X= l). Such a choice is motivated by the fact that the fina) constraint 
~omputed by Gk is more specifìed t han c'. T herefore c' allows us to prune those branches that 
would fai ) in conjunction with other goals. Note that the correctness of defìnition l derives 
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from the equivalence 3X.(c/\ B) H 3X.(c) 1\ 3X.(cl\ B). In case 3, in order to e ns ure the 
completeness we must extract as much constraint information as possible from the set of ali 
the subgoals obtained from Bi· This is reflected in case 3.ii. In order to ach ieve this result we 
separate the constraints out by usi ng the equivalence V X.(c V B) H V X.(c) V V X.(c V B). 

Example 4.5 Let P be the nonna/ pmgram defining the function sum 
p _ { sum(X,U,Z) f-U = O, Z = XD } 

- sum(X, U, Z) f-U= s(Y) , Z = s(W)Dsum(X, Y, W) 
Th e program P' is consti tu led by the previous clauses plus the clause defining su m~ 
sum~(X, U, Z) +-- (U :f O v Z :f X)DVY, W.((U :f s(Y) V Z :f s(W)) V sum~(X, Y, W)). 
Civen t/w goal C = +-- sum~(s(O) , s(O), Z) , the SLD'~ -derived goal is 

C 1 = +-- eoDVY, W.(( s(O) :f s(Y) V Z :f s(W)) V sum ~(s(O) , Y, W)), 
whe1·e Co = (s(O) :f O V Z :f s(O)) = true, and thus, il can be omitted. 
By selecting the 1mderlined goal we obtain two possible de1·ived goals: 

c; =+-- c'D 
where c' = VY, W(..,( s(O) = s(Y) 1\ Z = s(W)) V ..,(Y = O 1\ W = s(O))) = 

VY, W(Y :f O V Z :f s(W) V W :f s(O)) , since c' is satisfiable, and 
C~=+-- VY, W(Y :f O V z :f s(W) V W :f s(O))D 

VYt. W1.((Y :f s(Y.) V W :f s(W1)) V sum~(s(O) , Yt. Wl))), 
sin ce ..,c' is satisfiable. Note that /rom c; we obtain the solutions { Z = sk(O) l k ?: O, k :f 2}. 

Defìnition 4.6 (S LD'~ -derivalion) C 4P' C' denoles an S LD'~ -de1·ivalion of the goal C' fmm 
C in l h e l.ransj01·med pmgmm P', corresponding lo P. 

4.1 Operational semantics 

Given a norma! program P and t he corresponding t ransformed one P' , we defìne the operational 
semantics of P in such a way t hat it fu lly characterizes the computed answer constra ints. We 
fì rst introduce an intermed iate operational semantics O'( P') for a t ransformed program P'. 
Since in P' we have atoms of t he form p~ (l) where p~ is a new predicate symbol, we need to 
consider an extension of e, by introducing the constrained atoms over such new predicates. 
This extension will be denoted by e~. 

Defìnition 4.7 Lei P' be a tmnsj07·med program. 

O'(P') = {cDp(X) E e~ l lnteDp(X ) 4 P' cD}. 

We can now defìne the operat ional semantics of a norma! program. 

Defìnition 4.8 Let P be a norma/ program and P' be the co1-responding transformed p1·ogram. 
The operational semantics of P is O'~(P) = (O~(P), O~(P)) , whe1·e 

O~(P) = {cDp(X) E e l cDp(X) E O'(P')} 
O~(P) = {cDp(X ) E e l cDp~ (X ) E O'( P')}. 

As shown in t he following, this operational semantics fully cha racterizes the computed 
answer constraints for norma! goal. 

Example 4.9 Lei P be the nonna/ program in example 4.1. 
O~(P) = {..,(X= a) Dp(X ), X = aDp(X ), X = a 1\ ..,(Y = b) Dq(X, Y) , 

-:--(X = a)/\ Y = bOq(X, Y), Y = bD1·(X, Y , Z) } 
O~( P) = { ..,(X = a)/\ ..,(y = b)Oq(X, Y), X = a/\ Y = bDq(X, Y) , ..,(Y = b)D,·(X, Y, Z)} 
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T he equivalence '::'.v on programs induced by t he computed answer substit ut ion observable, 
when considering norma! goals, can be formally defined as follows. 

Defini tion 4.10 Le/ P1, P2 be norma/ programs an d /et P;, P; be the co1-responding transformed 
ones. Then P1 '::'.v P2 if for each norma/ goal G, by·denoting wilh è the complex goal obtained 
by replacing each literal ~p(t) in G with p~(t), è 4P: c1D iffè 4P; c2D and c1 =1x c2 where 
X= FV(G). 

The next theorems show that Ov(P) correctly captures answer constraints. 

T heorem 4.11 Le t P' be a transfor·med program an dG= (eoDr1 (ti), ... , rk(tk)) be a compi ex 
goal. Then G 4P' c iff'Vi = l , ... , k, there exists c;o,-;(X;) E O'(P'), renamed apart, such that 
c'= (Co A'/\;:1, ... ,k C: 1\ Ai=l, ... ,k X; =t;) is satisfiable and c =wv(G) 3.Ì.c', whe1·e 
Ì = FV(c') \ FV(G). 

We give a formai operational semantics also for constructive negation. G ~p G' denotes 
an S LDC N-derivation of the goal G' from G in the norma! program P, as defined in [28, 29]. 

Definition 4.13 Let P be a nor·mal pmgmm. The operational semantics of P is denoted by 
eJCN(P) = (O~N(P),CJ~N(P)}, where 

O~N(P) = {(3Y.cDp(X)) l p( X)~ p c, Y = FV(c) \X} 
O~N(P) = {(3Y.cDp(X)) l ~p(X) ~P c, Y = FV(c) \X} 

Resu lts simi lar to t hose proved for intensional negation on the observational equivalence 
and on the correctness wrt answer constraints are valid for constructive negation as well. 

Example 4.14 Let P be the no1·mal progmm defined in example 4.1 
CJ~N(P) ={~(X = a)Dp(X), X= aDp(X), X= a 1\ ~(Y = b)Dq(X, Y) , 

~(X= a) 1\ Y = bDq(X, Y), Y = bDr(X, Y, Z)} 
O~ N (P) = {~(X= a) 1\ ~(Y = b)Dq(X, Y), X = a 1\ Y = bDq(X, Y), 

(~(X= a) 1\ ~(Y =b)) V (X= al\ Y = b)Dq(X, Y), ~(Y = b)Dr(X, Y, Z)} 

Note that the denotations O v( P) an d o cN (P) for the program in ex ampie 4. 1 are qui te 
similar, even if not identica!. This issue wi ll be discussed later. 

4 .2 Fixpoint sem ant ics 

We define the bottom-up semantics of P by introducing an immediate consequence operator 
T~. for the corresponding transformed program P'. 

T he definition of T~. is based on an unfolding operator Unfc(/), where C is a clause and 
I ç B~. In turn su eh an operator is based on r a(/), which denotes the unfolding·of a goal G 
wrt l ç B~. 

Definition 4.15 Let G be a complex goal and le/ l ç B~. The unfolding ofG wrt l , fa(!), is 
defined as follows. 

• G =p( t) (or G = p~(t)). 
fa(!)= {c l lher·e exisls c'Dp(X) E / , renamed apal'l, 

Z = FV(c'Op(X)), c= 3.Ì.(c' 1\ (X=[)), cis satisfiable }. 
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• G = 3Z.(cqDBI, ... , Bn)· 
fa(/)= {c l Vi= 1, .. . ,n, lher·e exists C; E fB,(/) , 

c = 3Z.(cq 1\ 1\;= l , .... n c;), cis satisfiable}. 

• G = VZ. (cq v 81 v . .. v Bn)· 
f a (/)= {c l Vi= l , ... ,n,J; fin ite subset offB,(I) , e; = VdeJ,d, 

c= VZ. (cq V V ;= l , ... ,n c;), c is satisfiable}. 

Definition 4.16 Let C= p( .X) l- coDL~o .. . , Lk be a transformed clause and /et l ç e~ . The 

unfolding of C wr·t l , Un / c(/) is defined as follows 

Un fc (/) = {3Z.cDp(X) l c E f( cooL, , ... ,L.)(I), Z = FV(C) \ X} 

The unfolding of a sel of lransform ed clauses Q wrt l is 

Unfq(/) = UceQ Unfc(/) 

Definition 4 .17 Lei P' be a transfo rmed program and l ç e~. Tp•(/) = Un fp•(/). 

In the following, given a partial 11'-interpretation I,, we denote by 

i,= 1: u {cop~(X) l cDp(X) E I; } E p(e~) . 

We define the immediate consequence transformation associateci to a norma! program P as 

follows. 

Definition 4.18 Let P be a norma/ program, P' be the associated tmnsfor·med one and I, be 

a partialu-inlerpr·elalion. Th en 
T~(/,)= < {cDp( X) l cDp(X) E Tp•(.i,)} , {cDp(X) l cop~(X) E Tp•(.i,)} > . 

T he fo llowing lemma shows t hat T~ is well defined, i.e . given a partial 1!'-interpretation 

I,, T~( I,) is a parti al 1!'-interpretation too. In other words t he result of the application of t he 

operator Tj, to a parti al 1!'.- interpretation is a pair < J:, J,- > which satisfies t he consistency 

condi tion of a part ial 1!'-interpretation (i .e. [J:J n [J;J = 0). 

Lemma 4.19 Lei P be a normal7Jrogram and /et I, be a pal'lialu- inler·pretation. Then T~( I,) 

is a partialu-inter·pr·etation. 

Corolla ry 4.20 Let P be a norma/ program. Then Tj, t w is a partialu-inter·pretation. 

In what follows, we show that T'f, is continuous wrt I ordered by set inclusion on the 

components of the pairs. First we introduce the partial order relation ç 3 on the set of partial 

1!'-interpretations I . 

Given S ç I there exists glb(S) = < nJ,es l:,nJ,es i; > E I . The bottom element of 

(I, ç3) is the parti al 1!'-interpretation < 0, 0 > . Note t hat, given two parti al 7T-i nterpretations 

l and J, lub{l , J} does not necessarily exist . This holds for the consistency condition of 

partial 7T- interpretations. For example let us consider l =< {X = aDp(X)} , 0 > and J =< 

0, {X = aDp(X)} >. An upper bound U =< u+,u- > of {l, J} must be such t hat < {X = 

aDp(X)} , {X= aDp(X)} >ç3 U. Therefore [U+J n [U- J :/; 0. However every chain in (I, ç 3 ) 

has a least upper bound in I obta ined by componentwise union of t he elements in the chain. 

Therefore (I, ç 3) is a complete semi-lattice. 

. The following propositions show that Tj, is continuos wrt (I , ç 3). 
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Proposition 4.22 Let P be a nomw/ progmm. T~ is continuous in (I, ç3). 

By considering the usual definition of power of t he operator T~, wc define the fi xpoi nt 
semantics of norma! programs as follows. 

Defìnition 4.23 Lei P be a no1·ma/ p1·ogram. :Fv(P) = lfp(T~) =T~ t w. 

By corollary 4.20 it follows that :;:v( P) is a partial rr-interpretation. 

4.3 Relation between the operational and the fixpoint semantics 
By corollary 4.20 :;:v( P) is a parti al 71'-interpretation. We show now that the sets of domai n 
instances of the operational and fixpoint semantics are the same, i.e. [Ov(P)] = [:Fv(P)]. 

Proposition 4.24 Let P be a nomwl pmgram. ov(P) ç 3 :;:v( P). 

A corollary of proposition 4.24 is that O v( P) is a parti al 71'-i nterpretation. In order to 
better reHect the properties of part ial rr-interpretations, we introduce a new preorder ::; on sets 
in p( B-), and we generalize i t to partial 71'-interprelations. 

The relation ::; is a preorder on p( B-). The preorder ::; is generalized on the set of partial 
71'- interpretations, providing the new preorder ::;3. 

Defìnition 4.26 Let lp, Jp E I. lv ::;3 lv iff lP::; lv· . ' 
Corollary 4.27 Let P be a norma/ program. P(P) ::;3 ov(P). 

From corollary 4.27 and proposition 4.24, the ground instances of the operationaHy derived 
constrained atoms are exactly the ones obtained by using the bottom-up technique. 

Theorem 4.28 Lei P be a norma/ progmm. [:Fv(P)J = [Ov(P)J. 

5 Model-theoretic semantics 
In this section we prove that [Ov(P)] = [:Fv(P)] = cl>p t w, where cl>p is Fitting's operator 
described in [12] and ex tended to const raint logic programs in [13]. The proof is based on the 
analysis of the relation between [:Fv(P)] and <l> p. In such a way a completeness and correctness 
result is inherited by in tensional negation. 
Given a complex goal G, we denote by G the formula obtained from G by replacing each 
occurrence of an atom of the form p-(l) by ~p( l). Moreover, given a norma! goal G, we denote 
by è the complex goal obtained from G by replacing each occurrence of a li teral of the fo rm 
~p(l) by p-(l). 

Proposition 5.1 Let P be a norma/ progmm and l p be a finite partial 1T-inte1·pretation. Then 
[T~(Ip)] = ci>p([lp]). 

We now show that T~ t n represents the same ground information as <l> p t n , for finite n. 
The equivalence holds since for each finite n , T~ t n is a finite partial7r- interpretation. 
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Proposition 5 .2 Lei P be a norma/ pr·ogram. 't/n 2: O, [T~ t n] = <l> p t'n. 

Corollary 5.3 Lei P be a norma/ program . [Ov(P)] = [T..,.(P)] =<l> p t w . 

vVe have proved that , given a norma! program P, [O..,.(P)] = [.1'v(P)] =<l> p t w. Using our 

terminology, theorem 6 of [27) (which is a generalization of theorem 6.3 in [18) for languages 

other than those with infini tely many function symbols of ali arities) can be stated for constraint 

logic programs as follows. The notation !R 1\ p • f=3 S shows that the sentence S is a logica! 

consequence of the theory p · in the structure lR. 

Theorem 5.4 {correctness and complelen~ss of <l>p}[27} Let P be a nor·mal program over· the 

structure ~ and /et S be a sentence. Then the following are equivalent 

2. S has lruth value t in <l> p t n, for· a finite 11. 

Corollat·y 5.5 (correctness and completeness of TXJ Let P be a norma/ program over the 

structure !R aiHI /et S be a senlence. lR Il p· FJ S iff S has rr-tr·uth value t in TX t n for· a 

finite n. 

The following t heorems show the correctness and the completeness of SLD..,.-resolution with 

respect to the 3-valued logica! consequences of p • in the st ructure lR. Similar theorems were 

proved for constructive negat ion in [29). Our proofs are strongly based on properties of .rv(P). 

't/ F denoles l he univers·ai closure of F. 

Theorem 5.6 (col'l'ectness) Let P be a nomwl pr·ogmm over lhe s tr·uctm·e !R, P' be the 

corTesponding transformed pmgram and G = (eoDB~, . .. , Bk) be a norma/ goal. lf è ~P' cD 

lhen lR 1\ p· FJ 't/( c -t 81 1\ . .. Il Bk). 

Proposition 5. 7 Lei P be a norma/ pmgram over !R an d F be a fol'l1wla s. t. lR 1\ p· f=3 't/ F. 

Then there exisls a finil e parlialrr-inlerpre/alion J ç 3 .rv(P) su eh thal [J] f=3 't/ F . 

Theorem 5.8 (completeness) Let P be a nor·mal progmm over· lir e s/.ruc/ure lR, P' be the 

corresponding transformed pmgram and G = (eoDB1 , •• • , Bk) be a nor·mal goal, such thal Co is 

satisfiable. 
IflR 1\ p· FJ 't/(eo -t 8 1 1\ .. . 1\ Bk) lh en lher·e exists a finite number· of der·ivations 

è ~P• c;D, i = l, ... , r·, such lhat lR 1\ p · f= 't/(eo H c1 V .. . V c,). 

6 Comparisons 

In generai there is no l an injective correspondence between the S LD..,.-tree an d the S LDC N

tree of a given goal G. In fact , one S LDC N-derivation mighl compute an answer which is 

equivalent to lhe answer computed by a subtree of the corresponding S LD..,.-tree. 

Example 6.1 Let P be the nonna/ pmgram 

{ 

q(X) +- -.p(X) l 
P = p(X) f- X = a 

p(X) +-X= b 
The associa/ed pi'Ogram is 



{ 

q( X ) t- p~( x) 
P'= p(X ) t- X = a 

p(X) t- X= b 
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p~(X ) t- -.(X = a v X = b) 
q~(x) t- p( X) } 

Jntensiona/ negation computes for the goal q~(X ) two distinct answer constraint c1 ={X= a} 
and c2 = {X = b} . On lh e ot?w· hand consll'uctiue negation for the goa/-.q(X) computes the 

only answe1· constmint c= {X= a V X = b} s. t. !R ~c-+ Ct V c2. 

Obviously in intensional negation -.(-.(p(X)) is operationally equivalent to p(X), differently 

from constructive negation. As a consequence, in presence of nesting of negation constructi ve 

negation might compute an answer more generai than the one computed by intensional negation. 

This means that we can only state the logica) equivalence between complete a nswers (i.e. 

disjunctions of leaves) in the S LDC N an d S LD" trees, as shown by the following t heotem. 

Theore m 6.2 Let P be a norma/ program ouer the structure !R. For any constmined atom 

cDp(X) E O~N(P) {cDp( X ) E O~N(P)) lhe1·e exisls a finite numbe1· of constmi~ed atoms 

c;Dp(X) E O~(P), i = l , ... , n, (c;Dp{X) E O~(P), i= l , ... , n), s. t. !R ~V( c -+ Vi=t, ... ,n c;) 

and uice uersa. 

The proof of the above theorem is based on the observation that the frontier, i.e. the set of 

ali derived goals computed from p(X ), in the SLDC N and the SLD" derivations is logically 

equivalent to the negation of the right han d si de of the completed defìnition of p in P" . The 

differences between :F"(P) and O"(P ) and between O"(P) and ocN(P) (examples 4.9 and 

4.14, theorem 6.2) are related to the fact that S LD"-resolution, SLDC N -resolution an d the 

computation rule embedded .jn Tp do arbitrarily partition into separate paths, by using different 

strategies, what would be the computation of one disjunctive answer constraint. We are also 

investigating the relation wi th the answers obtained by comput ing in the completion [5], i.e. 

by explicitely using the formulas of the completion as rewrite rules. We can easi ly realize that, 

if we choose the front ier at depth one, also constructive negation is simply an implementation 

of computing with the completion. 
A few more remarks on the relation between constructive and intensional negation are in 

order. The two techniques can easily be compared from t he performance viewpoint , if we choose 

the frontier at dept h one in constructive negation . lntensiomi.l negation has a much better 

performance in handling the nesting of negation, which occurs whenever we considera negative 

cali to a procedure which has a negation in the body. In fact, constructive negation delivers 

a partial answer to the init ial goal only after the evaluation of its complex norma) subgoals, 

while intensional negation is able to incrementally provide an answer after one derivation step. 

Constructive negation can lead to more efficient derivations by choosing a deeper frontier. 

However the same result can be obtained in intensiona l negation by a preliminary unfolding 

on the clauses of P. Note a lso that, if p is defìned in P by clauses that do not contain !oca) 

variables, p~ in P' is defìned by standard definite clauses only. In such a case, negation can 

t herefore be fully processed at compi le t ime. Finally, S LD"-resolution ca n be m ade even 

more similar to SLD-resolution by interpreting norma) programs in intuitionistic logic and by 

handling universal quantifìcation as suggested in [26]. 
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Abstract 

The evalua tion of a query fora logic program can be viewed as the search for an answer, 
written in the constraints language, that correctly implies the query. We propose a small 
set of inference rules, correct with respect to the completion of a program and t he Clark 
equ'ational theory, which is strong enough to compute answers for extended programs 
over the Herbrand constraint system. The basic step, the unfolding, is shown to realize, 
in a synctatic way, the inverse of what" the Fit ting's functional computes in the semantic 
one. Then, using the fundamental result of Kunen , we can prove the completeness of our 
schema for the three valued consequences of the completion. 

l Introduction 
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Tbe most popular semantics for norma! logic programs is based on SLDNF-resolution (SLD
resolution with Negation As Failure) as operational semantics and on t he program completion 
Comp(P) as declarative semant ics (8, 14]. The reference fixpoint semant ics is usually based 
on Fitting's operator ·(9]. Unfortunately, the nice equivalence and completeness results proved 
for t he semantics of positive logic programs are not valid in the case of norma! programs. 
In particular, we need to impose strong condit ions on programs and goals, in order to dea! 
with various incompleteness problems (e.g. floundering, inconsistency of the completion, the 
combination of tert ium non datur and non-termination). In (12] Kunen has proved that for the 
èlass of the allowed (14] programs SLDNF-resolution is complete w.r .t. the logica! consequences 
of Comp(P) in three valued logic, while for the class of the sl1·icl. programs two valued and 
t ree valued logica! consequences of Com p( P) coincides. These results prove the completeness 
of SLDNF in two valued logic for norma! programs t hat are strict ancl allowed only. Another 
serious drawback of SLDNF is related to the non-ground li teral problem , namely t he fact that 
Negation As Failure can on ly be used as a·test and never 'constructs' answers. 

T he problem of handling 'non-ground ' literids was tackled by various extensions of Negat ion 
As Fai lure, called consl.ructi·ve negation. Examples are inlensional negation (1 , 2], Chan's 
co11St1·uctive negation {6, 7] and the fai/ substitutions technique (17]. 

T he idea of intensionalnegation, orig inally forma lized for positive logic program s [1 , 2], is 
the following. Given a norma! program P, we derive a new program P' , which contains clauses 
which a llow us to com pute the answers to negative queries. The new cla uses are built in such 
a way that the answers lo negative queries are 'the complement' of the sct of answers to the 
corresponding posi t ive query. The complement is compu ted by assumi ng the Doln ain Closure 
Axiom (DCA). The negative literals (not only in the goal, but also in clause bodies) can be 
replaced by (posit ive) calls to the new predicates. If the result of intensional negation were really 
a positive program, we could simply apply SLD-resolution. Unfortunately, there exist logic 
programs for which the intensional negation transformat ion introduces universal quanti fication 

"Diparimento di Matematica Pura ed Applicata, Uni versità di Padova, Via Belzoni 7, 35131 Padova, Italia. 
··Dipartimento di Informatica, Univeristà di Pisa, Corso Italia 40, 56125 Pisa, Italia. 
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in clause b.odies. The standard semantics of positive logic programs is then applicable to the 
result of the intensional negation transformation , only for restricted classes of norma! programs 
[18]. The range of applicability of intensional negation was recently increased by the definition 
of a correct and complete extended derivation rule for positive logic programs with univcrsal 
quantification (SLDv-resolution) [5] in the case of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP). 

Chan's constructive negation [6], which is a refinement of previous proposals (IO, 23], can be 
clescribed as follows. Let •A be a (possibly non-ground) literal in t he norma! program P, and 
Jet e1 , •.• , e,. be the sets of equations in sol veci form corresponding to the answer substitutions 
computed by the success paths of the whole derivation tree rooted at A. The answer to •A is 
the ( normalization of the) constraint •( e1 V · · · V e;,). This normalization is a disjunction of 
constraints, i.e. (possibly universally quantified) equalities and inequalities. The mechanism of 
negative literals evaluat ion, inherited from Negation As Failure, is not ' incrementai', since il 
requires the construction of a full tree, and thus it is undefined when the t ree is infinite. This 
problem was solved in (7], by considering just a finite part of the derivation tree, defined by 
a fmntier. The result of the computation is independent from t he choice of the frontier. The 
above technique was then extended lo CLP [22] and a completeness result was proved. Chan's 
constructive negation requires a language with infinite function symbols, while the technique 
described in [17] is roughly a constructive negation with DCA. 

T here are severa! inadequacies in the current formalizations of the various constructive 
negation mechanisms. The firs t open problem is the relation among the various techniques. In
tensionalnegation is clearly a 'compile-time' technique. The transformation and the associateci 
normalization process are performed once and for ali on the source program. Ali the versions 
of constructive negation are instead interpretive. lntensional negation is therefore much more 
efficient. But is indeed intensional negation the compilative version of constructive negation? 
In 01·der to get an answer to this question we need a common foundation, to be used as a basis 
fo r a. formai framework to compare the compilative and interpretive versions. A cont ribu t ion 
of t his paper is a solution to the problem of finding a common foundation. Our approach can 
simply be described by the motto ' let 's go back to the program completion'. ·Both intensional 
and constructive negation have informally been justified using t he completion. Both techniques 
can be fully formally reconstructed by using the completion and the idea that one can· compute 
explicitely in the completion. By defining a derivation rule using the formulas of t he completion, 
our approach succeeds in fixing the asymmetry of norma! programs, where the operational and 
fixpoint semantics are defined for the program P , while the declarative semantics is based on 
t he t heory Com p( P). l t is worth noting that a similar idea can be found in Al an Robinson 's 
SuperLOGLISP [19], which however considers positive logic programs only. In SuperLOGLISP 
relations are represented by set-valued functions, whose definitions are if-and-only-if formulas. 
The idea of using functional programming technology (i.e. reduction) to support the execution 
of logic programs is again based on the fact that compieteci definitions are similar to equations. 

Let us give fi rst the int uition behind computing in the completion. T he completion was 
introduced as the theory which gives a logica! justification of t he inferences derived according 
to Negation As Failure. We can however consider Comp(P) as a logic program, provided with 
a derivation rule and an operational semantics {16, 20, 3]. The idea is quite simple. Formulas 
of Comp(P) (defined in subsection 2.2} are equivalences and can be used as rewrite rules. An 
instance, selected by a computation rule, of the atom p(x 1 , .,. , X n) in the goal G (possibly 
within the scope of a ..., operator or of a quantifier) can be replaced by the corresponding in
stance of the right part of the formula that defines p in Comp(P). The result of the rewriting 
is a formula containing constraints, disjunctions, quant ifiers, and negation. Sui table normaliza
tion rules (similar to those used in intensional and constructive negation) are nP.P.ded to keep 
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the resulting formula within the 'norma! ' syntax of goals. Lugiez's procedure [16) requi res the 
domain closure axiom (DCA) and alternates unfolding and simplifications, avoiding backtrack
ing. Completeness w.r.t. two valued logica! consequence is inherited, without improvements, 
by that of SLDNF. Sato and Motoyoshi prove the completeness of their interprete r for norma! 
programs w.r.t. t hree valued logic [20). I<unen's theorem is used, bu t no emphas is is laid on 
the connection between l!> p and the unfolding. The simplification computes a ' norma[' form by 
applying a fixed sequence of tranformations to a formula in disjunctive prenex form. 

In this paper we stress and exploit the tight relation between t he Fitting's functional and 
the unfolding. Properties of the two components of the derivation step, that is simplificalion 
N() and unfolding U() , are investigated separately in the generai framework of costrainl logic 
programming. The purpose of normalization N() is essentially to extract answer constraints 
from the goal so as to achieve completeness. We find that completeness can easily be established 
if N() can exctract from the goal enough constraint information (definition 3.4). Moreover, 
whenever the current goal is a disjunction, any correct answer to one of its disjuncts is a 
correct answer lo the whole goal. Thus, the search for an answer can be facilitateci by the 
recursive application of t he interpreter, possibly with backtracking, to one of these disjuncts, 
selected as new (simpler) goal by a search strategy. A computation is a sequence of goals, each 
one obtained from the predecessor by means of rewritings, normalization sleps and a selection, 
whose last goal is a consistent constraint. This scheme has been fully formalized and proved lo 
be correct and complete for the three valued completion in [3]. Here we present a set of rules 
N() for the Herbrand constraint system. We prove that these rules extract enough constraints 
from a formula , in accord to our scheme. The simplification through N() of the goal to its 
standard form is obtained by an exhaustive application under any prefen·ed scheme of the set 
of the presented inference rules, and is for this reason amenable of optimizations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we formally define the language 
of completed programs and we recall the relevant definitions and results about three valued 
interpretations of logic programs. Section 3 defines the unfolding derivation rule for completed 
programs, explain its relation with the Fitting's functional <!>p, and studies a property which 
guarantees the completeness of the normalization1 process. If that property 'is satisfied, un
folding plus normalization is proved to be correct and complete with respect lo the declarative 
semantics. Se~tion 4 defines, for extended constraint logic prograins on the Herbrand constraint 
system, a set of simplification rules satisfying the above condition. An example of derivation 
is sketched in section 5. 

2 Pre lim inaries 

2 . l T he language 

In extended logic programming [15] t he bodies of program clauses and queries can be arbitrary 
first order formulas. We can think the underlying language as generateci by the following 
grammar: 

S :: A 1 s v s 1 sA s 1 3xS 1 -(s 
A:: p(l) l B 

B :: t l f l t, = t2 l 
1Called also 'standardization'. 
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Overlining denoles veclors of synlactic objecls. Then, in the above grammar, p(I) de notes a 

generic alom, i.e. an alomic n-ary predicate symbol p applied lo a veclor of lerms I ~r t1 , •• . , t, 

of appropriate length. As usual, 'VxS can be used as a shorthand for -.3:-c-.S, and 5'1 _, S2 for 

-.5'1 V 5'2• 'V(S)- denotes uni versai quantifìcation over every free variable in S. 
T he symbols u, v, w, x, y , z will often be used lo denote variaoles, a, b, c, d constants, s , t 

tcrms, p, q, r atoms, and the uppercasc le tters to indicate generi c formulas. A conj unclion of 

formulas 5'1 /\ 5'2 w ili often be shortened by the juxtaposition 5'1 82. Then we ca n use s+ an d s· 
lo denole a producl of a posit ive number, and of a fin ite number of formulas, respeclively. The 

free variables of S will be denoted by FV(S) , and S(y ) denoles a formula S in which y may 

appear as a free variable. The subst ilution of a term t with every free occurrcnce of l he variable 

x in the formula S, will be wrilten as S'lx <- t]. In this proccss some quantifìed variables in S 
can be renamed so as lo avoid spurious bindings of variables of t. 

Among the atomic formulas A, the basic conslraints 122] a re gathered in B. T hey include 

the atomic predicates for the t ruth va lues , t and f. A conslrainl is a formula that does not 

have atoms in il, i.e. which is bui lt using as atomic subformulas, bas ic constrainls only. A 

constraint logic programming language (CLP) is defìned in the context of a specilìc struclure 

A which determines the preinterpretation of funclion symbols and the meaning of the (basic) 

const raints. For logic programming over the Herbrand constraint system, B contains equations 

among terms only. In thi s case a constrainl is simply an equality formula, ami its meaning 

is defìned by CET, the Clark 's equality theory ISJ. Every structure that satislìes CET musl 

cont ain an isomorphic copy of 'HU , the Herbrand universe 114). 

2.2 Declarative Semantics 

The Clark's CO!lJpletion Comp(P) ISJ of an extended program P , consists of axioms, one for 

evcry atom, having the fo rm 'Vx(p(x) +-+ D(x) ) of completed definition s. Roughly speaking, the 

formu la D is the disjunction of the bodies of thè clauses that delì ne p in P, or it is s imply f 

if p does nol occur in the head of any clause. If p is defìned in P by t he clauses p(IJ <- Bi> 

j = l , ... , 11, an d Yi are the corresponding free variables, then 

D(x) ~ V 3yi lx = Ii A BiJ· 
i=l 

If p(x) does not occur in the head of any clause, by rewriting f as 3x(x = x 1\ f) , we can 

assume that, in any case, the defìnition of an n-ary predicate is a formula with n free variables. 

The declarative semantics of a logic program P is defìned as the set of the three valued 

models2 IPJ of the theory g iven by its completion Comp(P) plus the axioms for the constraints 

(e.g. the CET axioms for the equali ty). But we shall consider only three valued interpretations 

(t.v.i.) where the inlerpretation of t he basic constraints is two valued, and which are models of 

the const raint 's axioms. Moreover, the double implication '+-+' used in the axioms of Comp(P) 

will be evaluated using the lwo valued Lukasiewicz's truth table, and cannol be used in the 

language of clauses' bodies and goals IJ!]. Lukasiewicz's equivalence is also deonoted by'::'. If 

;\Il is a l.v.i. with domain JMJ, and S has n free variables, (S') M denoles the interpretation of 

S in ;\Il , t h al is a function between IM J" an d {t, f, u} . Then, for every assignmenl p of values 

of IM I to the variables of the language, (S}PM E {t, f , u}. 

2Dackground on three val ued logic a nd interprctations can be fo und in [Il]. 
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2.3 The Fitting's functional 

Let IA be the set of ali the t.v.i. with the same fìxed domain IAI, the same preinterpretation, 

an d the sa me interpretation of the constraints, given by A. The Fitting's functional ci> p [9] is 

a mapping between t.v.i. in IA. We give ils defìnition in the style of [12] and [22]. If M is a 

t.v.i. in I.A, then <l>p(;\-1) E I.A, that is it shares with M the domain IAI, the preinterpretation 

of function symbols, an d the interpretation A o[ the constraints. The meaning in ci> p(M) of 

a predicate symbol p, for a n-tuple of elements d E IAI, is t iff there exisls a program clause 

p(t) <- B in P an d an assignment p such that {l) P M =d an d (B) / \lf = t, il is f iff for every 

program clause p(t} <- B in P and every i!Ssignment p, if (I}PM =d then (B}/\If = f, it is u 

otherwise. M M 
If M J and M 2 are in I.A, and S is a formula, we defìne (S} 1 ~ (S) 2 iff for every 

assignmentp,(S);t• :fu==> {S);t• := (S);t2
• Thusi.Acanbeordered,namely M 1 ~M2 

iff, for every predicate p, (p}M' ~ {p) M,. I t is easy to show that, ovet the set (IA , ~) , the 

Fitting's functional is monotonic, although not continuous, thus it has a least fìxed point. 

Let Ao be the t.v.i. which extends the conventional constraints interpretation A by mapping 

every atom to undefìned (u). Ao is clearly the least element in (IA, ~). For example, for logic 

programming over the Herbrand constraint system, W o denotes the three valued interpretation 

whose domain of is the Herbrand universe, with the obvious preinterpretation of the functional 

symbols and of the equality, where aU the other predicates have undefined interpretation . We 

can iterate cl> p starting from 7-{l(0 , to generate the chain 7-{l(i+I ~ <l>p(W;) for every natura! 

number i. If the language has an infinite functional alphabet, in [11],[12] Kunen provided 

an alternative characterization of the three valued consequences of the completion of a logic 

program, showing t hat they are the sentences true in some 7-{l( ;: 

Theorem 2.1 [11] For every closed formula S there çxisls a finite i s uch that 

It can easily be proved [11] that the declarative semantics of a program does not coincide wilh 

the formulas true in the limit, <l>p i w, of lhe succession {W;}iEw· Moreover, since cl> p is not 

continuous, this is not, in generai , one of its fìxed points, nor a mode! of Com p( P). 
The proof of theorem 2.1 is vi rtually independent of lhe structure 7-{l( , so il readily exlends 

to other slructures A [22]. 

3 The inverse of Fitting's functional 

3.1 The unfolding derivation rule 

Given a program P, consider an occurrence p(t) o[ an alom p in an arbilrary formula S. As 

does [20] we cali unfolding the replacemenl in S of p(t) wilh the equivalent formala D(l) from 

Com p( P). In every three valued mode! of the completion , the unfolded formula is clearly 

equivalent to the initial one, that is the unfolding rule is correct with respect lo the declarative 

semantics of the program. 
The derivation rule of most logic programming schemes, beside semplifìcations, seems to 

be reducible to unfolding. For example, for positive programs and queries, the typical SLD 

derivalion step can be rephrased in ~erms of unfolding, as shown by the following example. 
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Example. Considcr an SLD step far the query <- p(f(x, b)) ,q( x) in the program 

p(J(u,g(t(y)))) <- 8 1 

p(J(a ,z)) <- 8 2 

p(w) <- 8 3. 

Assume that the computalion ru le selccls the fi rst atom of the query, and that the search 
stralegy chooses the fì rsl unifìable clause far p. T he n the next goal can he obtained from 
8 2, q(x),j(J·,b) = f(a ,z), by solving f(x,b) = f (u,z ) in the equi valenl equat ions x= a, z = b 
and by subslituling them in 8 2,q(x). The same resull can be achieved hy the following steps: 
l. unfold ing of p(f(x ,b)) in t he query wit h ils equiva le nt completed defì nition, 2. dislr ihution 
of the producl with q(:r) ovcr the logical sum in D(I) lo gel the d isjunclion3 

f(:r,b) = f( u ,g(t(y)))81q(x) V f(x ,b) = J(n ,z)82q(.1·) V f(x , b) = w83q(x), 

3. solution and substitution of t he equations as before, one d isjuncl al a t ime from t he left, 4. 
choice of the fìrsl disjuncl with a solvahle equalion ( the second) as the new goal. 
{en d of the example} 

If the unfolding, when applied to a top lcvel positive alom, appears jusl another (pedantic) 
inlerpretalion of the SLD deri vation slep, when applied lo an alom nested under a negation, it 
lurns aut to be the key for a uniform and coherenl formalization of constructive negation. In 
fact il should not be difficult lo realize that, in conslructive negation as defìned in [7] and [22], 
the choice of a deplh one fronlier for a negative suhderivalion corresponds to an unfold ing step 
followed by lhe eliminalioo of lhe unsatisfable d isjuncls-branches. Thus t he unfolding is ali we 
need lo apply t he program clauses to a query. · 

\Vhile the choice of which atom has lo be unfolded is, as usual , a matter of the computation 
rule, the parallel version of the rule permits lo simplify the study of its completeness. The 
parai/el unfoldi ng U(S) is t he simultaneous replacement of ~very atomic subformula of S with 
its equivalent compieteci defìn ition. 

Definit ion 3.1 According lo the grommar of subsection 2. 1, we inductively define: 

U(p(l )) dg D(x)[x <-l] i.ff\l(p(x) +-+ D(x )) is the completed definition of pr·edicale p in 
Com p( P) (simple rmfolding) 

U(t 1 = t2) dg t, = t2 

U(-.S) dg -.U(S) 

U(S, v S2) dg U(SJ) v U(S2) 

U{S,S2 ) dg U( Sl)U(S2) 

U(3xS) ~ 3xU(S). 

Example. Consider the following completed defìnitions 

\lx,\lx2{p(x,,x2) +-+ 3y3z[x1 = J( y,a ) x2 = z q(y) p(g( z ),z )]} , 

\lx {q(x) +-+ 3w[x = f( w,w) w= a p(h (w),b)]}. Then, 

U(-.3u[p(b, u)Jq(a)) = -.3u3y3z[b = f(y ,a) u = z q(y) p(g( z ), z )] 3w[a = f(w, w) w= 
a p( h( w), b)]. 

3 The external existential quantifìcations are implicit. 
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3.2 T he correspon dence t heorem 

By t he defìnition of the Fitting's functional if.> p i t follows immediately that in every mode! M , 
an d for every assignment 'Y, t he value of a predicate p in if.> p(J\11 ) for 1 is exactly the value in 
;\11 of its completed defìnition D for that 'Y· 

Lemma 3.2 [3] Fo1· eve1·y completed defìnition 'v'x(p(x) +-+ D(x )) E Comp(P) 

(p(x ))"'p(J\ItJ = (D(x ))M (l) 

By this lemma, equation (l) can be used as an alternative synthetic defìnition of if.>p [21]. 
:vloreover, as a consequence of the lemma, for every t.v. i. M E I .A, if.>p (;\11) = M i!f, fo r 
every predicate symbol p, (p) <l>p(JVI) = (p)M, i!f, by the lemma, for every t.v. i. M and for 

every predicate symbol p, (D) M ~ (p) M , i!f Mis a mode! of Comp(P). That is ; VI is a three 
,·alued mode l of the completion of t he program if, an d only if, i t is a fìxed poi n t of if.> p. Therefore 
one can also define lhe fìxed point semantics of a program as t hat three valued mode! of its 
complet ion, i\Jp, which is the least fixed point of if.>p , over the conventional preinterpretation 
~. The declarative and fixed point semant ics do not , in generai, coincide. However, according 
t o the lemma, ali the programs which ha ve the sa me completion ( declarative semantics) , h ave 
also the same if.>p (fixed point semantics). 

The next theorem shows why the parallel unfolding computes the 'inverse' of Fitting's 
fun ctional. This is the basis for its completeness under the three valued logic. 

T heor em 3.3 (conespondenc~) For eve1·y formula S, for every t.v. i. M 

Proof. The evaluation of a formula depends on t he value of its atomic subformulas and, 

l,y lemma 3.2, {p(I)) "'P(M) = (U(p(l)))M. D 

Thus, an unfolding perfo rmed on a formula S corresponds lo a step back in the chain built 
hy Il> p. (f S 'follows from [P ] in three val ued logic then, by I<unen 's t heorem. (2.1), i t is true in · 
some A, ')g <!lp T i (Ao) , and by a sui table finite number (i) of unfoldings we can transform it 
inlo a formula which is true in the special interprelation Ao. Since ali the aloms are undefìned 
in A o, its truth must follow only by the constraints that i t contains. What we need , in addition 
lo unfolding, is a mechanism lo extmct these constraint. 

3.3 E nough constrain t infor mation 

The following definition is inspired by a statement from [22]: "To ensure completeness we must 
extract as much constraint information from the frontier of the sub-derivation as possible." 

Definition 3.4 A constmint c is said to have enough CO II Slrainl infonnation for a fonnula S 
iff in Ao, for eve1·y assignment p4 

4Note that, in three valued logic, t his condition is weaker then the cquivalencc ·~·. 
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That is c has enough in fo rmation if i t captures ali the values that make S true, whatever value 
could the atoms t.ake. 
Example. Vz[l· i .f( : )] has enough constraint information for the formula ~3z[x = .f( z ) 1\ q] 
which, in 'HU0 , is true only when x does not begin with f. 

Assume to have a method N () to t ransform an arbitrary formula S into a n ·equ ivalenL 
d isjunction N(S) = R V S' , where Risa constraint . N() consists of a set of simplifìcation steps 
valid in every extension A3 of the constraint structure A with a t.v .i. of the atoms, i.e. it is 
A3 1=3 V(S <--> R V S '). N () is com/liete forA if R has enough const ra.int information for S, i.e. 
if it contains ali the constrain t informations of the originai formula. 

A rule N() which sati sfìes the above proper ty, in the case of the Herbrand constraint system, 
will be described in section 4. 

3.4 Correctness and Complet e ness 

In t his subsection we show that if we have a simplifìcation rule N() complete for A , by using 
the unfo ld ing U() and N() we can compute a complete set of correct answers fo r an arbitrary 
query for an extended program in CLP(A ). 

Let P be a set of clauses of the fo rm p(I) +- B , where the body Bis a fìrst m·der formula, and 
Jet S be a query. A correct answer for S is a satisfìable constraint c su eh that [P) F3 V( c--+ S). 
By hypothesis the steps that fonn N() are sound in A , while the unfolding is correct in every 
three valued mode! of the compieteci delìnitions. Let S' be a formula obtained by applyi ng to 
S some steps of (simple) unfolding and some simplifìca tion steps taken from N (). Since these 
rule are, in any case, correct in [P], then [P) I=J V( S'<--> S) ., Therefore, if S' = R V S", where 
R is a satisfìable constraint , t hen R is a correct answer far S. T hus, the satislìable constraint 
d isjuncts that can be extracted from the query, by using (simple) unfoldings and steps from 
N(), are certainl)r con·ect answers. ' 

· According to the declarative semantics of P, the completeness is stated with respect to 
answers which are correct under three valued logic. Assume that c is such an answer: 

[P] I==3 V( c --+ S). 

By applying Kunen's theorem (2. 1) to the sentence V( c--+ S ), there exists a fini te n such 
that A, FJ V( c--+ S). By defìnit ion of A,. 

t = (V(c -+ S))<:><;><Aol. 

Then, by using the correspondence theorem (3.3) n t imes 

Therefore, since the unfolding passes aver the formula constructors and does not affect the 

constraint c, t = (V(c-+ u <nl(S)))Ao _ 
Now apply t he simplifìcation N() to u<"l(S), i.e. 

N(U<"l(S)) = R v S', 

where R is a constraint and S' can contain atoms. Since N () is able to extract enough 
constraint information from the formulas to which it applies (subsection 3.3) , from 



t = ('v'( c--+ R V S')) A•, by definition 3.4 i t follows 

t= ('v'( c --+ R))Ao, or A l= 'v'( c--+ R). 
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'vVe have just shown that, for every answer c t h.at is correct in every three val ued mode! of 

the completion, il is possible lo compute, by using a finite number of steps of unfold ing and 

simplification rules taken from N(), an answer (R) wich is not less generai. 
Thus, by the correspondence theorem 3.3, the problem of t he completness of an operational 

semantics for constraint logic programs, based on the rewriting of atoms with their completed 

defi nitions, can be reduced to that of finding a normalization scheme which is complete for the 

constraint system . An example of such a scheme, for the Herbrand constraint system , will be 

described in the next section. 

4 Normalization 

W~ propose here a set of inference rules, for the equali ty constraint case. Some of these rules 

are va/id, e.g. the de Morgan rules, w h ile the other require CET. A fina! rule, the ' r. f. ', requires 

one more hyphothesis, namely an infinite functional alphabet. An exhaustive applicat ion of 

these rules, under any scheme N(), terminates with a stable formula lo which none of the rules 

is applicable. Every group of rules affects the syntax of the formula. The fina! ' normalized' 

formu la N(S) is a disjunct ion N(S) = R V S' where R has enough constraint for S, i.e. N() 

is complete as required by defini tion 3.4. Most proofs are omitted and can be found in [3, tl]. 
Subsection 4. 1 describes valid rules and the valid standard form. In subsection 4.2 we show the 

effect of equation solving and substitutions according to the CET. The fina! 'CET standard 
form' is presented in subsect ion 4.3 and is proved lo be complete in subsection 4.4. 

4.1 Valid standard form 

T he start ing formula S lo which we want to apply the normalization is assumed to be defined 

according to the grammar of subsection 2.1. We omit t he rules for the truth values and for the 

elimination of quantifications of variables not occurri ng in the quantified formula. 

We can use the de Morgan laws lo move negation so as lo apply it to quantified and to 

atomic subformulas. Then we can try to raise the disjunctions to the top leve] by distributing 

products and 3 's over the sums. 

Before bringing quantification outside of the product with the ' 3-wide' rule, i t may be necessary 
to rename the quantified variable x, lo avoid improper bindings of variables in 5'2 . The second 

rule ( -.3) allows the application of the de Morgan la w in cases w h ere, due to the previous rule, 

the quantification would prevent it. 
lt is clear t hat the exhausti ve application of these rules, valid in three valued logic, does 

terminate. When no more (valid) rules are applicable, t he formula has a specific form, shown 

by the following theorem. 
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Theot·em 4.1 (valid standard form) The resulling fonmtla can be genemted by lite follow
rng grammm·: 

s ::Q l sv s 
Q:: P l3xQ 

P::F l PP 

F :: A l •A l •3xQ 

A:: p(h) l t . = t2 l t l f 

Moreover, if •3xQ is •3xP, where Pisa product, then we know, by the '•3' rule, that every 
factor of P has a free vari able in x. Note that we used Sto denote the top most, sum leve] of a 
formula , Q a maybe quantifìed formula, P t he product leve! and F a factor of these products. 
A denotes an atomic subformula. 

4.2 Equations and Substitutions 

\Ne can apply to every equation among terms t 1 = 12 the Herbrand solved fo rm algorithm (see 
for example [13]) lo discover if the equation is trivial or unsatisfì.able, or to put it in t he fo rm 
ll;x; = s; , where {x 1 <-- s l , . .. ,xn <-- sn } is one of the most generai unifìers of t 1 and t2 . 

Moreover, in t he conjunction Il; ... the x;'s are di stinct, and no variable x; appears in any term 
Sj · 

3x(x=t S) 
x~t,x~FV(S) S , 

x=l S (x) 
x=l S [x<-t] (subst ) 

T he fìrst rule is obvious. Substitutions are handled by the second rule, correct under CET. 
If x = t is a solved equation, then we know (by the occur check) that x does not appear in 
t he right hand term t. This rule then restricts t he occurrence of the variable x, in the product 
x = t S(:~: ), to the equation that defìnes its meaning only. 

If we solve the equations of a formula and apply valid normalization, we get an equation
solved formula which can be generateci by the same grammar of theorem 4.1. However t he 
atomic fo rmulas can now be simplifìed to 

A :: p(h) l x = s. 

This syntax is correct, as long as we stop the inference process at a stable fo rmula, even if 
we add the substitution rule. 

In order to simplify nestecl negations we need more powerful rules. However i t can be shown 
that the above rules provide a complete normalization for positive logic programs and queries. 

In order to better appreciate the effect of these last rules we have to study more in detail 
the syntax of products. Let P be a procluct of the resulting formula. W e can say that P := F+. 
Assume to group together the factors F which are atoms and negat ions of atoms and cali L" 
the product of these literals. These swaps of factors are not rea] inferences, they are intended 
j ust for notational convenience. 
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The notation x = s collects, among the factors, all the solved equations, while the solved 
disequations are gathered in the expression 1\jVj :/; l j . T hen every remaining factor •3zQ is 
parsed as •3zP. Assuming this notation a product can be recursively expressed as 

(2) 

where equations and disequations are optional, bu t t he whole product cannot be empty. T he 
formula F,. = •3zP of a negative factor can also be parsed as 

The next inference is called 'disjunction rule', and is also correct in the CET. !t is used 
in both the papers on intensional and constructive negation [l , 6]. Jf Ti are all the externally 
quantified variable of the term t: 

•3yz(x=t S) 
(3) 

This rule simplifies the complex negation •3yz(x = t S) to the disjunction of a constraint 
•3y(x =t) and of the formula 3y(x =t •3zS), where the negat ion has been pushed inside the 
formu la. 

As usual, if we close this new inference with the other rules, the resulting formula is a 
disjunction of quant ified products, whose negative factors are now stable with respect to the 
disjunction rule. Le t us call reduced a ' dis ' stable negative factor. Then a reduced factor (r.f.) 
E has the syntax of a negative factor to which t he 'dis' ru le cannot be applied. This can happen 
if either t he pr~duct P (in F,. = •3zP) consi~ts of just one equation or i t has none, i.e. 

(4) 

4.3 CET standard form 

Reduced factors have an important property that can lead to further simplifications . Consider 
the formula \1(3z[/\/v'tvj{Uj :/; lj)]) where z is a free variable in every \lwj(Vj i= l j) and the 
quant ification \lwj may be empty for some j. If t he language has an infinite number of function 
symbols, in every mode! of CET and for every assignment p of values to every variable besides z, 
there always ex ists a closed term t such that its interpretation d = (t) P substituted for z makes 
those quantified disequations true, and for which the formula (1\j'v'Wj(Vj :/; lj)),_d,p evaluates 
to t. Thus 

(5) 

from which the correctness of the next rule for reduced factors follows: 

The ru le is applicable only if Vj rf. lj and Vj rf. Wj, conditions that can be obtained through the 
previous rules. If a reduced factor E is an equality formula, the 'r.f.' rule can be applied lo its 
syntax tree, from the leaves up, to reduce the whole factor to an equivalent truth value or to a 
quantified disequation. 
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Turning lo the case of a factor which has some atom inside, !et us denote by U a reduced 
factor that is not an equality formula, stable with respect lo the ' r.f.' rule. After the application 
of the 'r .f ' rule, the equation (2) of a product can be restated as 

where some Wj can be empty, ZLU ç FV(L"U") , and U must have an atom somewhere. 
Finally, putting the literals under t he syntactical category U, and wi th t he usual grouping 

and notational convention we can state the following theorem for any formula. 

Theorem 4.2 (CET standard form ) In every mode/ of CET every formula has an equiva
len l standa1·d form that ca n be genemted by the fo/Jowin g gramma1· 

s ::Q l sv s 
Q :: 3y,u lx= s Aj Vwj(Vj ~ti) U"j 

U :: p(h) l ..,p(h) l -,3!lu!Ai\fwj(Vj ~ti) U"j 

u·here U cont.ains a lit.eral, Y,u ç FV{s} U FV(U• }, and Yu ç FV(U• ). Moreover, the x; 's in 
x are distinct, jl-ee vm·iables, lhat do not appear in any olher te1·m; !i,u and some Wj may be 
ernpty and, for every j, Vj rf; Wj and Vj rf; t,. The t1·uth value t is 1·epresented by a disjunct with 
an tmpty produci, f by an empty disjunction. 

In part icu la r, if S is an equality fo rmula, the disjuncts of its standard form reduce to this fo rm 

(6) 

An immediate corollary is that, under the hypothesis of an infinite functional a lphabet, 
CET is a complete and decidable theory for t he equality formulas. 

V•/e write N(S) to denote the standard form of a formula S. N(S) can simply be computed 
by applying (in any order) the rules 'eq solve', 'subst ', 'dis' and 'r.f.' which are correct under 
CET, togP.ther with the rules '-,A', •..,v', 'AV', '3V', '-,3' and '3 wide' which are valid, unti! we 
gel a stablé formula. 

4.4 N(} is complete 

A formula is said to be identica/Jy undefined (i.u.) iff every its ground instance has undefined 
value in 'HUo. Literals are obviously i.u .. lf S is i.u. , so are -.S and 3xS, but a lso, for the 
argument leading to equation (5), 3ziA/v'tiij(Vj ~ t,) S], where z is a free variable in the 
disequations. Since a factor U of N(S), parsed according lo theorem 4.2, contains a literal, 
then, by inductively applying this argument lo its syntax tree, it follows that the whole U 
is identically undefined. Therefore, if a disjunct Q of N(S) is not an equality formula then 

for every assignment p, the interpretat ion of Q in 7tU0, (Q)P'HUo , can only be either false or 
undefined. 

Let us say t hat N(S) = R V S', where R collects ali the equality disjuncts and S' those 
having some literal inside. Since we bave shown tbat in 7tU0 S' can only be either f or u, this 
means t hat the equality disjuncts R represent enough constraint information for S. Thus N() 
is suitable for complete derivations . 



5 A n example 

The followi ng is a rough sketch of a possible dcrivation. 
Def. Number: 'v'x {n(x) <-->x= O V 3y[x = s(y), n(y)]} 

Dcf. Evcn Numher: 'v'x {e(x ) <-->n( x) , (x= O V 3y[x = s(y ), -,e(y)J)} 
Goal: an even number? : +-- c(x) 

unfolding: n(:r), (:1: = Oy:3y[x = s(y), -,e(y)]) 
distrih: n( x), x= O V n(x)3y[x = s(y) , -,e(y )] 

(a):: select , subst : x= O, n( O) 
unfolding: x= 0,~0 V 3y [O = s(y ), n(y)] 

(j)):: select, trivial : ----+ x = O. More? 
backtrack to (f)) : 3y[O = s(y ), n(y )] 

eq. solve : 3y[f, n(y)] 
trivial : f 

backtrack to (a): n(x)3y[x = s(y) , -,e(y)] 
3-wide: 3y[n(x),x=s(y),-,e(y)] 

subst: 3y[x = s(y) , n(s(y)) , -,e(y )] 
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unfolding : 3y[x = s(y) , n(s(y)) ,2{n(y), (y = O V 3z[y = s(z ), -,e(z)])}] 
de Morgan, de i'vlorgan : 3y[x = s(y ), n(s(y)) , { -,n(y ) V y #O, -,3z[y = s(z) , ..,e(z)]}] 

distrih : 3y[x = s(y), n(s(y)), -,n(y)]V 
3y[x = s(y), n(s(y )) , y #O, -,3z[y = s(z ) , -,e(z)]] 

(ì):: select: 3y[x=s(y),n(s(y)),-,n(y)] 
unfolding, distrib, . . . : 3y[x = s(y), 3z[s(y) = s(z) , n(z)], -,n(y)] 

3-wide, sol ve, subst, . ·:.: 3y[x = s(y ), n(y ) , -,n(y)] 
. . . . f 

backtrack to {/): 3y[x = s(y),n(s(y)) , y # o, -,3z[y = s(z ),-,e(z)IJ 
disjunction-rule : 3y[x = s(y ), n(s(y)), y # O, { -,3z[y = s(z )]Y: 

3z[y = s(z), -,..,e(z)]}] 
distrib: 3y[x = s(y ), n(s(y)) , y # O, -,3z[y = s(z) ]V 

3y[x = s(y ), n( s(y) ), y # O, 3z[y = s( z ) , -,..,e( z)]] 
(€):: select: 3y[x = s(y ), n(s(y) ), y #O, -,3z[y = s(z)] 

unfolding, .. . : f --
backtrack to (f): 3y[x = s(y) , n(s(y)) ,y # O, 3z[y = s(z ), -,-,e(z)IJ 

3-wide: 3yz[x = s(y),n(s(y)),y # O, y = s(z), -,-,e(z)] 
subst: 3yz[y = s(z ),x = s(s(z) ), n(s(s(z))) ,s(z) # 0,2.:2e(z)] 

trivial , double-,: 3-;[x = s(s(z)) ,n(s(s(z)) ),s(z) # O, e(z)] 
solve: 3z[x = s(s(z)),n(s(s(z))),~ 

unfolding, ... : 3z[x = s(s(z) ), n(s(s(z))),z =O] 
subst , trivial : x= s(s(O)) , n(s(s(O))) 
unfolding, ... : ----+x = s(s(O)). More? 

6 Conclusion 

The scheme based on unfolding plus complete normalizat ion steps can be implemented in an 
operational mode! according to severa! strategies, some of which can lead to efficient derivations. 
\Ve are currently studyi ng the performance issue ami the relation of our approach to both 
compilative [5] and interpretati ve [7, 22] versions of constructive negation. An analogous of the 
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' r. f. ' rule in the complementary hypothesis of a finite functional alphabet, plus DCA, seems to 
be possi ble. 

VI/e are also look ing into t he problem of extending our approach to t he generai CLP case. 
The problem is clearly r~lated to normalization. !t is not clear if the normalization procedures 
defined in the above mentioned papers on constructive and intensional negation are 'complete' 
in t he sense of our definition 3.4. 
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Abstract 

The problem of generating logic programs from examples, normally given as ground 
atoms, is currently investigated under a new research area called Inductive Logic Pro
gramming. We briefty survey older methods (Shapiro's MIS and Plotkin's least genera! 
generalizations) which ha ve set the foundations of the field and inspired more recent 
top-down and bottorn-up approaches, respectively. Recent research has suggested that 
practical program induction requires a hypothesis space which is restricted a priori. We 
show that, if this trend is brougbt to the extreme consequence of requiring a well-defined 
and finite set of allowed clauses, eflìcient induction procedures can be devised to produce 
programs which are consistent and complete with the exarnples. On this basis, we sug
gest that "Exarnples + Hypothesis Space" can become an alternative way to specify a 
logic program. Software can be developed and reused by adding or modifying exarnples, 
and by refining the set of allowed clauses. lnductive synthesis is then proposed as a 
software engineering tool for the development , reuse an d testing of logic programs. 

l Introduction 

393 

A new research area is emerging under .tbe narne of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [23; 
25; 38; 26; 7; 24], which is concerned with the inductive synthesis of Horn clauses, but also 
represents a tool for developing, specifying, debugging and testing logic programs. Early 
methods of inductive syntbesis [32; 43; 8; 42] were mainly devoted to the AI goal of"showing 
that machines could "learn" programs from examples. This is stili a goal of recent ILP research, 
but certainly not the only one. 

It is now commonly believed that programs can be generated inductively in an efficient 
and practical way only if the user can provide strong constraints on the allowed inductive 
hypotheses, i. e. if the kinds and the basic structure of the program to be learned is determined 
beforehand [23; 1] . Recent ILP methods normally require some input of this kind, including 
type [21] and mode [18; 27; 7] of the variables, clause skeletons [18], rule models [15], clause 
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antecedent grammars [11] and integrity constraints [36]. Such constraints are not wired into 

the induction procedure, but are provided as a separate and explicit informatico. Examples + 
Constraints can then be seen as an alternative way of specifying a logic program: an inductive 

specification. 
In this paper we show that, if the constraints take the extreme form of a finite and well 

defined set of allowed clauses, some major problems of top-down ILP methods can be solved 

by completing the set of given examples. Moreover we describe a simple method of inductive 

synthesis that does not require unnecessary examples and is appropriate for typical logic 

programming applications. 
Finally, we suggest that efficient ILP systems can be a useful software engineering tool. 

Logic programs can be developed incrementally by adding examples or modifying the con

straints. If a program P is found to produce (not to produce) an incorrect (a correct) 

ground fact, this is simply added to the negative (positive) examples: the induction pro

cedure will then modify P so that it is consistent wih the new informatico. A similar objective 

has been considered in logic programming as a problem of knowledge base updating [14; 9; 

36], and is also related to the goal of debugging logic programs [42; 28]. If t he induction 

procedure is too inefficient, the constraints need to be made stronger by restricting the set of 

allowed clauses. If no allowed program that is consistent with the examples is found, then the 

constraints need to be relaxed, so that additional clauses can be considered. We also show 

how this framework can be adapted to the problem of reusing and testing logic programs. 

Recent ILP is no longer just the inductive synthesis of logic programs, but is evolving into a 

programming discipline. As such the theory and the methods of Inductive Logic Programming 

should be presented to a v,:ider audience within the Logic Programming community. This is 

also one of the goals of this" paper. 

2 Early approaches to the induction of logic programs 

Early work on issues now developed within the ILP area are well represented by Plotkin's 

study on least genera! generalizations [32; 33] and Shapiro's Mode! Inference System [41; 

42]. The former is related to the problem of generalizing clauses, as a basis for the bottom-up 

induction of logic formulas: the least genera! generalization of a number of examples will serve 

as a compressed description. The latter is based on the top-down specialization of clauses, 

unti! a logic program which is consistent with the available examples is produced. Both 

approaches previde a foundation for Inductive Logic Programming as well as the basis for 

recent developments. 

2.1 Plotkin's least generai generalizations 

Even if there is not a total agreement in the field of Machine Learning about the meaning of 

generalization, intuitively we can say that a statement S1 is a generalization of a statement 

s2 if whatever is true OD the basis of s2 is also true for s~, but not vice versa. In a logica! 

framework, th]s may be made precise in a number of different ways, e.g. SI F s2, sl f- sl or 

even SI f-sLD s2. 
In other words, to generalize means to go from the specific ( e.g. a set of examples) to the gen

era! (e.g. a set of rules entailing those, and perhaps other, examples), and this is the common 

assumption of ali bottom up ILP methods, no matter which generalizing operation is in use. 

Plotkin [32] was the first to rigorously analyze the notion of generalization based of IJ-subsum

ption. He di d not restrict himself to Horn clause logic; in fact Logic Programming di d no t yet 
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exist at that time. 
In Plotkin's framework, we say that a clause C 0-subsumes (or is a generalization of) a clause 
D, if there exists a substitution O such that CO ç D. Usually this is written C ~ D. If S is a 
set of clauses, C is a generalization of S if, V D E S, C ~ D. We say that C is least generai 
generalization (lgg) of D if C ~ D and, for every other E such that E ~ D it is also the case 
that E ~ C. In a similar way we defìne the lgg of set of clauses. Here is the Plotkin's method 
to bui!? lggs. 

The lgg of two terms ft(/1> ... , ln) and !2(m1, ... , mn) is: 
/!( lgg( 11, m1 ), ... , lgg( ln , mn)) if / 1 = /2, and is a new vari ab le v if /1 ~ h (in this case, ali 
equivalent pairs of terms l;, m; occurring in / 1 and / 2 must be substituted with the same 
variable). 
The lgg or'two atoms p( li> ... , ln) and p(m1, ... , mn) is: 
p(lgg(l1, m 1), . . . , lgg(ln,mn)), while t he lgg is undefìned when the predicate symbols are dif
ferent. 
The lgg of two clauses C1 and C2 is {l: l1 E C1 and l2 E C2 and l = lgg(l1 , l2)}. 

For example [32], consider the following two ground clauses: 

cl = win(confl) :- occ(placel,x,confl),occ(place2,o,confl). 
C2 = win(conf2) :- occ(placel,x,conf2),occ(place2,x,conf2) . 

Which represent two winning confìgurations in a two-person game with two places which can 
be occupied by a 'x' or· a 'o'. The lgg of the two clauses, after the elimination of redundant 
literals, turns out to be: 
lgg(C1,C2) = win(Conf) :- occ(placel ,x,Conf),occ(place2,Y,Conf). 
We are mostly interested in lgg relative to a background knowledge (rlgg) , for example a set 
of Horn clauses. This case is important for ILP, because we may have available a partial 
logic program P, and need to refìne it by adding other clauses that would allow to derive new 
examples. 
An atom A is a lgg of atom B w.r.t. a theory :E, if t here is a u such that :E 1- Au = B. We 
write A ~!: B. A clause C is a lgg of a clause D w.r.t. theory :E, if :E 1- CO -> D for some 
substitution O. This is equivalent to Cu ç E for some u and :E 1- D = E. 
In practice, suppose we are given a logic program P and two examples (two ground atoms) 
E1 and E2 such that P lf E1 and P lf E2. We want to build the lgg C of E1 and E2 w.r.t. the 
program P such that P 1\ C 1- E1 1\ E2. We can proceed as follows [27): 

P 1\ C 1- E1 
C 1- P-+ E1 
1- C-+ (-.P V E!) 
1- C -+ ( ( -,P1 V -,P2 V ... ) V E1) 

where P is replaced by the ground atoms p1, p2, ... representing a mode! of P. Similar steps can 
be clone for E2. Now, if we !et C1 and C2 be (( -,P1 V-.p2 V ... )V E1) and (( -,P1 V•p2 V ... )V E2), 
respectively, we bave: 1- C-+ lgg(C1>C2). This is obtained by letting C= lgg(C1,C2). T his 
procedure allows us to learn a logic program from examples by adding to external and bui l t-in 
clauses the rlgg of those examples. 
Unfortunately, the algorithm to compute the lgg of a set of clauses is highly inefficient and, 
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even worse, Plotkin sbowed tbat in generai tbere is no rlgg for two clauses. Niblett [29] proved 
tbe same result for Horn clause logic. Remaining in tbe bounds of Logic Programming, if we 
limi t ourselves to ground examples and to ground models of tbe background knowledge, tben 
rlgg's do exist but are bigbly impractical to compute, and can also bave infinite lengtb. Mug
gleton and Feng [27] report tbe example of a rlgg for tbe quicksort program whicb could bave 
length 13,869,455,043 literals. Otber approacbes to generalization have obtained no sensibly 
better results. In bis work on generalized subsumption, Buntine [10] reports a generalization 
from two simple examples of member witb about 2000 atoms before tbe application of a re
duction algoritbm, and 43 after tbe reduction. 

2.2 Shapiro's Model Inference Syste m (MIS) 

The mode! inference system is so called because i t infers a finite axiomatization of an unknown 
mode! M from tbe ground facts tbat are true in M. T bis finite axiomatization is described 
by means of Horn clauses. As sucb, MIS is concerned witb tbe inductive syntbesis of logic 
programs. 

Tbe method is incrementa/, in tbe sense tbat it maint ains a current inductive bypotbesis 
(a logic program P), and modifìes it as new examples are provided: 

repeat 
read a new example 
while P is not consistent with the available examples do 

if P 1- a and a is a negative example, tben 
make P weaker 

forever 

if P lf a and a is a positive example, tben 
make P stronger 

Making P weaker or stronger could, in principle, require a searcb in the space of ali possible 
logic programs. MIS avoids t bis by querying tbe user for the truth value of particular atoms. 
As a result, .tbe weakening of P bas a complexity whicb is proportional to tbe deptb of the 
proof tree for P f- a, and making P stronger only requires a searcb in tbe space of ali possible 
Horn clauses. This is obviously an advantage: if tbere are n possible clauses, tbere will be 2n 
possible logic programs. 

Weakening P is accomplished by means of a "contradiction backtracing" algoritbm. If a 
is a negative example, it will be represented as :-a. From this and P, we obtain the empty 
clause, since Pf-a. The proof tree for the empty clause is then processed as follows: 

start from the root (the empty clause); 
at any node, query tbe user for tbe atom resolved upon; 
if it is true, move to the clause containing the atom in the body 

otherwise move to the clause having the atom as its head; 
repeat the above, unti! a leaf is reached; 
remove the corresponding clause from P. 

The rationale for tbis procedure is that , if the atom resolved upon is t rue, tben the clause 
having this atom as its bead is not necessarily wrong. By contrast, as the resolvent is wrong, 
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the clause using this true atom in its body must be wrong. If it is a leaf, i t must be removed, 
otherwise the mistake must be found higher up in the proof tree leading to this clause. 

Strengthening P is done by "refìning" some previously removed clause. If P l( Q(kl, ... , 
kn) and Q(kl, ... , kn) is a positive example, then the refìning process is triggered and a 
clause having a head that matches this atom is se!ected from among the ones removed by 
the contradiction backtracing algorithm. If no such clause is found , the most generai clause 
Q(Xl , ... , Xn) is used. The selected clause is refìned by making it weaker. As the ways to 
do that are many, MIS requires a "refìnement operator", which can be changed by the user. 
The refìnement operator outputs a list of clauses which are most generai specializations of the 
given clause. Here is an example of a refìnement operator: 
Jet the input clause C be Q(Xl , ... , Xn) :- a(Xl, .. . , Xn, Yl, ... , Ym). 
where a is a (possibly empty) conjunction of literals. 
Then refìn'ements of C are obtained by adding to its body a literal R(Zl, ... , Zp), where Zi is 
either Xj, Yk, or a new variable, for l :::;i:::;p, l:::;j :::;n and l :::;k:::;m. 
Moreover we require that the predicate Q is defìned by the user as "depending" on the predicate 
R. 
For instance, if we defìne member as depending on cons ( defìned, as usual, by cons(X,Y,[X[Y))) 
and on itself, then the above operator is adequate for MIS to learn the corresponding logic 
program. The refìnement operator determines a search tree of Horn clauses. MIS will explore 
this tree. Breadth-fìrst search guarantees that solutions are not lost. After producing every 
refìned clause, MIS will check whether it covers the example Q(kl, .. . , kn) which triggered the 
whole process. In order to do so, MIS has to evaluate the clause body, after substituting kl, 
... , kn to Xl, ... , Xn. The most powerful method adopted by MIS for this purpose is called 
the eager strategy [42). and asks the user for the truth value of each literal occurring in the 
antecedent, after the substitution. lf allliterals are marked as true, then the example is covered 
and the refìnement process can stop after adding the refìned clause to the program P. lf this 
clause will later be found to produce contradictions, then it might be refìned further. Shapiro 
has shown [42) that MIS will identify a restricted class of logic programs in the limit [13; 
17). 

3 Restricting the hypothesis space 

The early work described in the previous section has set the foundations of lnductive Logic 
Programming and has guided much of the recent research. Plotkin's idea of least generai 
generalizations of logic formulas has inspired later work on "inverse resolution" [22; 24; 39; 
45; 30) while providing the basis for most bottom-up approaches to the induction of logic 
programs [40; 19; 35; 27; 46). Shapiro's use of a refìnement operator is a natura! reference 
for recent top-down clause induction methods [3; 34; 15; 18; 4; 5; 31), although most recent 
approaches are not incrementai, and require ali examples to be given at the beginning. 

The most serious problem of earlier approaches is that, if we want to be assured that any 
kind of program can be learned, then we need to search a very large space of cla.uses, and 
the induction method is not practical. Recent work has tried to overcome this problem in 
two ways: heuristics and "explicit bias". Heuristic approaches ( e.g. [34; 37; 16)) keep a large 
space of possible clauses, so that any program can virtually be generated, but search this 
space selectively, on the basis of generai purpose heuristic criteria (e.g. clauses that derive less 
negative examples are considered fìrst, and are specialized in order to produce a consistent 
program). Alternatively, we can keep on requiring that the whole search space is analyzed, 
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applications and can be easily implemented in Prolog. 

input: a finite set of clauses S; 

a set of positive examples E+; 

a set of negative examples E-; 

output: a subset P of S consistent and complete w.r.t. E+ andE-, if any. 

P<-[] 
For each e+EE+ such that S 1-sw e+ do 

find P l ç S such that Pl 1-sw e+ (a backtracking point) 

P<- P u Pl 
if 3e-EE- such that P 1-sw e- then backtrack 

output the clauses listed in P 

Clearly, ifa subset P of S is found, it is consistent and complete w.r.t. the given examples. lf 

there exists an e+ such that S ffsLD e+, the procedure is stili applicable, but P will not be 

complete w.r.t . the given set E+. 

Observe that, unlike extensional methods, bere clauses cannot be learned one at a time and 

independently. A partial program P being learned, which is consistent w.r.t. the given ex

amples, can become inconsistent because a new clause is added, and then backtracking is 

required. Far example, suppose we want to learn member. Let S be: 

{l) member(X,Y) :- tail(Y,Z), null(Z). 

(2) member(X,Y) :- head(Y,X). 

(3) member(X,Y) :- head(Y,H), tail(Y,T), member(X,T). 

The given positive and negative examples are: member(a,[a]), member(a,[b,a]), notmem

b.er( a,[]), notmember( a,[b,c]). 

Now, using the above procedure, clause (l) derives member(a,[a]), and no negative examples, 

so P<- {(l)}. Member(a,[b,a]) is derived using (l) and (3), but P will now cover the negative 

example notmember(a,[b,c]), and we must backtrack. Member(a,[b,a]) is also derived using 

(2) and (?), but again P derives a negative example, so we must backtrack to the first positive 

example. Because (2) covers member(a,[a]) and no negative examples, we put P <- {(2)} . 

Now, member(a,[b,a]) is derived using (2) and (3), and P = {(2), (3)}. Now P derives al! the 

positive examples and no negative examples, and represents a legai program for member. 

This simple example show two things. First, the arder of the clauses appearing in S is fun

damental for the efficiency of the procedure. If the first clause in S is put at the third piace, 

a program for member can be discovered without backtracking. The position of the clauses 

in S can then be modified by the user if he or she "feels" that a particular arder can improve 

tlie efficiency of the learning process. Obviously this is possible only if the whole hypothesis 

space is finite an d available to the user, as i t is the case for a finite set of clauses. Second, 

backtracking can be used not only to learn a single consistent program, but even to to dis

cover different equivalent programs consistent and complete w.r.t. the given examples. These 

programs can then be confronted for efficiency or any other required characteristic. 
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4 Inductive development, reuse and testing of logic 

programs 

In this section, we propose inductive synthesis as a tool for developing logic programs. We 

bave presented a class of reliable methods for generating progra!TIS from (l) examples of true 

and false ground atoms and (2) a hypothesis space described as a finite set of allowed clauses. 

Here we would like to suggest that "examples + hypothesis space" can be seen as an inductive 

specificaticm of the desired program. 

In fact, if there is only one allowed program that is consistent and complete, then the 

examples and the space of allowed clauses specify precisely which computation rule is sought. 

The same holds if the complete and consistent programs belonging to the hypothesis space 

are ali equivalent. If this is not the case, t hen "examples + hypothesis space" can be seen 

as the intermediate product of a process of incrementai '[TT'Ogram development. Software de

velopment is, in generai, a process that is never completely fìnished. Inductive specifìcations 

acknowledge this fact to a greater degree than traditional programming. We start with an 

approximate hypothesis space, which may need improving far two reasons: i t may be too large 

(and cause the inductive synthesis to be unacceptably slow) or it may exclude tbe "correct" 

program. Software development will then proceed in three ways: allowed clauses are forbid

den, new clauses are allowed, positive or negative examples are added. Ideally, this process 

stops when only one program is complete and consistent. In practice, one may stop before 

having reached that point, because the complete and consistent programs, even if they are 

many and different, behave similarly an usual inputs. 

We briefly illustrate the idea with the problem of specifying inductively a program for merging 

two lists. Let us defìne t he allowed clauses as having "merge(X,Y,Z)" as their heads, while 

the bodies are formed with any combinati~n of the foll?wing literals: 

null(X), null(Y), X=Z, Y=Z, head(X,Xl), head(Y,Yl), tail(X,X2), tail(Y,Y2), 

Xl <Yl, Xl=Yl, Xl>Yl, Xl S Yl, Xl ;::Yl , 

merge(X2,Y,W), merge(X,Y2,W), W=Z, cons(Xl,W,Z), cons(Yl,W,Z). 

The predicates listed above are defìned externally as follows: 

head([Xj_],X). tail([-IX],X). cons(X,Y,[XIY]). null(IJ) . 

The user will also provide an initial set of examples, e.g.: 

merge(O,[],[]), merge([],[l ],[l]), merge([l ],[2],[1 ,2]), 

not merge([],[l],[]), .not merge([1],[2],[1]), not merge([l],[2],[2]), 

not merge([1],(2],(2,1]), not merge([1],[2],0). 

At this point the induction procedure is called. Our implementation of the procedure M de

scribed in the previous section has produced the following program: 

merge(X,Y,Z) :- null(Y), X=Z. 

· merge(X,Y,Z) :- null(X), Y=Z. 
merge(X,Y,Z) :- head(X,Xl), tail(X,X2), merge(X2,Y,W), cons(Xl,W,Z). 
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which is complete and consistent w.r.t. the given examples, though stili nota correct ver'sion 
of merge. However, the program can be used as is, unti! an error is detected. For instance, 
merge([2,1},[1),Z) yields Z= [2,1,1), while the desired output Z= [1,2] is not obtained. The user 
can then add the following examples: merge([2,1],[1],[1,2]), not merge([2,1},[1),[2,1,1)). The 
program is corrected automatically by running again the induction procedure. If this is too 
slow. the user can delete some allowed clauses. In this case a large number of unnecessary 
clauses can be forbidden by removing the literals Xl~Yl and Xl~ Yl from the list of atoms 
that are allowed to occur in the antecedents. Program specification, incrementai development 
and debugging are unified in the same pr.ocess of adding examples and refì.ning the hypothesis 
space by adding and removing allowed clauses. 

Inductive specificat ions are also appealing for software reusability. In fact, they can often 
be reused for a new problem simply by changing some of the examples. For instance, if we 
wanted to merge lists that are ordered in descending order (e.g. [5,3,2)), we can keep the same 
hypothesis space as above, and change the examples as follows: 
merge(O ,[J,[J) , merge(0,[1),[1]), merge([1),[2),[2,1]), etc. 
This is appropriate for reusability, as the need for changing an existing program is often based 
on some concrete case, and is best described on the corresponding examples. 

Inductive synthesis also suggests a generai technique for testing logic programs. Suppose 
M is an induction procedure, taking as input a set of examples E and a finite set of allowed 
clauses AC, and P is the logic program we want to test. The following procedure generates a 
set E of test cases adequate fo r P : 

E<-0 
repeat P' <-- M(E,AC) 
find an atom A such that P 1- A and P' lf A 
E <-- EU {A} 

.find an atom A such that P' 1- A and P lf A 
E <- E u {no t A} 
unti! P::P ' 

In words, examples derived with P are added unti! P is the program which is obtained 
inductively from those examples. As the examples somehow identify P from among a set 
of alternat ives, they should also be meaningful for determining whether P is correct. The 
idea is related to Weyuker's notion of inductively adequate test cases [44), and also to more 
recent approaches to mutation-based testing (e.g., [12]). Obviously, as the condit ion P ::P' is 
undecidable, wc approximate it with a time-bounded test. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have shown how ILP can be used as a valid tool for the development, testing 
and reusing of logic programs, particularly if i t is possible to restrict the hypothesis space to a 
finite set of clauses. In this case we can have eflìcient induction procedures and the developed 
programs can be made consistent and complete w.r.t the specifications (i.e. they will behave 
in the way 1hey are expected to ). 
At these conditions, we believe that inductive synthesis techniques cannot remain limit ed to 
"toy" examples, but can become useful for the software engineering of real (i.e. large and 
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complex} logic programs. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents a logica] calcu lus that extends the Event Calculus 113,8, 19, 16) 
with primitives for representing discrete processes. To overcome the flatness of the Event 
Calculus t hat only deals with atomic, instantaneous events, it introduces a nurnber of pro
cess construclot·s to express recurrent patterns of evcnts. They provide a way of packaging 
related evcnts into individuai , conceptual chunks called processes. Wc formally state t heir 
meaning by means of a suitable set of a:cioms. The efTectiveness of the proposed calculus 
as a language to writc executable specifications has been tested on a real-world problem, 
namely t he specificati01~ of a gas heater. Finally, we highlight the computational problems 
we encountered in experimenting t he calculus with an ordinary Prolog inlcrpreter. 

l Int roductio n 

407 

This paper presents a logica) calculus of discrete processes. Il is parl of a long;;te rm research 
activily devoted to the develo pment of a uniform logica) calculus of discrete, continuous and 
abnormal processes. In principle, it can be embedded in any system requiring temporal rea
soning capabilities, e.g. systems for envisionment, planners, diagnostic syslems, and so on. In 
t his paper we focus on its application for validating domain as well as system models. 

T he proposed calculus extends the Events Calculus [13, 8, 19 , 16] with primi t i ves for repre
sent ing discrete processes, whose meaning is given by means of a suitable set of axioms. Such an 
extension allows us to overcome the jlatness of the Event Calculus that only deals with atomic, 
instantaneous events. In order to cope with complex domains and systems [7] , we formally 
introduce a number of p1'0cess constt·uctors lo express recurrent pa tlerns of events. P rocess 
constructors basically constrain the temporal relationships among p rocess components. In par
ticular, they allow us to mode) basic forms of process interaction including temporal delays 
between p rocesses, sequenti a l, simultaneous or alternative occurrences of processes, and itera
tion of processes [11 , 3]. T he set of process constructors of the calculus is simila r to the set of 
operators of path expn~ssions. Originally developed for modeling operating system behaviour, 
path expressions have been successfully used in severa) areas of computer science, e.g. [2]. In 
t his paper we show how they can be usefu lly employed to mode! domain and physical system 
behaviour. With respect lo the classica) works on the formalization o f process interactions, 
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Telephone: +39 432 272 210/218. E-mail: {chittaro l montanari)@uduniv.cincca.it. 
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e.g. [1 4, 10, 5), our research is characterized by a logica} bias. We aim at developing a calcu

lus t hat gives a logica} meaning to operators which are operational in nature. In this regard , 

process constructors are similar to logica! constants çf dynamic logic that act as operators of 

contro! , combining procedures [4). In this paper we show how t he proposed formalism can be 

used to write executable specifications of real-world applications. In particular, we detail the 

specification of a gas heater. The proposed calculus allows one to mode! the desiied behavi~r 

of each system process taken in isolation (in the example, the process of boot up, the heating 

cycle, the process of shut down, etc.) and to properly constrain the composition of processes. 

T he adequacy of the resulting specification càn then be tested by entering in t he database sets 

of events d<';scribing admissible evolutions of the system and proving that they are compatible 

with the specification. Operationally, a given evolution is compatible with a specification if the 

goal stating the occurrence of the relevant system process succeeds _in the database including 

the axioms of the calculus and the facts representing the evolution. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the basic logica! calculus 

of events extended with primitives for modeling context dependency and auto-initiationfauto

termination of events. In section 3 we illustrate the gas heater problem and we discuss some 

excerpts from the model of the gas heater behaviour in terms of initiates and terminates relation

ships. Section 4 presents the logica! calculus of discrete processes, together with its application 

to the gas heater problem. Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of t he computational aspects, 

namely floundering and looping problems, and a worst case complexity analysis of the basic 

calculus. Conclusions pl!lce achieved results in the context of the overall research. 

2 A Model of Time and Change 

This paper presents a calculus of processes based on the mode! of time and change of the Event 

Calculus. The Event Calculus proposes a generai approach to represent an d reason about events 

and their effects in a logica! framework [9]. It is based on a mode! of change in which events 

happen at time-poinls and initiate an d/or terminate time-intervals over which some relatiosnhip 

holds. Time-points a re unique points in time at which events take piace instantaneously; time

intervals are represented by means of tuples of two time-points. It also embodies a notion of 

default per·s istence, that is, relationships are assumed to persist unti! an event occurs which 

terminates them. Formally, we represent (part of the) domain knowledge by means of initiates 

and tenninates predicates that express the effects of events on properties: 

initiates( event , property) terminates( event, pr·operty) 

lni tiates and terminates state t hat eaéh (instance of) event initiates and terminates a period of 

time during which pr·operty holds, respectively. In such a way, domai n relations are intensionally 

defined in terms of event an d property types. lnstances of events and properties are obtained by 

attaching a time-point and a time-interval to event and property types, respectively; therefore, 

they are denoted by t he pairs (event, time-point} and {property, time-interval}, respectively1• 

8oth initiates an d terminates are context-independent predicates, that is, the occurrence of an 

event of the given type ini tiates, or terminates, the validity of the relevant property whatever 

is the context in which it occur·s. Finally, weak forms of the initia tes and terminates predicates, 

1T he pair (event, time-point) univocally identifies an event occurrence provided that two events of the 

same type can not s imultaneously happen. lf this assumption is no longer valid, explicit identifiers for event 

occurrences bave to be added. lt is worth noting that the Event Calculus was originally devoid of any notion 

of event type an d thc initiates an d terminates predicates were cxtensionally defìncd a t the instance leve( [13). 
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namely weak-initiates and weak-terminates, have been introduced in (1 9]. The predicate weak
terminates states that a given event terminates a given property unless this property has been 
already lerminated. In a similar way, the predicate weak-initiates slales lhat a given evenl 
ini liales a given property unless this properly has been already inilialed. 
A specifìc domain evolution is modeled by a sel of evenl ocCllrrences. Formally, we represent 
event occurrences by means of the happens_at predicate: 

happens_at( event, Time) 

T he underlying mode! of time and change is defì ned by means of a sel of basic axioms. The 
• fì rsl axiom we introduce is the mholds_fo r. I t allows us to state that the property P holds 
maximally (i.e. there is no larger time-interval for which it also holds) over [S tart, End] if a n 
event E occurs at t he time Start which initiates P, and an event E' occurs al time End which 
lerminates P, provided there is no known interruption in between: 

mholds_f or(P, [Star t, End] ) +-

initiates(E, P) A happens_at(E, Start) A terminates(E', P)/\ 
happens_at(E', End) A End> Start A not broken..during(P, [Start, End]) 

Notice that, whenever the mholds_for axiom is entered with the P argument instantiated, 
the initiates predicate restricts the search for the fìrst happens_at predicate to the events 
that init iate P only. If the predicates are swapped, the search for the happens_at predicate 
becomes unrestricted. The same holds for the terminates predicate and the second happens_at 
predicate. The negation involving the broken_during predicate is inlerpreted using negation-as
failure. T his means that properties are assumed to hold uninterrupted over an interval of t ime 
on the basis of failure to determine an interrupting event. Should we later record a terminating 
event within this interval,· we can no longer conclude that the property holds over the interval. 
T his gives us the non-monotonic character of the calculus which deals wlth default persistence. 
The pr~dicate broken_during is defìned as follows: 

broken_during(P, (Start, End]) +-

(terminates(E, P) V initiat~s(E, P)) A happens_at(E, T) A Start <·T A End > T 

This states that a given property P ceases to hold at some point during the time- interval 
[Start, End] if there is an event which terminates P a t a t ime T within (Start, End]. 
We also defìne an iholds_f or predicate in terms of mholds_f or to state that a property holds 
over each time- interval included in the maximal one: 

iholds_f or(p, [Start, End]) +-

mholds_for(P, [A, BJ) A Start ~A A End~ B 

Furthermore, we defìne the holds_at predicate which' is similar to iholds_for except that it 
relates a property to '!- time-point rather than to a time-interval: 

holds_at(P, T) +-

mholds_for(P, [Start, End]) A T> Star t A T~ End 

In particular, the holds-at predicate conventionally states that a property is not valid at the 
left endpoint of the maximal time-interval, while it is valid at the right one . 

. T he previous axioms constitute the kernel of the calculus; they provi de the basic mechanisms 
of the calculus, but suffer from several limitations in terms of the expressive power. 
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A fìrst enhancement of the expressive power of the formalism consists of making initiales 

and tenninates relations context-dependent. This means that the occurrence of an event of 

the given type al a cerlain lime poinl iniliales, or terminates, lhe validily of the associateci 

property provided that some preconditions ho/d at such an instant. 
Formally, context-dependent initiates and tenninates relalions are defìned as follows: 

initiates_at( event, propedy, T) 1-

ho/ds_at(pl·ecl, T)/\ ... /\ holds_at(precN, T) 

te,·minates_at( event, p1·operty, T) 1-

ho/ds_at(pl·ecl , T) /\ ... /\ ho/ds_at(precN, T) 

As a consequence, lhe mho/ds_for and lhe broken_during axioms ha ve lo be modifìed lo avoid 

floundering (as shown in section 5) in 

mholds_for(P, [Start , End))._ 

an d 

ha]Jpens_at(E, Start ) /\ initiates_at(E, P, S tart) /\ happens_at(E' , End)/\ 
terminates_at(E', P, End)/\ End > Start /\ not broken _during(P, [Star-t, End]) 

broken_during(P, [Star t, End)) ._ 
happens_at(E, T)/\ terminates_at(E, P, T)/\ Sta1·t < T/\ End > T, 

respectively, and the context-independenl relations initiates and temtinates have to be rewritten 

as follows: 

initiates_at( event, pr·operty, T) terminates-flt( event, property, T) 

where T is universally quanlifìed. 
Changing l he order of initiates_at and happens_at predicales in the body of lhe mholds_for 

axiom actually avoids floundering, but, as noliced before, it makes the search for the hap
pens_at predicate unreslricted. To eliminate useless compulations, mholds_for, broken_du,·ing, 

initiates_at and teT·minates_at axioms have lo be furlher refìned as follows : 

mho/ds_f or(P, [Start, End)) 1-

initiates_at(E, P, Start) /\ terminates_at(E', P, End)/\ 
End > Star t /\ not broken_during( P, [Start, End)) 

broken_during(P, [Stm·t, End)) ._ 
terminates_at(E, P, T)/\ Start < T/\ End> T 

initiates_at( event, 1n·operty, T) ._ 
happens_at(event, T)/\ holds_at(IJT'ecl, T)/\ ... /\ holds_at(precN, T) 

terminates_at(event,property, T) ,_ 
happens_at( event, T) /\ ho/ds_at(p,·ecl, T) /\ ... /\ holds..al.(precN, T) 
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where N is greater than O when initiates_at and terminates_at are context-dependent and equa! 
to O when they are context-independent. 

The second extension to the basic calculus concerns the link between the occurrence of the 
events and the validity of properties. The initiates and terminates predicates state a sort of 
cause-effect relationship between events and properties. They provide a plausible mode! of 
typical interactions between temporal objects in a static framework, but give no account of dy
namic contexts in which entering a given state forces the occurrence of specifìc events. To mode! 
these situations, we introduce the autoinitiates_at and autoterminates_at predicates relating the 
modifìcation of properties to the achieve'ment of certain domain/system confìgurations. They 
are used to represent (part of) domain knowledge by means of the following axioms: 

initiates_at(begin(Q), Q, T) .
happens_at( be gin( Q), T) 

happens_at(begin(Q), T).
autoinitiates_at( Q, T) 

where begin(Q) denotes an event initiating a period of time over which property Q holds, whose 
occurrence is caused by the confìguration of the system, an d autoinitiates_at(property , T) is 
defìned as: 

autoinitiates_at(property, T) +-

mholds_for(propl, Il) Il ... Il mholds_for(propN, ~N) Il begin_int_at([Il , ... , I N), T) 

where the begin_inLat predicate returns the fìrst endpoint of the intersection of t he intervals 
!1,!2, ... ,IN (if it exists). terminates_at(end(Q),Q,T) and autoterminates_at(Q,T) defìni
tions are analogous and, thus, they are omitted. 

3 The Gas Heater Problem 

Consider the problem of representing the behavior of a gas heate'r. Various events can oc
cur and we want to be able to predict their conseqyences. In tliis section, we show how to 
use ali kinds of predicates introduced in the previous section, namely context-independent and 
context-dependent initiates_at and terminates_at predicates, as well as autoinitiates_at and au
toterminates_at predicates. 

3.1 The Gas Heater: an rnformal Description 

The gas heater presents to its user an interface (shown in Figure l) composed by two buttons 
(Safety Disable and Lighter) which must be used during the system start up procedure, a switch 
(Power) which is used to enable or disable system operation, a knob (De~ired Temperature) 
which is used to select the desired temperature for the environment w.here the gas heater is 
placed, a tap (Gas Main) which is used to allow or prevent the supply of gas to the heater 
and a plug to SJ.!Pply electrical power to the heater. The user typically start~t up the system 
by: connecting the plug to a socket, opening the Gas Main tap, turning on the Power switch, 
pressing the Safety Disable button together with the Lighter button and keeping them pressed 
unti! he/she sees the pilot light turning on, releasing then the two buttons. When the pilot 
light is on, heating is automatically controlled by the system, which burns gas when room 
temperature is less than desired and keeps only the pilot light on when room temperature is 
equa! to or greater than desired. 

Looking inside the gas heater, six main components (shown in Figure 2) deserve attention 
in order to understand how the gas heater accomplishes its purpose. The Power Switch allow~ 
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or prevents supply of elcdrical powr.r lo l hr. T hr.rmostal and lo thc Lightrr Syslf'lll. Thr 

Lig htcr Systcm is dcvoted to produce sparks in order lo light up t he pilol li ght du r ing ll;e 

st.art np proct>dure of l hc gas hratcr. The S11frty System is clevotcd lo prcvrnt. Òil ngrrons 

gas IPaks into thc t"nvironn1en ~: it is a thcrmo-mrchanical syst.cm which closes a v11 lve (Safrly 

Valve) when it is nol healcd hy thc pilot light and opens lht> sarnc valve wht>n t he pilot light. is 

on . lf the Safet.y Uisable button is pr<'ssccl, thr S11frty Vah•e allows gas now t.hrough thr pipr 

m nncdcd to the pilot light (lhns a llowing, if nffclcd, lo ignilc lhc pilot light with thf' Lig hlrr) 

hnl not th rough the pipe conncdcd lo lhe Th<'rmostatic Valve. The The rmosta.t srns<'s room 

ll'mprralure ancl opens the Therrnoslatic Valve if the lempr.ralure is lowcr tha n thc Drsirrtl 

'lb npPrature sei. by lhc nsrr; i t closps l hr valve whrn lr.rnpr.rat.nrr is eqnal lo or highrr l""" 

llw Dr.sirccl 'li>mperatnrc sct by l hr ns<'r. When both lhr. Safct.y Valve iiiHI liH' Thrnuost.al.it· 

Valvr 11re opcn, a hngc quanlit.y of gas is allow<'d lo rrach thr pilot. light. and hr hnml .. 
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Figure 1. The Gas Heater: a user perspective . 
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Figure 2. The Gas Heater: an engineer perspective. 

3.2 Representing the Gas Heater Functioning 

The fìrst step takcn in order lo reprcsent the gas heal.er funclion ing was lhe identifì calio n of 

t h c lypes of events which ca n be cont11ined in the datab11se. Twelve lypes were idenlifìe d: n i ne 

of t.hem represent t he possible actions of the user of lhe gas heater, i.e. opcn or close the G11s 

~lain l11p, turn on or off l he Power swilch, p ress or release lhe Safety Disable butt.on , press o r 

r<'l<'ase t.he Lighler bullon, setting the lhermost.al to the desired temperature. Another lype of 
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event represents temperature changes in the environment as reported by a thermometer. The 
last two types of events concern the observation of the pilot light igniting or extinguishing itself; 
the explicit introduction of these two types of events is not strictly necessary: we introduced 
them in this example in order to break a physical feedback loop in the gas heater model, thus 
avoiding the need of using a loop checker mechanism in the program (this issue is discussed in 
section 5). A possible database built using the above des.:ribed types of events is for example 
the following: 

happens_at(setThermostat( 19), O). 
happens_at(thermometer Report( 19), 1). 
happens_at(openGasMain, 1). 
happens_at(switchOnPower, 2). 
happens_at(pressDisableButton, 3). 
happens_at(pr~ssLighter Button, 3). 
happens_at(pil otLightl gnition, 4 ). 

happens_at( releaseLight er Button, 5). 
happèns_at( releaseDisableButton, 6). 
happens_at(thermometer R eport(18), 8). 
happens_at(thermometer R eport(19) , 10). 
happens_at(th ermometer Report( 18), 11). 
happens_at(pressDisableButton, 19). 

In this scenario, the user initially sets the desired temperature to 19 Celsius degrees, then 
he/she takes ali the actions needed in order to ignite the pilot light: the pilot light turns on at 
time 4 and the user releases the Safety Disable button at time 6; between time 8 and 11 the 
thermometer reports some temperature changes in the environment; at time 19 the user presses 
again the Safety Disable button. 

The second step taken in order to represent the gas heater was the identification of the 
properties that can be initiated and terminated by events. These properties fall in three classes: 
properties initiated or terminated by the simple occurrence of an event; properties initiated or 
terminated by the ocurrence of an event in a specific context; properties initiated or terminated 
by an event which is not explicitly stated in the database. 
An ex ampie of the first class of properties is g iven by the gasSupplied property, which represents 
the availabi lity of gas at the input of the Safety Valve and is initiated and terminated by the 
openGasMain and closeGasMain events, respectively. T he representation is t he following: 

initiates_at(openGasHain,gasSupplied,T):
happens_at(openGasHain,T). 

terminates_at(closeGasHain,gasSupplied,T):-
happens_at(closeGasHain,T). 

An example of the second class of properties is given by t he sparkingLighter property, whicb 
states that the lighter is producing sparks (a more complex example is given in (7]). In the 
following, we represent the relation between the sparkingLighter property and the event which 
ini tiates it (the Lighter produces sparks only if the Lighter button is pressed when electrical 
power is provided to the lighter): 

initiates_at(pressLighterButton,sparkingLighter,T):-
happens_at(pressLighterButton,T), holds_at(powerSupplied,T). 

An example of the third class of properties is given by the burning property, which states 
that the gas heater is currently heating the environment. In the following, we represent the 
autoinitiates relation between the thermostaticValveOpen and the burning property (burning 
initiates at the time when the Thermostatic Valve is open, the pilot light is on and the Safety 
Valve is open): 

autoinitiates_at(burning,T):-
mholds_for(thermostaticValveOpen,Il), mholds_for(pilotLight0n,I2), 
mholds_for(safetyValveOpen ,I3), begin_intersection_at ( [Il,I2,I3] ,T). 
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By using the full set of initiating and terminating predicates representing the gas heater func

tioning, the PRO~OG interpreter is able to answer to queries such as: 

?- mholds_for(burning,INTERVAL) . 

In the case of the database presented in this paragraph, this query returns two solutions: (i) 

INTERVAL=[8 ,1 0] (burning initiates at 8, because the temperature has dropped to 18 degrees 

and terminates at 10, because it has risen to 19); (ii) INTERVAL=[11,19] (burning initiates at 

11, because the temperature has aga in dropped to 18 degrees and terminates a t 19, because 

the user has pressed the Safety Disable button which allows gas flow only to the pilot light and 

not to the Thermostatic Valve). It is also possible to pose totally unbound mholds_for queries, 

obtaining as solutions ali intervals of validity for each property, i.e. a i':ornplete temporal portrait 

of the gas heater behavior. 
Even if it has been extended with primitives for context-dependency, auto-initiation and 

auto-termination, however, the basic calculus is stili unsatisfactory, because it provides no 

faci lities for process modeling. I t gives an incomplete description of system behavior that only 

captures the effects of the occurrence of atomic events in a restricted number of local contexts. 

The next section first introduces the logica) calculus of discrete processes; then it shows how 

the calculus can be successfully applied to the gas heater problem. 

4 A Logica} Calculus of Processes 

The basic mode) of change and time deals with single and instantaneous events only. Such an 

assumption makès the formalism quite simple, but i t is very restrictive. It allows us to use the 

standard ordering relations between numbers <, >, ~. 2 to compare the occurrence times of 

events in order to determine the periods of time over which properties hold, but it is acceptable 

only if the effect of the occurrence of a set of events is equa) to the union of the effects of the 

occurrence of each single event. In generai, this is not the case: the effects of a discrete set of 

events occurring in a given temporal ordering may differ from the collections of the effects of the 

occurrence of each single event taken in isolation. Then, Jet us now extend the originai calculus 

to cope with macro-even!s that can possibly be decomposed in!o a collec!ion of components. 

We define a way of packaging related events into individuai , conceptual chunks called discrete 

processes. In such a way, we are able to mode) a related set of events and their effects as a whole. 

We formally define a number of operators, called pmcess constructors, that allow us to specify 

the structure of processes by constraining the temporal relations among their components. 

4.1 Discrete Processes 

We distinguish between elementary and structured processes. Elementary processes are atomic 

events occurring at time points, structured processes are macro-events consisting of a finite 

number of subprocesses and taking piace over finite time-intervals. As in the case of properties, 

t ime-intervals are represented by means of tuples of two time points [T1,T2], with Tl < 
T2. Furthermore, we conventionally extend this definition to pairs [T l, T2], with T1 = T2, 

corresponding to degenerate intervals over which atomic events occur. 

An example of domain axiom relating the occurrence of a structured process to the oc

currences of its components is the following one (i t can be easily generalized to the . case of n' 

components): 



happens_ouet(p, [Tl, T6]) +-

happens_ouer(p l , [T l , T2]) 1\ happens_ouer(p2, [T3, T4 ])/\ 
happens_ouer·(p3, [T5, T6]) 1\ T2 ~ T3 1\ T4 ~ T5 
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These (types of) axioms allow us to deri ve the occurrence of a process from the occurrences 
of its components. They can ~Iso be used to abduce the occurrence of components from t he 
occurrence of t he process. In generai, each component can be either a structured or an atornic 
process. In t he first case, the decomposition has to be iterated unti! atomic components are 
reached. The occurrence of an atornic process can then be derived querying the da tabase by 
means of the following axiom: 

happens_ouer(E, [T, T]) +

happens_at(E, T) 

Tl"\is is, in essence, the approach to t he calculus of macro-event proposed in [8]. lls major 
drawback is that i t does not provide any operator that allows the knowledge engineer to obtain 
complex processes by composing simpler ones. To cope with t his problem, we introduce a 
number of basic operators, called process constructor·s, that adapt script operators of path 
expressions to t he process modeling context. They enable us to specify fundamental temporal 
relationships among process components: 

seq sequence (binary operator) 
delay(min, max) minimum and maximum delay between two processes 

(binary, operator) 
salt 
walt 
par 
pseq(N) 

aseq(N) 

[ l 

strong a lternative, i.e., one and only (n-ary operator) 
weak alternative, i.e., at least one (n-ary operator) 
parallelism (binary operator) 
+ sequential iteration, i.e., n occurrences of a given process, with n ;:=: l 
(binary operator) 
* sequential iteration, i.e., n occurrences of a given process, with n ;:=: O 
(binary operator) 
composition 

Formally, a process is defined as follows: (i) each atomic event is a process; (ii) if P l , P2, .. , Pn 
are processes, N l is a positive integer, an d M in, M a x, N2 are integer greater t han or equa l 
to O, then seq(Pl ,P2}, delay(Pl,P2,{Min,Max)), salt(PJ, .. ,Pn), walt(PJ, .. ,Pn), par(PJ,P2}, 
pseq(Pl,Nl}, aseq(Pl,N2} are processes; (iii) noth ing else is a process. 

T he meaning of process constructors is given by a suitable set of axioms. Some of them make 
implicit use of the usual relationships between t ime-intervals to constrain the occurrence t imes 
of components [l]. These relations can be easily expressed in terms of relationships between 
interval endpoints as shown in [12]. 

Let us now define t he basic axioms of the calculus of discrete processes: 

happens_ouer·(seq(Pl , P2) , [Tl, T4]) +-

happens_ouer-(P l , [T l , T2]) 1\ happens_ouer(P2, [T3, T4])1\ 
T2 < T3 

happens_over·(delay(Pl , P2, [M in, Max ]), [T l, T4]) +-
happens_over·(P l, [T l, T2]) 1\ happens_ouer·(P2 , [T3, T4 ])/\ 
O ~ M in A M in ~ Max 1\ TJ- T2 2: M in A T3 - T2 ~ Max 
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If Mi n = M a x = O the delay axiom models a particular form of process synchronization, 

namely sequential synchronization, such that the last endpoint of the time-interval over which 

the fìrst process takes piace coincides with the fìrst endpoint of the time-interval associated 

with the second process. In such a case, the axiom ca n be rewritten as follows ( mseq stands for 

meeting sequence): . 

happens_ouer( mseq( P l , P2), [T l, T3)) +-

happens_ouer( P!, [T l , T2)) 1\ happens_ouer( P2, [T2, T3))) 

happens_oue1·( salt( Proclist), [T l, T2)) +-

membe,·(P l , Proclist) 1\ happens_ouer(Pl, [Tl, T2])/\ 

, not (member(P2, Proclist) 1\ P2 -:f P l/\ happens_during(P2, [T l , T2))) 

happens_dm·ing(Pl, [T l, T2]) +-

happens_over(Pl, [T3, T4)) 1\ T1 < T31\ T4 < T2 

happens_ouer( walt( P1·oclist ), [T l, T2)) +-

member(Pl, Proclist) 1\ happens_ouer(Pl, [T l, T2]) 

happens_ouer(pa7·(Pl, P2) , [Tl, T2)) +-

happens_oue,·(Pl, [T l, T2)) 1\ happens_ouer(P2, [Tl , T2)) 1\ P l -:f P2 

happens_ouer(pseq(P, 1), [T l, T2)) +-

happens_ouer( P, [T!, T2]) 

happens_ouer(pseq(P, N), [Tl, T4]) +-

happens_ouer(P, [Tl, T2)/\ happens_oue7·(P, [T3, T4)/\ 

T2 < T3 t\ happens_over(pseq(P, N ! ), [T3, T4])/\ 

Nis N l +l 

. happens_oue7·(aseq(P, 0), [T l , T2)) +-

not happens_oue7·( P, [T l, T2)) 

happens_ouel·(aseq(P, N) , [Tl , T2)) +

happens_oue,·(pseq(P, N), [T l, T2]) 

In generai, domain axioms include defìnitions of processes in terms of a suitable composition 

of subprocesses. An example of these domain axioms is: 

occUJ·s_process(p, [T l , T2]) +-

happens_ouer( seq(pl, salt(p2, par(p3, p4 ))), [T l, T2]) 

iholds(preci, [T l, T2)) 1\ : .. 1\ iholds(precN, [T l, T2]) 

where p is the (type of the) compound process, pl,p2,p3, and p4 are the (types of t he) com

ponent processes, and preci , .. ,precN, with N greater than or equal to O, are properties that 

must be valid in each instant of the time-interval over which the process takes piace. Properties 

preci, .. , precN express conditions that bave to be preserued during the process occurrence to 

guarantee process integrity. Their role is similar to the role of protections in planning systems 

[18, 15). 
Any structured component is substituted with its own defìnition by means of the axiom: 

happens_ouer( Pname, [T l, T2]) +-

occttrs_process(Pname, [T l , T2)) 
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4.2 Representing Processes in the Gas Heater Problem 
Let us report now the mode! of the heatingCycle structured process, that captures the gas heater norma! behaviour whose purpose is keeping the temperature room constant. At the fìrst leve! of refìnement, the heatingCycle process is decomposcd into a meeting sequence of three subprocesses: startHeatingCycle, heatingSequence, and endHeatingCycle. The stm·tHeatingCycle process represents the two possible ways of starting an heating cycle at an higher leve! of detail: the fìrst o ne ( instantStart) represents the situation w h ere burning in the gas heater starts immediately, because the temperature is under the selected threshold; the second one ( delayedStart) represents t he situation where burning in the gas heater is delayed unti! the environment temperature falls under the selected threshold. The heatingSequence process describes t he sequence of heating processes, each one occuring when the environment temperature is to be increased. Finally, the endHeatingCycle process represents the two possible ways of ending an heating cycle at an higher leve! of detail: the fìrst o ne ( instantEnd) represents the situation where burning in the gas heater ends together with the last heating process; the second one ( delayedEnd) represents the situation where the last heating process ends before the conditions for norma! operation of the gas heater fail to hold. The delayedStart, heatingSequence, and delayedEnd defìnitions also provide an example of the use of conditions to guarantee process integrity. 

occurs_process(heatingCycle,I): 
happens_over(mseq(startHeatingCycle,mseq(heatingSequence,endHeat ingCycle)),I) . 

occurs_process(startHeatingCycle,I):
happens_over(salt ( [instantStart,delayedStart]),I). 

occurs_process(instantStart,I):
happens _over(par(releaseDisableButton,begin(burning)),I). 

occurs_process(delayedStart,I):
happens_over(seq(releaseDisableButton,begin(burning)),I), 
iholds_for(thermostaticValveClosed,I), iholds_for (pilotLightDn,I), 
iholds_f or(poverSupplied,I), iholds_for(releasedDisableButton ,I). 

occurs_process(heat ingSequence,I):
happens_over(pseq(heating ,N) ,I), iholds_for(p i lotLightOn,I), 
i holds_for(poverSupplied,I), ihol ds _for (r eleasedDisableButton, I). 

occurs_process(heating,I) :
happens_over(seq (begin(burning),end(burning)) ,I), 
iholds_for(burning,I). 

occurs_process(endHeatingCycle,I):-
happens_over (sal t ( [inst an t End, delayedEnd] ) , I) . 

occurs_process( instantEnd,I):
happens_over(par(end(burning), 

valt( [pilotLightExtinction , pressDisableButton, 
cl oseGasHain, svitchOffPover])),I). 

occurs_proc.ess (delayedEnd, I ) :
happens_over(seq(end(burning) , 
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valt([pilotLightExtinction, pressDisableButton, 

closeGasHain, svitchOffPover])),I), 

iholds_for(thermostaticValveClosed,I), iholds_for(pilotLightOn,I) , 

iholds_for(p~verSupplied,I), iholds_for(releasedDisableButton,I). 

With respect to the previously illustrated database, a query consisting of a totally unbound 

occurs_process gives the following solutions: 

?- occurs_process(X,C). 

X = heatingCycle, C= [6, 19] 
X = delayedStart ,C = [6,8] 
X = heatingSequence, C= [11 , 19] 

X = heat ing , C = [8, 10] 
X = endH eatingC ycle,C = [19, 19] 

5 Computational Aspects 

X = start l/ eatingCycle,C = [6,8] 
X = heatingSequence, C= [8, 10] 
X = heatingSequence,C = [8, 19] 

X = heating,C = [11 , 19] 
X = instantEnd, C = [ 19, 19] 

In t he fo llowing, we higlight some of the computational problems we encountered in experi

menting the logica! calculus with an ordinary Prolog interpreter. For the sake of simplicity, we 

mostly refer lo the basic calculus. The problems fall in two categories: (i) queries plagued by 

floundering and looping problems; (ii) inefficiency due lo redundant computation. To overcome 

these problems, different strategies are available. They basically consist of more sophisticated 

theon~m provers involving mechanisms such as lemma storage and delayed evalua tion; transfor

mations of the litnguage that give it better co~putational properties with respect lo Prolog; 

compilations into executable representations such as timed Petri Nets, extended fini te st a te au

tomata, etc. Elsewhere, we tried to face these problems by building different theorem provers 

to Prolog [9]; in this paper, we experimented the alternative approach of keeping Prolog as the 

theorem prover and changing the axioms. 

5.1 Floundering and Looping Problems 

Executing the axioms of the basic calculus with an ordinary Prolog interpreter, we have soon 

encountered severa! queries which the interpreter is umible to sol ve due to floundering problems. 

In generai, a resolvent is said to flounder when none of its literals can be chosen as the next goal 

. lo resolve upon by a safe selection rule [9] . Such a rule only selects: (i) ground negative literals; 

(ii) ground, or quasi-ground, arithmetic literals. The case of interest in t he experimentation of 

our approach with Prolog is the second one. First of ali, the holds_at predicate flounders when 

it is called with the second argument (T) unbound. Floundering is in t his case unavoidable 

because the predicate defìnition simply compares t he unbound argument T with two variables 

(Start and End) , which are bound at the moment of comparison. The holds_at predicate is 

also used in the definition of the context-dependent initiates and terminates predicates which 

in turn are used to prove mholds_for. In this case, we incur in t he risk of writing defìnitions 

far these predicates which flounder when called with unbound temporal arguments, but the 

problem is here avoidable. For example, il is tempting to express a context-dependent initiates 

in this way: 

initiates_at( event , property, T) +-

holds_at(pr~cl, T) 1\ ... 1\ holds ...o.t(precN, T) 
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Although this definition is logically corred, Prolog will flounder when the predicate is called 
with the third argument unbound. T his problem would be solved by using a constraint logic 
programming language that would give as solution the intersedion of those time intervals 
where preconditions holds. Moreover, if the initiates_at predicate is called within a mholds_for 
clause, the precise value of T {if any) would be selected by the happens_at predicate following 
it. However, these pr~blems are easily solved with ordinary Prolog by inserting a n happens_at 
clause al the beginning of the definition, in order to guarantee that the temporal argument in 
the following preconditions is bound: 

initiates_at( event, property, T) <-

happens_at( event, T) /1. holds_at(pr·ecl, T) /1. ..• /1. holds_at(precN, T) 

The new definition allows ordinary Prolog lo solve an initiates_at query with or without the 
third argument bound. In generai, experimental development of various modified versions of the 
event calculus has shown that these floundering problems are straightforwardly avoidable with 
a proper placement of happens_at predicates in the program. Particular care s hould be taken 
in limiting t he use of the extra happens_at predicates to avoid unnecessary multiple calls: for 
example, if happens_at is placed at the beginning of initiates_at ana terminates_at definit ions, 
its presence is no longer necessary in the definition of mholds_for. By following these guidelines, 
our version of the calculus is able to solve totally unbound calls to mholds_for witb ordinary 
Prolog. . 

The Event Calculus is a Iso unable to ma n age loops in t he domai n. mode!, as i t is the case 
of feedback loops in physical systems. For example, in the gas heater a feedback loop exists 
between the pilot light, the Safety System and the Safety Valve: the pilot light can be on if the 
Safety Valve is open; the safety Valve is open only if the Safety System senses that the pilot 
light is on. If the representation of the feedback loop involves context-dependent initiates or 
terminates, a loop occurs when these clauses come into play during the computation. There 
are two main ways to overcome this problem: (i) a loop checker may be added to the reasoning 
mechanisrns in order to test whether a query we are trying to prove reappears in the resolvent 
or (ii) the modeler may adopt a principled approach to knowledge representation in order to 
break the loops in the fi rst piace. Since we want to keep the Prolog theorem prover unchanged, 
we followed the second approach, imposing the principle tbat feedback loops must be broken by 
substituting one of the (auto)initiates, with its corresponding (auto)terminates, clauses which is 
part of the loop with a suitable pair of events which initiates and terminates the corresponding 
property, respectively. Choice of this pair can not be arbitrary, but it must refer to events 
which are easily observable/measurable so that the possibility of monitoring them in a real

·world setting is plausible. However, it should be noted that this second approach, while on one 
hand increases effìciency of execution by avoiding the introduction of additional machinery in 
the interpreter, on the other band has the drawback of imposing an additional burden on the 
modeler. 

5.2 Complexity Analysis 

Even considering the simplest version of the calculus, computational ineffìciency soon arises 
if we consider a realisticly large database to which t he same queries are frequently posed. 
Considering the case of a mholds_for query with only the property a rgument instantiated , its 
complexity (méasured using access to happens_at facts as a reference) is cubie in the number of 
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initiating an d terminating events in the database for t ha t property2
• 

Suppose indeed that we have a sequence of n initiating events followed by a sequence of n 

terminating events for the given property in the database. During t he exploration of the search 

tree for the partially bound mholds_for query, the two happens_at predicates in the mholds_for 

defìnition will have the temperai argument unboundi as a result, every possible pair of initiat ing 

and terminating events (n*n accesses to happens_at facts) will be picked up; ali these pairs will 

pass the End > Start test3 . A not broken_during query will then be invoked for each of 

the pairs ; complexity of this query is linear, the worst case given by a pair consisting of an 

initiating event immediately followed by its corresponding terminating event (all n instances of 

terminating events andali n instances of initiating events will be checked against the pair) . As 

a consequence, the total number of accesses to happens_at facts will be cubie. 

Additi~n of further axioms to the basic event calculus to enhance its exrressive power 

heavily deteriorates computational performance. Consider as an example the case of context

dependent initiates and terminates and let P(> O) be the maximum number of preconditions in 

a clause, n the max.imum number of initiating-terminating pair of events for a single property 

and B the maximum number of backward indirections from a single precondition. Considering 

again the case of a mholds_for· query with only the property argument instantiated, its order of 

complexity (measured using access to happens_at facts as a reference) is4
: 

O(n<B+l)·3) 

If we indeed consider B=O, we fall in the already discussed case of the event calculus without 

preconditions, where the complexity is O(n3 ). What additionally happens when B is l or more 

is that after each of the cubie number (for simplicity, we can consider this number to be exactly 

n3 , ignoring a possible constant factor) of accesses to an happens_at, during the exploration of 

t he search tree for the partially bound mholds_for query, at worst P preconditions are checked: 

each holds_at query will result in a cali to a mholds_for predicate with the temperai argument 

unbound and a maximum of B- l backward indirections. So, the complexity will become: 

COM(P, B)= P · COM(P, B - l )· n3 

Since COM(P,O) = n3 , it is easily provable by induction that 

COM(P, B) = P8 · n<B+l)·J 

Hqwever, a careful examination of the search tree reveals that this undesired increase in com

plexity is largely due to redundant computation of the mholds_for· queries called during precon

dition verifìcation. This suggests that a caching mechanism should benefìt the Event Calculus 

and increase its applicability. Caching would allow to store results of mholds_for queries for 

use both in answering later queries a,nd in avoiding computation of multiple identica! queries 

in the current proof. However, conceiving a suitable caching mechanlsm is not a trivial task. 

One main issue to confront is t he management of updates to the database: the easy solution 

of rebuilding the cache from scratch at every update is unacceptable even for smalJ databases. 

The caching system should be able to incrementally add new results to the old ones and to 

update or delete only the old results which need i t. This problem is stricly related to the generai 

problem of defìning suitable strategies for temperai reasoning (17]. 

2 We refer to the first formulation of the mho/d$_for predicate in section 2. 
3 We have chosen here the worst case scenario. Anyway, also in the more realistic scenario consisting of a 

sequence of n initiating events each one immediately followed by its corresponding terminating event, the number 

of pairs that will pass the End> Star t test stays quadratic and i t is n+ (n- l)+ ... + l , i.e.(n(n + 1)/2). 

4 We refer now to the last formulation of the mholds_for predicate in section 2. 
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Conclusions 

The paper presented a logica! calculus that extends Event Calculus with high-leve! primitives 
for d iscrete process modeling. It is intended to be a fìrst building block of a generai and 
efficient calculus dealing with discrete, continuous and abnormal processes in a uniform logica! 
framework. The calculus has been implemented on a Sun SPARC2 with Quintus Prolog and 
has been tested on a real-world example, i.e., a gas heater system. We are currently working 
on the integration of continuous processes into t he proposed calculus as well as on t he redesign 
of the calculus to include a caching mechanism. 
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Logic alone is unab/e to dea/ with commonsense comexrs in which incoherem information is avai/ab/e, since in t/re most popu/ar logica/ systems (suclr as classica/ or inwitionistic logic) everytlring cm1 be deducedfrom inconsistem assumptions. The premises sets formaliz ing rho se contests slrould not be considered as logica/ tlreories (axiomatic bases), bw as frameworks in whiclr arguments can be deve/oped, opposed, and compared. T/re existence of conjlicting arguments does 1wt prevent t/re derivation of reasongPie conclusions, when tlwse conclusions CO/l be supported by a comparison of che competing arguments. This comparison can be based on an ordering relation defined over t/re set of t/re available premises, since t/re ordering aver che premises can be translated imo an ordering aver t/re arguments. 
In t/re following pages, a mode/wi/1 be proposed for reasoning from inconsistem assumptions. T/rose assumptions wi/1 be formalized as tmidirectional inference rules, in the spiri t of Reiter' s default /ogic. A notion of argumem wi/1 t/re n be deve/oped, aiUi three types of argumems wi/1 be distinguished: grounded, plausib/e, and justifying argumems. A simple imerpreter ab/e co develop t/rose argumems will a/so be proposed. Some extensions of t/re mode/wi/1 final/y be discussed, such as using constraims and reasoning abow ordering relations. 

l . Introduction 
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In many commonsense situations i t is necessary to reason with inconsistent information. This is due at least to the following reasons: 
a. The dialectic of m/es and exceptions. l t is well known that every generai commonsense rule has an open list of exceptions (cf. McCanhy [ 1980]1987): those rules can be applied only by default, lo wil unless 1here are exceptions 10 lhe contrary. Many 1echniques have been developed to represent consis1en1ly se1s of rules and exceplions (such as, for example, the use of abnormalily predicales), bui exceplions can be more na1urally expressed as s1atemen1s contradicting lhe corresponding rules or denying lheir applicabilily. This representalion is adop1ed, for example, in default logic (Reiler and Criscuolo [ 1981) 1987, 144 f), in various lechniques for dealing with specificity (for preferring the most specific argument, cf. Poole 1985), in 1ogic programs of ru1es and exceptions(Kowalski an d Sadri 1991), in abduction (cf. Poole 1988). 
b. The flow of information tlrrough time. As time passes more accurate information may become available, and old assumptions ha ve to be "harmonised" with ne w results. T o deal with such situations a drastic solution is obviously possible: old assertions are deleted when confiicting with the new ones (this solution can be connected to the beliefrevision mode! of Alchourr6n, Giirdenfors, and Makinson (1985), but with a caveat: revision funclions operate on deductive closures). Nevenheless a sof1er strategy is available: preserving ali inconsis1en1 assertions in 1he knowledge base and giving 1he preferen<:e 10 1ne mosl necen1 ones in lhose ar.gumenls where 1he conflict is relevant. 
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c. TI1e use of multiple information sources. The available infonnation can stem from different 

sources, possibly having different degrees ofreliability. Also in this situation a drastic solution would 

be possible: inhibiting the input of assertions com ing. from less reliable sources, or erasing those 

assertions, when they are incompatible with more reliable sources. Again, a different strategy may be 

adopted, to wit preserving ali conflicting assertions and giving the precedence to those stemming from 

the most reliable sources. 
d. The semamic indeterminacy of natura! language expressions. Many natura! language 

expression are ambiguous or vague. Such expression can be assigned alternative meanings 

(intensional interpretations),to which different degrees of reliability can be abstractly attributed, 

according to linguistic usage. It would b(} possible to put into the knowledge base just the 

interpretation that seems abstractly more reliable, but this solution would contrast'With the fact that 

normally a systematic consideration of the knowledge base is required: other possible meanings 

should be preferred if the abstractly most plausible one is inconsistent with other (more reliable) 

assumptions. 

Ali reasons just considered lead naturally to inconsistent sets of premises, from which 

competing arguments can be developed. The ranking of those arguments can be based upon an 

ordering over the single premises. This last ordering can be reasonably built by assuming that 

exceptions are preferred to rules, more reliable sources are preferred to less reliable ones, subsequent 

assertions are preferred to preceding ones, abstractly more plausible interpretations are to be preferred 

to less plausible ones. Law is a typical commonsense domai n in which the causes of inconsistency 

mentioned above play a significant role: legai rules can be structured into sets of rules and exceptions, 

can be issued by different authorities in different times, and should be nonnally interpreted according 

to linguistic usage . In law the problem of conflict is effectively solved by ordering legai rules, 

according to the criteria just considered, an d by a meta-order over t ho se criteria: the source reliability 

(so called hierarchical criterion) prevails over the rule-exception relarions (so called speciality 

criterion), that prevails overtime (so ca! led chronological criterion) (cf. Sartor 1991, 1992). It is more 

difficult to establish the priority of the ordering by abstract plausibility. Surely it comes after the 

source ordering (lower legai sources should be, whenever linguistically possible, meanings consistent 

with higher leve! sources). 
Techniques for reasoning with conflicting ordered sets of premises ha ve already been proposed 

iri some noteworthy contributions. Two mai n trends of research can be distinguished: 

i. Assumption-based approaches. Those approaches try 10 idenlify besl or preferred subse1s of 

the premises sei under consideralion, i.e., 10 identify one (or some) consistent subset(s) of 

assumptions allowing justified consequences being derived. Here t h e accent is on the whole of the 

knowledge base, and a " definitive" m\]ximal selection is pursued, from which every jus tified 

conclusion can be logically deduced (although a recomputation of that selection may be necessary 

after changes in the knowledge base). · 

ii. Argument-based approaches. Those approaches, instead , look for preferred arguments, 

i. e. arguments leading to justified consequences. Here .the accent goes on single inferences, to wit on 

minima! sets of premises implying the desired conclusion. The argument construclion is to be 

performed each ti me a justified consequence is derived . 

In the first approach we can mention the proposal of Alchourr6n and Makinson (1981 ), 

Alchourr6n (1986) and Brewka (1991a, 1991b), whose application to legai contexts is considered in 

Sartor ( 1992). 
In the argument based approach, we can recall Nute (1988) who also proposes a Prolog 

implementation, Simari and Loui (1992), who use specificity as the ordering criterion (according to 

Poole 1985), and Prakken (1992), w ho al so considers explicit o rderings. These authors, like Reiter 

([ 1980) 1987), re fuse contrapositive inferences: defeasible statements are considered unidirectional 

inference rules. Prakken (1992) translates the rejection of contrapositive inferences into a technique 

for comparing arguments of explicitly ordered premises: when confronting arguments leading to 
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contradictory conclusions p and -.p, only the rules that are at the top of the inference chains for p and 
-.p must be considered. 

In fact, the reasons that in ~ome commonsense contexts block contrapositive inferences also prevent from questioning a rule just because it causes an inconsistency indirectly (by realising a condition for other rules being applied). For example, Jet us consider the arguments A 1 =(w+-- q; q 
+--p; p} for w and A2= (-.w +-- s; s +-- u, Il} for -.w. Only the rules w+-- q and -.w +-- s should be compared since intermediate rules are not responsible for the conflict: their consequents are consistent with the competing argument and can be contradicted only by reasoning contrapositively (for deriving 
-.q, and putting into question q +--p we need to reason contrapositively from w+-- q). In the following pages we will develop a mode! for reasoning with inconsistent ordered premises in a logic programming framework, mode! that is both argument-based and inspired by the rejection of contrapositive inferences: we will consider how to build and compare arguments, to derive plausible and justified conclusions. 

2 . The Janguage 

W e use simple rules of the form 

n :po+- pJ, ... ,p/1 

where n is the rule name, and each p j is a literal. We admit degenerate rules with an empty body, that we shall ca11 facts, tiut facts have no special status in our framework (the worldfacl is not used here in the sense of unquestionable assenion, as in Poole(J988)). 
A literal is a formula q or -.q, where q is an atom. The negation -, is interpreted as classica l negation. 
A rule name n is a label of the form 

r (X J, ... , Xn). 

where r is a ne w function symbol, and X J, ... , X n are the free variables in the rule. By substituting XI. ... , X11 with appropriate terms fJ , ... , 111 we obtain names r (IJ, ... , 111 ) for ali instances of the rules. W e will simply write r for r (X J, ... ,X11 ), when the variable names X J. ... , 
X11 and the arity of rare not relevant. W e write r2 f rt to mean that r2 is preferred to rt . The 
f relation is transitive and antisymmetric, to wit, is a strict parti al arder. A rule se t n is a set of sue h 

rules aver which the f relation may not empty. 
Let us consider, for example, the classical quaker-republican example, that we formalize as fo11ows: 

rt(X): dove(X) +-- quaker(X); 
r2(X): -.dove(X) +-republican(X); 
ft : quaker(nixon); 
f2 : republican(nixon). 

Let us first assume that the ordering relation f is empty. In such a si tuation we ha ve two competing arguments A 1 = ( rt (nixon): dove(nixon) +-- quaker(nixon); ft : quaker(nixon)} for 
dove(nixon), and A2 = (r2(nixon): -.dove(X) +-- republican(X); f2 : republican(nixon)} for 
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-.dove(nixon). Using rule names we can represent those arguments simply as AI = {rl(nixon); 

ft l , and A2 = ( r2(nixon); f2 l. 
Neither argument is binding (i.e., justifying) since there is no preference relation between the 

adversary rules rt and r2 . In such a situation we can draw only plausible, or uncertain, conclusions: 

both dove(nixon) and -.dove(nixon) are merely plausible consrquences of the premises set. 

Butlet us extend the order, by making the assumption that being a republican is more influent 

than being a quaker, as far political opinions are concemed, to wit Jet us add the instance r2 f r 1. 

Then, according to intuition, --,dove(nixon) should be the justified consequence. In fact: 

r2 prevails over the adversary rule rt. and therefore the argument A2 culminating in 

--, dove(nixon) , consequent of r2(nixon}, defeats the counter argument AI culminating in 

dove(nixon), consequent of q (nixon),and 
no direct counter argument can be raised against the remaining part of argument A2, to wit 

against { f2 l. 

3 . Notions of inference 

Let us try to build a formai framework to modelthe type of defeasible reasoning exemplified 

above. W e fi rst distinguish different notions of consequence of an inconsistent se t n of ground rules 

(we consider each rule as the set of its ground instances): 

Logica/ consequence. Since n is inconsistent, every statement is a logical consequence 

of n. 
Growrded consequence. W e say that p a grounded consequence of n iff p is derivable 

from a consistent subset of n, using the rules in n as unidirectional inference rules. Not every logical 

consequence is a grounded consequence: consequences derivable only by using thefalsum inference 

rule (from q and -,q derive whatever p) are surely not. 

Plausible consequence. W e say that p is a plausible (or undefeated) consequence of n if 

an argument in favour of n is no t worse t han every argument lo the contrary. 

Ju.stified consequence. W e say 1ha1 p is a juslified consequence of n , if an argument in 

favour of n is better than every argument to the contrary. 

To formalize the nolions jus1 introduced we need 10 specify the concepts of argument and 

counter argumenl, and distinguish types of arguments. 

a. Argument and cozwter argument. As we have said above our rules are unidirectional 

inference rules, which do noi admit contrapositive inferences. The set of the statemenls derivable 

from a rule set n , denoted as Consequences(n) can therefore be obtained by applying repealedly the 

rules in n 10 the result of lhe previous appl ication of those rules (starting from lhe empty set}, until no 

new consequence ca n be obtained in this way (lhe least fix poi n t has been reached). So we can a Iso 

say lhat Consequences(n) is the minimum set L such 1ha1 for every (ground) rule n: PO ~ PI" ... " 

p11 in n , if P I . ... , p11 are in L, then also PO is in L (cf. Gelfond and Lifschitz 1990). We say lhat 

A ç: n is an argument for p iff A is minimal among the consistent subsets r of n such that pe 
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Consequences(f). Therefore, an argumenl A for p is a consislenl minima! sei of (ground) rules 
allowing p 10 be derived. For any q e Consequences(A), A includes a svbargumenl for q, 10 wil an 
A 1 !;;;; A sue h l hai A 1 is an argumenl for q. The consislency requiremenl for argumenls ca n be translaled into 1he requiremenl 1ha1 no argumenl conlains (ground) rules wilh complemenlary heads. In facl, if an argumenl cnntained 1wo rules with contradic1ory heads il would be ei1her inconsislenl (if lhe anlecedenls of bolh rules were salisfied) or non minima! (if one rule were noi salisfied). An argumenl B for q is a counter argument lo an argument A iff A includes a subargument Al for q (where q denoles the complemenl of q). A counter argument puls into queslion lhe corresponding argumenls, since il culmina1es in lhe nega1ion of a s1a1emen1 whose derivalion is necessary 10 reach lhe conclusion of the argument. 

b. Defeated argwnent. W e say 1ha1 an argument A is defeated iff a subargumenl A 1 ç; A is 
directly defeated. An argumenl A 1 for q is directly defeated iff lhere exis1s in n an argumen( B for qsuch 1ha1: 

i. B includes a rule r2: q f- IV) A .•• "IV11 sue h 1ha1 r2 f q , w h ere q : qf- s is 1he rule for q in A (being an argumenl, A musi be mini mal, and 1herefore can contai n only one of such rules). 
ii. Ali stric1 subargumenls of B (ali argumen1s Bi such 1ha1 Bi. C B) are juslifying, i.e., 8 includes juslifying argumen1s for IV), .•• , IV11. 
When bolh condilions (i) and (ii) are sa1isfied, 1he argumenl A can be discarded: il cannol lead 10 new plausible or juslified conclusions. In such a case we also say 1ha1 8 is a defeating cormter argrunent 10 A. 

c Plausible argument. We say 1ha1 an argumenl A ç n is plausible iff A has no defealing 
coumer argumenl Ì3 !;;;; n. W e can equivalemly say ;hai an argumen1 A !;;;; n for p is plausible iff: i. A for p is noi direclly defea1ed; 

ii. A includes plausible argumenls for SI , ... , sn, where q : p f- S I " .. . A s11 is 1he rule for p in A. 

d. Justifying argument. We say 1ha1 an argumenl A ç n is ajuslifying argumenl iff A has no 
plausible counler argument Bç n. W e can equivalenlly say l hai an argument A for p is juslifying iff 

i . There is no plausible argument for p in n; 
ii. A includes juslifying argumenls for SI, ... , sn, where r: p f-s ) " ... A sn is 1he rule for p in A. 

Now we ca n finally define 1he nolions of consequence introduced above: 

Growrded consequence: p is a grounded consequence of n iff there is an argument A ç; n for p. 

Plausible consequence: p is a plausible consequence of n iff lhere is a plausible argumenl 
A !;;;; n for p. 

Justified consequence: p is a justified consequence of n iff lhere is a juslifying argumenl 
A ç n for p. 

We also say 1ha1 p is a merely grounded consequence if p is grounded bui noi plausible, and 1ha1 p is a merely plausible consequence, iff p is plausible and not juslified. 
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Let us now apply the reasoning pattems just sketched to the quaker-republican example. Let us 

first consider the premises set n I =(q(X): dove(X) {- quaker(X); r2(X) : ..., dove(X) {

republican(X); f1: quaker(nixon)) with an empty f relation. 

n 1 includes a justifying argument for dove(nixon) to wit A 1 = ( r1 (nixon); fl) , and no 

argument for -,dove(nixon).Let us add the fact f2: quaker(nixon) to n J, so to obtain n2 = (q; r2; 

fi; f2). 

In n2 A 1 is no Ionger justifying, sin ce i t has a plausible counterargument, to wit A2 = 

( r2(nixon); f2) for -,dove(nixon). Bot h A 1 and A2 are plausible non justifying arguments, so t ha t 

both dove(nixon) and -,dove(nixon) are merely plausible consequences. 

Let us now extend the f relation with r2 f r1 . No t surprisingly, we obtain the result that A2 

becomes jusùfying (and its consequent -,dove(nixon) justified), w h ile A 1 becomes merely grounded 

(grounded and no t plausible). In fact, A 1 is not plausible, since i t is directly defeated by A2, and, 

therefore, A2 justifies the conclusion -,dove(nixon). Plausible consequences correspond to 

conclusions derived by credulous reasoners, while justified consequences correspond to sceptical 

reasoning models. 
Let us considera second famous AI benchmark, the Yale shooting problem, that we represent 

by the following premises set n : 

fl : holds(alive, sitO); 
rl(Situation): hold~(loaded, result(load,Situation)); 

r2(Situation): -,holds(alive,result(shoot, Situation)) {- holds(loaded, Situaùon); 

r3(Fluent, Event, Situation): holds(Fluent, result(Event, Situation)) {-

holds(Fiuent, Situation). 

Both holds(alive, result(shoot, result(load, sitO))) and-, holds(alive, result(shoot, result(load, 

sitO))) are merely plausible (not justified) consequences of n . For holds(alive,result(shoot, 

result(load, sitO))) there is the argument 

A 1 =( rJ(alive, shoot, result(load, sitO)): holds(alive,result(shoot, result(load, sitO))) if 

holds(alive, result(load, sitO)); 

r3(alive, load, sitQ): holds(alive,result(load, sitQ)) if holds(alive, sitO); 

fi : holds(alive, sitO) ); 

for -, holds(alive, result(shoot, result(load, sitQ))), there is, instead the argument 

A2 = ( r2(result(load, sitO): non holds(alive, result(shoot, result(load, sitQ))). if 

holds(loaded, result(load, sitQ); 

f2: holds(loaded, result(load, sito))) . 

Nevenheless, it seems reasonable to assume that the specific rule r2 prevails over the generai 

"principle of i nenia" of r3, i.e ., to extend n with the axiom r2 f rJ . In n 1 = n u{ r2 f r3) , A2 

becomes a defeating argument for A 1. A 1 is no longer plausible, w h ile A2 is justifying. Therefore 

..., holds(alive,result(shoot, result(load, sitO))) becomes a justified consequence, and holds(alive, 

result(shoot, result(load, sito))). a defeated(merely grounded) one. 
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4. An extension of the model: applicability predicates and cross references 

In many common sense contexts i t is usefulto be able to express rules asserting that other rules 
are, or are not , applicable given certain conditions. This is especially relevant when we have to 
express "selective exceptions", to wit exceptions t ha t are not inte nded to exclude the derivation of a 
certa in predicate, but only to prevent the use of cenai n rules (cf. Pollock I 987; Brewka 1991 41 s). 
Selective exceptions are especially useful for formulating second leve! exceptions, to wit exceptions 
stating that determinate exceptions are not applicable under certa in conditions. For example, in Italian 
law a contract is invalid if stipulated by some person under age (first le ve! exception), but this 
provision is inapplicable if the under age person lied about his age (second leve! exceptions). This 
second leve! exception cannot be interpreted as the assenion that every contract stipulated by 
somebody affirming to be in full age is ipsofacto valid: there are many other first leve! exceptions to 
contract validity (for example, having been forced to stipulate the contract) for which a lie on age is 
totally irrelevant. 

For expressing selective exceptions, we need to refer to rules, but for this purpose meta-leve! 
predicates are not suictly necessary: selective exceptions can be formulated in a object levellanguage 
including rule names (cf. Brewka 1986; Poole 1987). It is sufficient to translate every rule of the 
form: 

r(X I, ... , Xn): p f- q 

into the couple: 

r(XI , ... , X11): p f- q" applicable(r(XI, ... , X11)); 

r(XI, ... , X11): applicable(r(Xt. ... , X11)) 

where the fact applicable(r(XJ, ... ,X11)) asserts that ali instances of the rule r(XJ, ... , X11 ) are 
applicable, and the derivation of the consequent of the rule is conditioned to its applicability 
condition. From now on, we will assume that each rule has been translated into this form, and 
interpret originai rules (and their names) as abbreviations for their extended translation. 

The use of the applicability predicate allows us to obtain a much more expressive and flexible 
language. For example, we ca n h ave the following representation of the legai context just considered: 

rt(X): valid(X) f- contract(X); 

r2(Y, X):-, valid(X) f-under_age_for(Y, X); 

rJ{Y, X):-, applicable(f2{Y, X)) f- declared_full_age(Y); 
fi : contract(sale 1 ); 
f2: under_age_for(mark, sale I); 
f3: declared_full_age(mark). 

Le t us assume the priority relations r3 f r2 f rt. The se t of rules a bo ve is t o be translated into 
the following: 

rt(X): valid(X) f- contract(X) "applicable(q(X)); q(X):applic.able(q(X)); 

r2(Y, X): -, valid(X) f-under_age_for(Y, X)" applicable(f2(Y, X)); 
r2(Y, X): applicable(rz(Y,X)); 

rJ(Y,. X): -,applicable(rz(Y, X)) f- declared_full_age(Y) "applicable(rJ{Y, X)); 
r3(Y, X): applicable(rJ(Y,X)); 
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ft: contract(sale J) t-applicable(fl); ft: applicable(ft); 

f2: under_age_for(mark, sale I) t- applicable(f2); f2: applicable(f2); 

f3: declared_full_age(mark) t-applicable(f3); f3: applicable(f3). 

In this extended set we have ajustifying argument for valid(saleJ), to wit: 

A t= (rt(salet):valid(sale J) t- contract(sale !) A applicable (q(saleJ)); 
rt (sale 1 ): applicable(q (sale 1 )); 

ft: contract(sale I) t- applicable(fJ ); ft :applicable (f!)). 

There is a counterargument to A J, that is: 

A2 = ( r2(mark, sale t): --, va !id( sale!) t- under_age_for(mark, sale t) A 

applicable(Q(mark, sale t)); r2(mark, sale t) :applicable(Q(mark, sale t)); 

f2: under_age_for(mark, sale 1) t- applicable(f2); f2: applicable(f2) l. 

A2 could block A t since r2 f q. Nevertheless this is not the case, since A2 is not plausible, 
being defeated by the argument 

A3 = {rJ(mark;saleJ): -.applicable(Q(mark, sale t)) t- declared_full_age(mark) A 

applicable(f3(mark, sale J)); rJ(mark, sale J):applicable(f3(mark, sale J)); 

f3: declared_full_age(mark) t- applicable(f3); fJ:applicable(f3) l 

that directly defeats the subargument {r2(X):applicable(f2(X))l of A2. 
The possibility of expressing selective exceptions is al so relevant outside the legai domain. Let 

us go back to the Yale shooting problem and extend it, by assuming that rule r3 does not apply if the 
gun is wet(r4), and that the gun is really wet (f2): 

ft : holds(alive, sitO); 
f2: hold(wet_gun, sitO); · 
rt(Sit): holds(loaded, result(load, Situation)); 

r2(Sit): -.holds(alive,result(shoot, Situation)) t- holds(loaded, Situation); 

rJ(Fluent, Event, Situation): holds(Fluent,result(Event, Situation)) t-
holds(Fluent, Situation); 

r4(Situation): -.applicable(f2(Situation)) t- holds(wet_gun,Situation). 

W e can easily see that supposing f4 f r3 we derive, in the translation just considered, 
holds(alive, result(shoot,result(load, sitO))) as a justified consequence. Note that the example could 
be funher expanded, preserving the intuitivity of the representation. For ex ampie we could adda rule 

rs, such that rs f r4 , stating t ha t r4 does not apply if the gun is waterproof, and a corresponding 
fact f3 affirming that the gun is waterproof. We would have again the justified consequence 

-.holds(alive, result(shoot,result(load, sitO))). 
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5. A simple i!'terpreter in PROLOG 

Let us now deve lop an interpreter fo r dealing with the notions just sketched. Each rule is 
represented as the uni t clause: 

n: PO f.- P l A .. . "Pm 

where ":", +-- and 1\ are infix operators, the first having the lowest priority and being therefore 
considered the predicate symbol. Each rule is translated into the corresponding couple 

n: pO +--p 1 " ... "P m "applicable(n); 
n: applicable(n) 

by the predicate rule(Name, TranslaredRule), that is defined by two clauses, the first extending 
each mie with its applicability condition, and the latter establishing t ha t the mie is applicable. 

mle(Name: Head f.- Body A applicable(Name)) :- Name: Head f.- Body. 
mle(Narne: applicable(Name) f.- true) :- Name: _. 

The f rel atio~ is represented by the predicate Nome 1 preferred_ to Name2, that is defined in 
terms of the predicate Nome 1 stronger_ than Name2: 

X preferred .... to Y :- X stronger_than Y. 
X preferred_to Y :- X stronger_than Z, Z preferred_to Y. 

Let us now de fine the notion of grounded consequence. The predicate 
grounded_consequence(Consequence, Arg J, Arg2) states that Consequence is a grounded 
consequence of the grounded argument Arg2, built by extending consistently the partial argument 
A~J. . 

grounded_consequence(L, Arg1. Arg2) :
rule(Name: L +-- Body), 
consistent(L, Arg1), 
grounded_consequence(Body, [Name: L+-- Body l ArgJl, Arg2). 

grounded_consequence(Ll" L2,Arg1. Arg3):
not var(LJ), 
grounded_consequence(LJ, Arg1, Arg2), 
grounded_consequence(L2, Arg2,Arg3). 

gr-ounded_consequence(true, Arg, Arg). 

Let -us go to the notion of plausible consequence, to wit of an undefeated grounded 
consequence. The predicate plausible_consequence(L, Arg 1. Arg2) states that the li t era l L is a 
plausible consequence of the plausible argument Arg2. built by extending argument ArgJ. 

plausible_consequence(L, Arg1, Arg2) :
mle(Name: L +-- Body), 
consistent(L, Arg1), 
not directly_defeated(Name, L), 
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plausible_consequence(Body, [Name: L t- Body l ArgJ], Arg2). 

plausible_consequence(Lt A L2,Argt. Arg3):
not var(Lt). 
plausible_consequence(L t. Argt . Arg2), 
plausible_consequence(L2, Arg2,Arg3). 

plausible_consequence(true, Arg, Arg). 

The predicate defeated(Name2, L) states that the argument (whatever argument) deriving the 

consequence L by using rule Name t is directly defeated. This happens when the complement of L 
can be derived by using a rule Name2 that is preferred to Name t. and the body of Name2 is a justified 

consequencer 

directly_defeated(Namet. L) :-
complement(L, CompiL), 

rule(Name2: ComplL t- Body), 
Name2 preferred_to Namet . 

justified_consequence(Body, [Name: L t- Body], Arg2). 

Finally, le t us de fine the no tion of justified consequence . The predicate 

justified_consequence(L, Argt. Arn) states that the literal Lisa plausible consequence of (plausible) 

argument Arg2, bui h by extending Arg l · 

justified_consequenc.e(L, Arg t. Arg2):

rule(Name: L t- Body), 
consistent(L, Argt). 
complement(L, CompiL), 
not plausible_consequence(CompiL, fl , _), 
justified_consequence(Body, [Name: L t- Body l Arg tl. Arg2). 

justified_consequence(Lt A L2,Arg1, Arg3):
not( var(L 1)), 
j ustified_consequence(Lt . Argt .Arg2), 
jusrified_consequence(L2, Arg2, Arg3). 

justified_consequence(true, Arg , Arg). 

This simple interpreter is inte grated with definitions for auxiliary predicates, such as 
compl e m e nt (Uteral, Complement) , which relates each literal to its complement, and 
consistent(Litera/, Partia/Argumem ), which establishes if a rule with consequent L ca n be consistently 

added toPartia/Argumellt, by examining if Partia/Argumellt contains rules with consequent [ (if a 

rule fo r [ is in Partia/Argument, the addition of the rule far L would violate either consistency or 
minimality of the argument being constructed) .This consistency check is sufficient for ground rules, 

but more generai solu tions are avai lable according to established techniques (this aspect is not 

discussed here). The interpreter is capable of establishing whether any literal is a grounded, plausible, 
or justified consequence of the available premises se t. Far example, assuming the knowledge base for 
the extended Yale shooting problem of par. 4, the query 

?justified_consequence(holds(alive, result(shoot, result(load, sitQ))), [], AJ) 

obtains a positive answer (shooting with a wet gun preserves life), with the following argument 

(where tautological bodies of the form " t-true" ha ve been omitted): 



A = (rJ(alive, shoot, result(load,slto)): holds(alive, result(shoot, result(load, s itO))) ~ 

holds(alive, result(load, sitO)) A applicable(r:3(alive, shoot, result(load, sitO))); 

rJ(alive, load, si !Q): holds(alive,result(load, sitO)) +-

holds(alive, sitO)A applicable(r3(alive, load, sito)); 

ft: holds(alive, sitO)~ applicable(ft); ft : applicable(ft); 
rJ(alive, shoot, result(load, sitO)): applicable(r:3(alive, shoot, resuh(load, sitO))); 
rJ(alive, load, sitO):applicable(f3(alive, load, sito))]. 

6. Applications and limits of the model 
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The approach here developed can mode! many patterns of nonmonotonic reasoning. In 
particular, i t is easy to translate PROLOG programs into our forrnalism s: in each rule conlaining a 
nega1ion by failure notA, we eliminate the negative literal and adda (prevailing) statement excluding 
the application of the (so modified) rule when the negated atom holds. For example, lhe PROLOG 
program 

p :- noi q 

q:- s 

is translated into the rule set 

q: p 

rtbis= -.applicable(q) ~q 

r2: q+- s 

where rtbis f q . It is easy to see that p is derivable from the program above by SLDNF 
resolution, and 1ha1 lhe corresponding rule sei includes ajustifying argument for p, 10 wil A t = [q}. 
If we add 1he clause 

s. 

10 the PROLOG program, p is no more derivable by SLDNF résolution. Correspondingly, if 
we add a ne w rule 

lo the rule se t, A 1 is defeated (by the counterargument A2 { rt bis; r2; rJ}. an d p is no longer a 
justified consequence. In generai, a1oms derivable from extended Horn clauses by SLDNF resolution 
are justified consequences of our translation. 

Our forrnalism can mode! directly ali lhose conlexts where an explicil ordering is eslablished 
over an inconsistenl sei of premises, and in particular ali those very frequenl cases where 
inconsistency ori gin ales from the use of multiple inforrnation sources (over which a priority scale is 
established), or from the flow of inforrnation trough time(where subsequent assenions are assumed to 
prevail over the preceding ones).This last phenomenon is particularly apparent in law, where new 
prescriptions contradicting those already in force are issued when social conditions or politica! 
orientations change. 
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The fonnalism can also intuitively model other contexts in which a priority grading can be 
established over the available premises, as in some classica! nonmonotonic reasoning examples. In 
panicular, defeasible inheritance networks can be easily modelled: every link is represented by a rule, 
an exception link is simply a prevailing rule denying the name of the blocked link, an is-not link is a 
prevailing rule con tradicting the conclusion of an is-a link. Let us examine the classica! albino
elephant example. 

rt(X): color(X, gray) f- elephant(X); 

r2(X): -,color(X, Y) f-a lbino(X) 1\ Y "# white; 
f] : elephant(clayde); 
f2: albino(clayde); 

where we assume the order r2 f r] (as far as the color is concerned, being albino is more 

sign ificant that being an elephant). We have a j ustified argument for -.color(clayde, gray), to wit 
( r2(clayde, gray); f] l . 

Moreover, our approach is able to express both credulous and sceptical types of default 
reasoning (by means of the notions of plausible and justifying arguments), and in this regard, i t could 
also be related, for example, to Reiter's default logic. In comparison to default logic, unwanted 
extensions can be excluded by establ ishing preference relations over the rules. The possibility of 
di stinguishing plausible and justified consequences is very important in many commonsense 
domai ns. The uncertai n (and therefore controversia!) aspects of those domains can be immediately 
and intuitively modelled by a set of inconsistent premises, representing the alternative plausible 
interpretations (reconstructions) of the fonnalized contexts. From those premises inconsistent 

plausible consequences are derivable. The extension of the f relation may then express interpretati ve 
choices, expressing a preference for certain hypotheses about the controversia! aspects. Because of 
those choices, the plausible consequences are restricted and the justified ones are correspondingly 
extended. 

Our approach has also some theoretical·relevance, since it generalizes forrnalisms already 
developed in the logic programming debate (such as the extended logic programs of Gelfond and 
Lifschitz ( 1990), and the logic programs of rules and exceptions of Kowalski and Sadri (1990)) and i t 
connects logic programming with a rich field of research such as argumentation theory (cf. Perelman 
and Olbrechts-Tyteca 1958; Toulmin 1958), that could have many applications in AI. On the other 
hand th is apprqach can be related to abduction (cf. Poolel988: Kowalski and Eshghi 1989), that can 
be modelled in our framework by assuming that there are two classes of statements, unquestionable 

assertions and defau lts, and that the f relation is simply defined as x f y whe never x is an 
unquestionable assertion and y is a default. Like abduction, our approach is able to select subsets 
of premises that logically imply the derived conclusion. 

The model here proposed cannot selve ali problems in nonmo notonic reasoning, but it can 
possibly be extended to satis fy some sign ificant demands. Let us briefly consider some open 
problems, and propose tentati ve answers: 

a. Programs wirh mulriple mode/s. The following PROLOG program 

p:- not q. 

q:- not p. 

has two models- {p l and (q l - according to semantics sue h as the stable mode! semantics 
(cf. Gelfond and Lifschitz 1988). In such a case, a Prolog interpreter would loop, and this happens 
al so for our interpreter, operating on the corresponding rule se t: 



rt: p; 

rt bis: -.applicable(rt) (-q; 
rz: q; 
r2bi s: -.applicable(Q) (-p; 

with rtbis f q and r2bis f r2. This set is, as we know, an abbreviation for 

q: p(- applicable(q); q: applicable(q); 

q bis: -.applicable(rt) (-q A applicable(TJbis); qbis: applicable(TJbis); 

rz: q (- applicable(Q); rz: applicable(Q); 

T2bis: -.applicable(Q) (-p A applicable(Qbis);rzbis: applicable(r2bis). 
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The attempt 10 prove that p is a plausible consequence would activate the proof that 

-, applicable(q) is a justified consequence. For this purpose i t would be necessary (by rule rt bis. 
activated in order contradict the applicability of rt) to check if q is a justified consequence, and 
therefore (by T2bis. activated in order contradict the applicability of rz) to check again if p is a 
plausible consequence. We would go into a loop, although it seems that we should conclude that p is 
plausible, since we are notable to build a defeating counterargument. 

This loop could possibly be avoided, if, when trying to defeat a counterargument to a plausible 
argument A 1, the non directly defeated consequents of the rules already in A 1 were assumed as 
additional premises. In this way we would be sure that A 1 is defeated only when there is "rea]" 
information to the cpntrary. 

So, in the example above we have: 

a partial argument Ai= {q: p(- applicable(q); rt: applicable(q)) for p; 

a partial counterargument A2 to A l : A2 = {rtbis : -, applicable (q) (- q A 

applicable(q bis); rz: q (-applicable(Q); rz: applicable(Q) ); 

a partial counterargument A3 to A2: A3 = {r2bis: -. applicable(rz) (- p A 

applicable(Qbis); p, T2bis: applicable(Qbis)}, with the additional premises sei {p l. 

Thanks to the additional premise p, A3 ca n be completed, so that -, T2 is derived, A2 is 
defeated, and A 1 is comple ted. 

b. Reasoning abollt preference relations. The mode! sketched above is not able lo dea! with 
reasoning about preference relations: preference re lalions are represented as categorica! assertions, 
1hat, c an be universal facls, including free variables - establishing t hai each instance of a rule q (X 1, 
... , X11 ) is to be preferred the instances of a rule r2(Y 1, ... , Y11 ) - or concrete facls, obtained by 
substiluling constants lo the variables. In many contexts, as for example in the legai ones, where there 
can be a dynamic tension between competing values or interest, the precedence accorded to certain 
rules is often justified only in relation to specific c ircumstances. The treatment of such contexts 
requires that the types of argumenls introduced above are used also for establishing preference 
relations. 

T he simplesl solution for implementing this aspect of defeasible reasoning consisls in giving up 
transitivity of the preference relation (deleting lhe definition of the predicate preferred_to) and in 
modifying the definition of the predicate directly_defeated. The following definition requires that a 
justifying argument shows that the ruleName1 in lhe defeating conterargument is stronger then the 
ruleName2 in the defealed one. 
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direc1ly _defea1ed(Name1. L) :
complemenl(L, CompiL), 

rule(Name2: Compi L t- Body), 

jus1ified_consequence(Name2 stronger_than Name 1. [Name2: L t- Body], Al), 
justified_consequence(Body, A l , A2). 

b . The formalization of meaning postulates. Our approach is based on the rejection of 
con1raposi1ive inferences, a very intuitive choice when dealing with defeasible rules. Nevertheless lhis 
choice is surely inadequate when using meaning poslulates. To clarify this poi n t, let us reconsider 1he 

Nixon example with a small change: we use the predicate hawk, ralher than -,dove. 

rt (X): dove(X) t- quaker(X); 

r2(X): hawk(X) t- republican(X); 
ft : quaker(nixon); 
f2 : republican(nixon). 

Lel us also maintain 1he preference relation r2 f rt and add an addilional rule rJ, more reliable 

r2 (r3 f r2), and slaling l h al a dove is nota hawk: 

rJ(X): -,hawk(X) t- dove(X). 

We would expecl that Nixon turns oul lo be a hawk and nola dove, since ruler2 is preferred to 

rule r) , an d lhe two rules are incompatible in the framework of the available knowledge. Instead we 

derive lhe surprising consequences that Nixon is a dove and not a hawk. This counterintuitive 
conclusion derives from lhe facl that r3 has been used as a default, lo w il as a unidirectional inference 

rule. Therefore il has led lo 1he rejection of the default contradicling its consequent (r2), ra1her than 

the default sa1isfying ils condition (q ). 
The meani ng poslulates should be used, inslead, às additional axioms for checking the 

compalibilily belween defaults. In olher words, when establishing the compatibility of two default 

rules d 1: p t- s, and d2: q t- w, lhe inconsistency check should be applied to the set S = {p, q l v 
M where M ·contains the relevant meaning poslulates. In a logic programming model, the meaning 

postulales could possibly be represented as constraints, such as -, (hawk(X) "dove(X)). 

c. lmplicitly orde re d defau/ts. Our model is nol able to treat cases in which defaults are 
implicitly ordered by the specificity principle, considered in many formalisms for nonmonotonic 
reasoning (cf. Poole 1985; Delgrande 1988; Prakken 199 1; Simari and Loui 1992),but for which no 
avai lable formalization is completely salisfaclory. Let us first observe lhat not every pattern of 
nonmonolonic inferences is intuitively modelled by the specificity principle and that in many cases 
explicit priorilies allow more intuilive and synthelic representalions. For example, criminallaw slales 

in generai that nobody shall be punished when acting in self defense. This rule prevails aver hundreds 
of specific norms establishing punishments for particular crimes (injury, homicide, etc.), although not 
being more specific than any one of those no rms. Obviously, we could rewrile lhe self defense rule 
into hundreds of more specific rules , stating that anyone commits an injury in self defe nse is not 
punished, anyone commils a h omicide in self defense is not punished, etc. Each of lhose rules would 
prevail aver the corresponding criminal norm by specificily, but lhanks to an ad hoc knowledge 
represenlalion, redundanl and counterintuitive. The same could be said for the classica! albino 
elephant example. Instead t han a generai rule s1a1ing thal albinos are while, prevailing over every 

specific rule eslablishing lhe color of every animai kind, specificity requires lhousands of more 
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specific rules, one for each animai species, stating t ha t albino elephants are w )lite, albino ravens are 
white, etc. 

Nevertheless, in some cases, the specificity approach is the most intuiti ve one. Let us consider 
the classica! university student ex ampie: 

employment(X): employed(X) f- adult(X) 

unemploymcnt(X): -.employed(X) f-university _student(X) 
adultness(X): adult(X) :- university_student(X) 
ft: adult(john) 
f2: university _student(john). 

If the ordering relation is empty we have two conflicting plausible arguments: 
( employmentUohn), ft} for employed(John), and( unemploymentUohn), adultnessUohn) , 

f2) for -.employed(John). The conflict could be solved by assigning an explicit priority to bne of the 

rules wiih conflicting heads, for example by extending the f relation with unemployment f 
employment. Given this priority relation , we have a justified argument for -.employed(john). !t 
could be argued that this consequence should justified also without an explicit extension of the 

f relation, using the specificity principle 
As we have already observed, the mode! here proposed does not take into account the 

specificity principle, but this principle could possibly be accommodated into our framework when 

used as a criterion for extending (or building) an explicit ordering f aver the premises pet, or as an 
alternative criterion to be used in the cornparison of arguments (as in Nute 1988, Simari and Loui 
1991 , and many others). 
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